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FOREWO RD
Man y inqu iri es have come to the hom e economics de partme nt o f
the University of H awaii and to the nutriti on laborato ry of the H awaii
Agr icultural Expe riment Stat ion regard ing the use and the nutriti ve
value of local fru its. T he in formatio n previously available has been
diflicult of access or data have bee n lacking .
This bull et in aims to supply in format ion on the most important and
widel y used H awaii an frui ts. I Man y of th e dat a have been obta ined as
a result of work done in the household science laborat ory of the U ni-
versity of H awaii and th e nutri tion laborato ry o f th e Hawaii Agr icul -
tura l Expe rirnenr Station, but some data have been taken from oth er
sources . Pages 5 to 102 cont ain no n-techn ical infor mat ion reg ard ing
the various fruit s stud ied and recipes for their use. Pages 103 to 128
conta in techn ical stateme nts of the meth ods used in chemical analyses
and vitamin determinat ion s.
Frui ts and vegetabl es make similar cont ributions to the diet , al-
though as a group, vege tables prob ably cont r ibute more of the three
essenti al m inerals-s-calcinm . ph o s p h oru s, and iron - th an do fruits.
Fru its. though low' in protein and in fat ( with the exce ption o f avo-
cados ) . conta in suflicienr qu anriries of sug ars to make them o f con-
siderable importance calorically. Of greate r impor tance than their ene r-
gy value. however. is thei r value as sources of m inerals. vitami ns. or -
ga nic ac ids. and as roughage. Th e ex perimenta l work o f recent years
has served to em phasize these values for normal nutr ition and to point
out that fruits should nor be classed as luxuries but should be classed
with vegetab les as essent ials for a goo d d iet.
T he d iet of man y people in H awaii is unsatisfactory and should be
improved by the add ition of fru its, vege tab les and milk. \X1ith the
opportun ity of purchasing fruits at low cost and the possibility of ra is-
ing the m in hom e gardens, greater use should be made of local fru its by
all econom ic classes in H awaii.
Analyses of local fru its show th em to be simi lar in compositio n to
the same variet ies of frui ts g rown elsewhere. Th e food value o f some
frui ts is greater than that of ot hers bu t attent ion should be called to the
high nutr itive value of some of our most import ant, widely grown and
generally ava ilable fruit s-namely, the avocado. the banana. th e papaya.
the pineapple and the guava .
It is hop ed that thi s bull etin may st imulate the great e r use of these
excellent fru its.
" O the r frui ts g row n to ."O IH (' ex tent in l lawa ii whi ch have nor yet bee n stud ied i ll rhe
nu tr irio n labor ato ry of the H awa ii Exp erituc n t Station but w h it 11 have posvib ili ties ill rh i ..
rou n tt y as small ind ustr ics are th e lemon . lime. po me lo . chcri mo va. sug ar-ap p le . cu ..ra rd -ap pl c.
ra u ralo u pe . persim mon and da re.
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Th e greater part of the work for thi s bulletin was done when .J. M.
W estgat e was Director of the Hawaii Agri cultural Experiment Station
and the authors wish to express to him their great appreciation of his
inte rest and helpful assistance.
It is not possible to mention all those who have contributed to the
prep aration of thi s bull et in. Staff members of the Office of Experiment
Stations and the Bureau of Home Economics, U. S. D . A., W ashin gton ,
D. C: staff memb ers and students of the home economics department,
Un iversity of H awaii; staff members of the Hawaii Agricultural Exten-
sion Di vision ; staff members of the Ha waii Agricultura l Experiment
Stat ion; and others outs ide the un iversity have all rendered valuable
assistance. Especial acknowledg ment however should be made to Will is
T. Pope, hort icultur ist, for information concerni ng the history, descrip-
tion, variet ies and seasons of Illany of the fruit s and for the photograph s
for the illustrations.
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AVOCADO
(Persea americana]
Descript ion: Th ere are thr ee races of avocados, two of whi ch, the
\'«est Indian and Guatemalan, are common in H awaii . Th e followin g
key used by horticulturists (44, p. 4)" shows the main differences be-
tween the three races:
(a) W est Indi an race. Summer and fall rip en ing; fruit large;
rind leathery and not more than one-sixteenth inch in
thi ckness.
( b ) Guatemalan race. Winter and spring maturin g; frui t
large; rind one-sixteent h to one-fourt h inch in thi ckness,
woody in texture.
(c ) Mexican race. Leaves small and ani se-scented ; fruit small
and th in -skinn ed.
Th e fruit is pear-shaped, round, or obovoid and sometimes weighs
more than thr ee pounds. Th e brilli ant green skin, which chan ges in
some var ieties to red, purple, or purplish-black as the fruit matures,
var ies from smooth to warty in texture. The yellow or light green fl esh
which surro unds the single large seed is smooth in texture and of a
characterist ic nutty flavor. In the best varieties there is very littl e fiber
imbedded in the flesh.
H ist ory: All races of the avocado are natives of tropical Am erica,
where they have been under cultiva tion for many cent ur ies. Don Marin,
the Spanish horticulturist who int roduced many valuable plant s into
Haw aii , is credited with having started the first avocado trees in the
Islands sometime before 1825 (44, p. 2) . As the fruit was of poor qual -
ity, the avocado did not become popular until better varieties were
grown. In 1895 Rear Admiral Beardslee brou ght to Hawaii three
Guatemalan seedlin gs from which many of the present varieties have
been developed. In 1919 the Haw aii Agri cultural Exper iment Station
received throu gh the Oflice of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction of
the U. S. Departm ent of Agri culture a part of a line collection of Gua-
temal an avocados made by Wilson..l0penoe in the highlands of Gua-
temala (44. p. 3).
Th e word "avocado" is derived fro m the Span ish abuacate or agua-
(ate. which in turn was deriv ed from the Aztec word abn acat! (50. p.
17). Many other spellings, such as albecata, arragato , avocate , have been
used by variou s historians, The form avocado was first used in I()()9 by
Sir H enr y Sloane who speaks of the "avocado or alligator-pear." Both
of the se names have persisted and are the ones comm on in Engli sh-
speaking countries today. As the term "alligator-pear" seems objection -
able, efforts are now being made to replace it by the more euphonious
"avocado."
More det ailed informat ion regarding the avocado may be obtained
from a previous bull etin of the Hawaii Experiment Stati on (44).
Nntritire ralue: \X'ith the exception of olives no other fruit con-
:: Ital ic numbe rs in parentheses refer (Q Literatu re Cited . page 121) ,
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rains as large a percentage of fat as do avocados. The fat content of
avocados varies widely from 7 to 26 percent according to variety and
race. The figures for water content show an equally wide variation.
The caloric value of anyone sample of avocados, though always great
in comparison with that of other fruit s, will vary according to the fat
and water content, one-four th to one-half of a medium avocado yielding
100 calories.
By means of human digestion experiments, the digestibility of the
oils in fresh avocados was first tested by Mattill (28) and found to be
93.7 percent, a value comparable to that for butter, but later experi-
ments of a similar nature by Deuel and Holmes (11) gave a value of
82.5 percent .
Though a pleasant addi tion to any diet, avocados are especially use-
ful in the diet of the diabetic. Because analyses (64, p. 66) show that
avocados contain no hydrolyzable carbohydrate other than sucrose and
because the total sugar content is less than one percent , for practical
purposes they may be considered carbohydrate-free, even though anal-
yses giving proximate composition indicate a carbohydrate by difference
of approx imately 5 percent.
Th e calcium content of avocados analyzed in Hawaii is only about
one-fourth that reported by other investigato rs (6) (66) for avocados
grown elsewhere. The phosphorus content is greater than that of many
common fruits, and the iron content i;; relatively high ",
Avocados are reported to be a good source of vitamins A, B, C, and
G ( B2 ) (39).
Supply:' Some variety of avocados is on the Hawaiian market dur -
ing the enti re year, the largest quant ity of avocados being available in
the late summer and early autumn, when the supply exceeds the de-
mand. The hard-shell "winter" avocado is placed on the market dur ing
the months of N ovember, December and January. The price and qual-
ity of the fruit vary greatly.
Use: The avocado is a favorite salad fruit. The most common way
of serving it is "on the half shell" and in salads and cocktails. Because
of the high fat content of many varieties, the avocado combines best
with vinegar or with such acid fruit s and vegetables as oranges, grape-
fruit, lemons and tomatoes. However, some Orientals prefer sugar on
it instead of an acid substance. The avocado served with guava catsup
makes a pleasing combination. Combined with catsup, lemon juice,
vinegar or onion, the avocado makes a delicious sandwich spread. The
avocado contains a tannin which causes it to develop a very bitter flavor
on cooking, consequently no successful method of canning it has yet
been found. It may, however, be satisfactorily used in such hot foods
as vegetable soup, consomme or omelette if diced and added just before
serving.
3 On the who le, fruits do not have a high Content of the three imp ortant minerals cal-
cium. phosphorus and iron compared w ith such foods as mil k, eggs and many vegetables. For
purposes of comparison in this bulleti n. all frui ts containing 0 .0 1 percent or more calciu m.
0 .0 3 pe rcent or more of ph osph oru s and 0 .00050 percent or mor e of iron will be conside red
as goo d fruit sources of these minera ls.
4 Throughout this bull etin "supply" relates to the Hawaiian Islands and sometimes more
especia lly to the Honolu lu market .
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1\ vo cado cock ta il
6 servi ngs
7
4 J,2 cups diced avocado
1 cup tomato catsup
I teaspoon finely cho pped
I J,2 tablespoons lemon juice
J,2 teaspoon W orcestershir e sauce
J,2 teaspoon salt
onion or juice
Sprinkle salt over the avocado and chi ll. Combine othe r ingredients, chill,
and pour over avocado just before serving.
Avocad o papaya coek t a tl
6 servings
3 cups diced avocado J,2 cup tomato catsup
1J,2 cups diced ripe papaya 3 tablespoons cream
Add cream to catsup when ready to serve and pour over chi lled diced fru it.
A vo ca do g ruperr-ult. cocktail
6 serv ings
2 J,2 cups avocado cubes y.j teaspoon salt
2 cups grapef ru it pieces
Cut avocado into half-inch cubes and sprinkle with salt. Remove memb rane
from grapefru it sections and cut them into pieces about the same size as those
of avocado . Add to avocado, chill, and serve in cocktail glasses with or without
cockta il sauce.
A vo cado pineappl e sa la d
6 servings
6 slices fresh pin eappl e % cup mashed avocado pulp
2 cups avocado slices % cup mayon naise
2 tab lespoons lemon juice
Place pin eappl e and avocado slices on lettuce leaves, Make a dressing of the
o ther ingred ients, chill, and pour over salad.
1\ vo cado { I 'U It sa lurl
6 servi ngs
I J,2 cups grapefru it sections % cup ripe mango slices
I J,2 cups orange sections 1 cup avocado slices
Remove memb rane from ora nge and grapef rui t sections. Chill all ingredi-
ents, arrange on lettuce leaves, and serve with French dressing or mayonnaise.
Other sa la d com b in a t ions
Avocado may be served with sliced tomato. Combined with cabbage, celery,
cucumber and onion it may be used for stuffing whole tomatoes. Avocado slices
may be added to cole-slaw, a mixed vegetable or gelatine salad. If one prefers
sweet rather than acid combinations , avocado may be combined with app le or
banana .
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r\ vocado gr 'allefr'lIlt sa la d dr' essing
6 serv ings
Y2 cup mashed avocado pul p Y2 teaspoo n salt
Y2 cup grapefru it juice
Press avocado th rough a coarse sieve if the pulp is fibrous. Add othe r in-
gredients and mi x unt il a smoo th paste is obtained, Chill and serve over lettuce.
Cu rt-le d avocado
6 servi ngs
4 tablespoo ns bu tter 1Y2 teaspoons salt
5 tablespoons flour 2 to 3 teaspoons curry powder
2 cups mil k 2 cups diced avocado
Melt but ter , add flour, and stir to make a smoo th paste; stir in milk grad-
ually, cooking until the mixture thi ckens, Season with curry powder, salt and
pepper, Remove fro m fire, and just befor e servi ng add avocado . Serve with
cooked rice and man go chu tney.
A vocado milk sherbet
yield 1Y2 qu arts
1 cup mash ed avocado pul p 1 \!.4 cups sugar
Y2 cup pineapple juice 1 cup skim milk
Y2 cup ora nge juice Y-1 teaspoo n salt
JA\ cup lime juice or Y2 cup lemon juice
D issolve suga r in the mi lk, add avocado pul p, stir well , then add fruit juice.
Freeze, using 8 parts of ice and 1 part of ice cream salt.
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BANANA
(AltHa sapientum)
9
Description: Bananas, which are now one of the best known fruit s
throughout the world, were classed as a luxury and known to compara-
tively few people in the United States until late in the 19th century .
Because they are so well known, a detailed description of the fruit seems
unn ecessary. The yellow cylindrical fruit , with the tough outer peel
that acts as a prophylactic cover for the enclosed pulp, is a common
sight in most parts of the world. Bananas grow in a bunch consisting
of a number of clusters called "hands," each of which contains from 5
to 20 bananas.
History: The early history of the banana is closely inter woven with
Eastern mythology (15). The legend that the serpent which tempted
Eve in the garden of Eden ( Paradise) hid in a bunch of bananas in -
fluenced the classifiers to name the fruit Mu sa paradisiaca (fruit of
paradise) and Musa sapientum. ( fru it of knowledge ). The fact that
the fruit was called "apple of paradise" or "Adam's fig" before the word
"banana" was adopted from an Afri can Congo tribe also illustrates its
connections with ancient mythology. The word "banana" seems to have
been used originally for only those varieties which are eaten raw and
the term "plantain" for those which were edible after cooking. At pres-
ent there is no clear differentiation. (45, p. 3) .
When the early Polynesians migrated to Hawaii from the islands
to the south, they undoubtedly brought with them banana plants in the
form of bulblike rhizomes. These were planted in the mountain valleys
where they now grow wild and were, until the int roduct ion during the
19th centu ry of varieti es such as the Brazilian, Chinese or Cavendish
and the Apple, the only kind to be had in Hawaii. The Gros Michel va-
riety (l ocally called Bluefields) was not introduced into Hawaii unt il
1903. Some of the favori te Hawaiian varieties are the Maiamaoli, the
Popoula, and the Ibolena- which represent the three groups of Ha-
waiian bananas (45, p, 24) .
More detailed in formatio n regarding the banana may be obtained
from a previous bulletin of the Hawaii Experiment Station (45) .
Nutritive value: Because bananas are an economical and nutritious
food and are plent iful and available everywhere in Hawaii, greater use
should be made of them.
In the half-ripe stage, one-half to one-third of the total carboh ydrate
may be in the form of starch. But when fully ripe and, in the case of
many varieties, if the yellow skin is well flecked with brown spots, or
better yet when the skin is ent irely brown, almost no starch remains and
practically all the carbohydrate is in the form of sugars (12, p, 1).
Unripe bananas may cause digestive disturbances, but in the fully
ripe stage they are readily digested and have been used successfully
combined with milk in infant feeding (24). There is no reason why
bananas, if they are cooked or if they are used only in the fully ripe
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stage, cannot be used generously in children's diets . Like most fruits
and vegetab les, bananas yield an alkaline ash in the body.
Because of their "filling" qua lities, ripe bananas in combination with
milk have been recommended as a reducing diet for the obese (17) . A
diet consisting of two bananas and a glass of milk for the morni ng and
noon meal and a small quantity of meat and vegetab les for the third
meal, is recommended for ease of preparation, low cost and availability.
Bananas are a poor source of calcium but a good source of phos-
phorus. According to analyses in Table 3 (p. 92) , cooking bananas are
a better source of iron than the common varieties of bananas eaten in
the raw state.
The vitamin content of several varieties of bananas has been inves-
tigated in a number of laboratories and the results seem to justify the
statement that all bananas in the ripe stage are a good source of vitamins
A and C, and a fair source of B and G (B 2 ) (12, p. 29) .
Supply: Bananas are to be found on the market in Hawaii at any
time during the year, the supply usually exceeding the demand, though
certa in varieties are not always available. It is often difficult to obtain
good Chinese bananas, because most of those grown here are exported.
Use: The banana is one of the few fruits which should be picked
full sized but green and which may be stored for a considera ble length
of time without in jury to its flavor. Because cold prevents proper ripe n-
ing, bananas should not be placed in a refrigerator unti l after fully
ripened. When ripe and ready for use, the banana skin is flecked with
brown spots or may be almost entirely brown. Though many peop le
consider such bananas spo iled, they are far superior in flavor to the
half-ripe ones.
Bananas may be divided into two general classes-the cooking ba-
nana, more palatable after cooking, and the eating banana, which is
usually used raw bur may be cooked. Most of the Hawaiian bananas
( those variet ies growing in the islands when they were discovered by
Captain Cook in 1778 ) are more palatable after being cooked. Cooked
ripe or green banan as may be served as a starchy vegetable, taking the
place of white or sweet potatoes. In the uncooked state , they are a fa-
vorite breakfast or dessert fruit and may be used in cocktails, salads,
pies, cake fillings and ice creams.
Hanana milk sh ake
1 serving
1 very ripe eatin g banana
1 cup milk
!-4 teaspoon vanilla
VB teaspoon salt
Choose a ban ana with skin flecked with brown spots or skin entirely brow n.
Press ban ana through a coarse sieve. Add other ingredie nts gradually, stirring
with a fork until thoroughl y mixed. Chill thorou ghl y, shake in a fruit jar, and
serve in a tall glass.
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6 cooking bananas
lf3 cup sugar
Sau ted bunanas
6 servings
4 large ripe cooking bananas 2 tablespoons lemon JUice
2 tablespoons butter 2 tablespoons orange juice
2 tablespoons sugar
Peel and cut banan as into halves lengthwise. Melt fat in frying pan , brow n
banan as in it , add sugar and fruit juice, and simmer until ban anas are soft.
Serve hot as a vegetable.
Boiled bana n as
6 servings
6 large ripe cooking bananas 3 cups boiling water
W ash, do not remov e skin s, and boil for 20 minutes in water. D rain and
serve in the skin as a vegetable, or peel , and season with butter and salt.
Baked b a nan as in the xk i n x
6 servings
6 large ripe cooking bananas
W ash and pl ace in baking pan without water or with enou gh water to cover
the bottom of the pan . Bake 30 to 45 minutes, or unti l soft and skins begin
to burst open. Serve in skins and season with butter, salt and pepper at the tab le.
Bananas hn k ed in lemon j uice
6 servings
2 tablespoons orange ruice
Yz cup ora nge sections
2 tab lespoo ns lemon juice
Cut bananas length wise and place in baking dish. Remove memhraoe from
sections of o ranges. Arr ange slices of ora nges on top of bananas. Sift sugar
over bananas and oraoges. Add lemon juice and bake slowly for -1 5 min utes.
Serve hot or cold.
Bananas with coco n n t. sa u ce
6 servings
5 cooking bananas I cup milk
% cup fresh grated coconut 2 tablespoons sugar
Place whole, unpeeled bananas in boi ling water and cook unt il soft ( 20 to
30 minutes ) . Draio off water and remove skins. Make sauce by heatin g gra ted
coconut in milk combined wi th suga r. Pour over bananas whi ch have been cut
lengthwise. Serve as a dessert , with whipped cream if desired.
Bunnna sa ndwich
Slice a ripe banana lengthwise. Place on buttered sandwich bread . Spread
with mayo nnaise and sprinkle with salt. Cover with a lett uce leaf and a slice
of bread.
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Banana butter sa ndwich
Spread buttered slices of who le wheat or brown bread with ba nana butter
made accor d ing to the foll owin g reci pe :
Banana butter
yield I Y2 cups
cup ripe banana pulp I egg
cup sugar 2 tabl espoons butter
4 tabl espoons lemon jui ce
Press banan as through a sieve. Add butter, sugar, lemon juice and egg .
Coo k ove r hot wate r unt il thi ck as custa rd, or for abo ut 5 m inu tes. Use for
sandwic h or cake fill ing. This recipe mak es sufficient fill ing for a two-layer cake .
Banana waldorf sa lad
6 ser vings
1 Y2 cups diced ripe bananas
1Y2 cups diced apple
1 cup diced celery
% cup chopped nuts
% cup cooked salad dr essing or
mayonnaise
I tab lespoon ge lat in
% cup cold wate r
I y,; cups mashed ripe ban anas
y,j teaspoon salt
H ave ingred ients ch illed before dicing, comb ine with nu ts and mayonnaise,
and serve on lettuce leaves garn ished with p imiento strips or guava jell y. Do
not allow salad to stand as it will darken in color.
B aunna 1tI1<1 nu t sa lad
6 servi ngs
3 large or 6 sma ll ripe bananas y,j cup lemon JUICe
% cup mayonnaise % cup chopped nu ts
Peel and cut ban anas in halves length wise. Roll in lem on JU ICe, then III
nuts, and pl ace on lettuce leaves. Pour mayonnaise ove r them and serve .
l tn naua icc box cake
6 servings
3 tablespoon s lem on juice
6 tablespoo ns sugar
2 doze n lady-fingers
I y,j cups evaporated mil k at
whipping cream
If evaporated milk is used , heat the can in water at simme ring tempera -
ture for 20 minutes. Chill eva porated milk or whi pping crea m thoroughly and
whip with egg bea ter until mi xture is sti ff.
Soak gelatin in cold .water for 5 minutes, melt by placing ove r boi ling water
and com bine with mashed ban ana, salt, lemon juice and sugar . Coo l, and when
mi xture beg ins to thicken fold in whipped evapo rated mi lk or cream. Line pan
with lady-fingers and cover with a layer of the banana-cream mi xture. Alter -
nate layers of lad y-finger s with ban ana -cream mi xture. Chill thorough ly befor e
serving . Serve with whipped cream and garn ish with guava jelly.
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Hannna coc o n u t. cust a rd
6 servi ngs
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2 cups mi lk
2 eggs
4 tablespoo ns sugar
-h teaspoo n salt
% cup fresh grated coconut
1 cup sliced very ripe bananas
Y4 teaspoo n vani lla
Beat eggs slightly; add other ingredients. Pour into a baking dish and bake
in slow oven (3 00°-325° F ) fo r one hour .
BananlL c rea m pie
4 to 6 servi ngs
1Y2 cups milk
3 tablespoons corns tarch
Y2 cup sugar
I tablespoon butter
Y:1 teaspoon salt
Y2 teaspoo n vanilla
1 cup sliced bananas
2 egg yolks
2 tablespoons sugar
2 egg whites
12 marshmallows
2 tablespoons lemon JUICC
v.. cup boi ling water
1 cup mashed ripe banana pulp
% cup lemon juice
Mix corns tarch, suga r and salt; add 3 tablespoons of the milk and mi x to
a smoo th paste. Heat remai ning milk and slowly pour in th e corn starch paste,
stirr ing constantly. Cook over hot water 20 minutes, cool slightly, and add egg
yolks slowly to the mi xture, stirring ra pidly. Cook several minutes un til it
thickens. Remove from fire, cool and add vanilla. Ar range slices of banana in
baked pie she ll, pour in custard mi xture, and cover top with meringu e mad e
of stiffiy beaten egg whi tes and the sugar. Brown in a slow oven (3 00°-325° F )
for about 20 minutes.
Bananu mousse
6 servi ngs
% cup mashed ripe bana na pulp
% cup evaporated milk or
whipping cream
If evaporated mil k is used , place can in boi ling water and simmer for 20
minutes. Chill evapo rated milk or whipp ing cream thoroughl y and whip with
egg beater.
Melt marshm allows in boil ing water. Coo l. 'Add banana pu lp and lemo n
juice. When the mixture begin s to set, fold in whipped cream. Freeze in me-
chanical refrigerator trays.
'I'Iu-ee I'r'uit iec
yield I % quar ts
2 cups sugar
2 cups water
1 cup ora nge juice
Comb ine the fru it juice, sugar and water, Press banana pulp th rough a
coarse sieve and add it to the liqu id ingred ients. Freeze the mi xtu re in an ice-
cream freezer , using 8 parts of ice to I pa rt of ice-cream salt.
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FIGUR E I.-Fruit and foliage of the breadfruit.
(ArtocarfJIIJ communis] 1/ 5 natural size.
BREADFRUIT
(A rtocarpus comm unis)
Description: The seedless variety of breadfruit commonly found
in Haw aii and known as the Hawaiian breadfruit, is a large round or
oblong fruit 4 to 8 inches in diameter. The skin, which is green in the
unripe srage, ncqui res a greenish-brown or yellow tint as the frui t ma-
tures. The firm, mealy pulp is slightly fibrous and surro unds a tough
centra l core. In most varieties the flesh is light creamy-yellow and has
a slightly sweet odor .
History: Breadfruit trees were brought to Hawaii from Tahit i
before the coming of the white man. Wilder (71, p. 100) states that
the first suckers were brought by Hawaiians who landed at Ewa and
carried them across the mountains to one of the chiefs of Oahu. In Ha-
waii the breadfruit has never been as important an art icle of the diet
as in Tahiti and other south Pacific islands (34, p. 4) . Most ancient
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sites of civilization, especially around Kona and Hil o, show large areas
of cultivated breadfruit trees and the trees now grow wild in hot , moist
sections of all the Islands. The Hawaiian name ulu corresponds to the
Tahiti an name uru (71, p. 100).
N utriti ve value: Breadfruit has about the same quantity of total
carbohydrate ( starch and sugar) as have sweet potatoes or taro, and
more than whit e potatoes. Like bananas, breadfru it when fully ripe
gives no test with iodine, indicating that the starch has all been changed
to sugars.
"The Hawaiians never ate their breadfruit in the unripe or starchy
state as did the Tahitians and Samoans. Th ey preferred it at least half
ripe or ripe" (34, p. 5). The Polynesians used breadfruit as a supple-
ment to or as a substitute for taro and sweet potatoes, and there seems
to be no reason why it should not be so used today.
Th e calcium content of breadfru it is higher than that of white
potatoes and about the same as that of sweet potatoes and taro. These
vegetables all have about the same quantity of phosphorus, but taro and
sweet and white potatoes are superior sources of iron.
Cooked breadfrui t is a fairly good source of vitamin A and of the
vitamin B complex, and is a poor source of vitamin C (34, p. 22) . N o
experiments to test the vitamin G content of breadfruit have been re-
ported.
Supply: Breadfru it may be pur chased in the market at int ervals
from July to February and occasionally at other times during the year.
Although breadfruit seems to be plentiful, the quantity reaching the
market does not exceed the demand.
Use: Th e breadfruit may be picked in the tepau stage, when the
milky sap comes to the surface, but while the fruit is still firm, green
and starchy, or if a riper and therefore sweeter stage is desired, it may
be picked when the skin is yellow green or just beginning to turn brown.
It is always cooked for use, and if boiled in the tepau stage it is an ex-
cellent food resembling the potato in flavor. If to be used ripe, the
fruit should be kept unti l it becomes soft and the outside skin part ially
brown in color. Th e ancient Hawaiians cooked the whole breadfruit in
the und erground oven or imu. Today it is usually baked or steamed.
After cooking it may be made into poi and used as a substitute for taro
poi, or may be combined with it. However, breadfruit poi is not as
commonly used by the Hawaiians as by other Polynesians (34, p. 5).
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Baked rille breadrrutt
Choose a ripe breadfruit which is soft, with the small sections of the skin
flattened and part ially brown in color. W ash, and bake whole in a modera te
oven (35 0 0 F) for I hour . Remove from oven, pull out core and stem, cut
breadfruit in half , and season with butt er, salt and pepper or but ter and sugar .
If preferred, remove the core and stem before baking, p lace 1 tablespoon butter
and 1 tablespoon sugar in the cavity and replace stem during baking period.
Place breadfrui t in a pan containing just enoug h water to keep pan from burn-
ing.
Steamed breadrrutt
Remove skin, stem and core from a soft ripe breadfrui t, Cut breadfru it
inca halves or qua rters, place on a pan and steam in a covered steamer for 2
hours, or until thoro ughly cooked. Season with butter, salt and pepper.
Breadf'rutt and coconu t IIlHlding--": Papaiee
6 servings
Yz cup sugar
Yz teaspoon salt
3 cups ripe breadfru it pulp
1Yz cups coconut milk extracted from
1 grated coconut with 1 cup boiling water
Pour boiling water over grated coconut and allow to stand 15 minutes,
Strain through two thi cknesses of cheesecloth, squeezing out as much mil k as
possible. Scrape out the pulp from soft ripe breadfruit and add coconut milk,
salt and sugar. Pour into an oiled baking dish and bake one hour or more in
a moderate oven (350 0 F) .
Bt'eadfruit chowder'
6 servings
2 thin strips of bacon
Va cup sliced onion
2 cups diced raw green
Yz cup diced raw carro ts
2 teaspoons salt
breadfruit 3 cups boiling water
1Va cups milk
Cut bacon in small pieces and fry until light brown , add onion and cook
until a light brown color . Add vegetables , salt, and water, boil unti l vegetab les
are tender, Add the mi lk and serve hot .
Boiled g reen breadfruit
6 servin gs
% teaspoon salt
pepper to taste
3 tablespoons butter
4 cups diced green breadfruit
3 cups boiling water
Choose a breadfruit which is still qu ite firm and green in color; peel and
dice it. Cook in boiling salted water about 1 hour or until breadfruit is tender;
drai n off excess water , season with butter, salt and pepper, or with salt and
sugar , Th is may be served as a starchy vegetable.
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FIGURE 2.- Fru it, foliage and cross section of the caram bola.
(A oerrboa carambola) % natu ral size.
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CARAMBOLA
(Aoerrboa carambola)
Descript ion: Th e carambola is a translucent yellow or yellow-green
fruit 4 to 5 inches in length and abo ut 2 inches in diameter. It has 5
prominent ribs whi ch make it distinctly star -shaped in cross section.
The thin, waxy skin encloses a very juicy pulp and several smooth
brown seeds. Th ere seem to be two varieties, distingui shed as the
sweet cararnbo la' and the sour carambola. Both are qu ite mi ld in flavor.
Hist ory: Like many other fruits found in Hawaii, the carambola is
believed to be a nativ e of the Malayan archipelago and to have been
taken from there to Am erica at an early dat e (50, p. 430) . The history
of its introduction into Hawaii is not known, but the tree may have
been brought from Southern China by the early Chinese immigrants or
by sand alwood traders.
N utritive oalue: Th e carambola juice contains abo ut 10 percent of
sugar. In comparison with other fruit juices it has a very small per -
cent age of calcium and iron but contains about the same amount of
phosphorus.
No investigat ions of the vitamin content of carambolas are report-
ed in the literature and no tests have been carried out in the Station
laboratory.
Supply: The carambola is rarely found in the markets, as it is
grown chiefly as an ornamenta l shrub. It rip ens during N ovember and
December.
Use: Th e watery pul p of the fru it has a pleasant taste, and is re-
freshing to 'eat when ri pe or to use in an iced drink. An unpleasant
bit ter flavor develops when the fruit or juice is cooked or canned, Al-
though the fruit contains a small quantity of pectin, it is not recom -
mend ed for jelly makin g,
Sweet carumholnde
6 servi ngs
2 cups sweet carambola juice 4 cups cold water
W ash carambolas, cut into small p iece>, and press juice th rough a sieve or
coarse cloth, Mi x with water and pour over cracked ICe,
SOIlI' carumbolude
6 servings
2 cups sour carambola juice % cup sugar
4 cups cold water
W ash caram bolas, cut in small pi eces, and press through sieve or coarse
cloth. Add sugar and water to juice, and pour over cracked ice,
Som' em -m ubo fu sher-he r
yield 1Y2 quarts
1Y2 cups fresh caram bola juice 18 cup suga r
I lk tabl espoons lemon juice 2 cups boiling water
I teaspoon gelatin 1 tablespoon cold water
Soak gelatin in cold water. Add sugar to boi ling water and boil for 5 min -
utes. Remove from fire and add gelatin, stirring until it is dissolved , Cool to luke-
warm, add fruit juice, and freeze, using 8 pa rts of ice to I part of ice-cream salt,
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COCONUT
(Cocos nucifera)
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Description: Th e coconut is the large, one -seeded fruit of the coco-
palm (Cocos nucifera, Linnaeus) in which the endosp erm with in the
nut is the edible portion. The fibrous husk encloses the brown, hard -
shelIed nut, 4 or 5 inches in diameter. G. P. Wilder states (72): "After
being fertili zed by the adjacent staminate flowers, the hollow interior
of the shelI becomes filled with sweet water. The spher ical fru its grad-
ually increase to from 4 to 8 inches in diameter. The endosperm, at
first an opaque, jellylike substance, forms in the inn er walls of the shell,
and gradually absorbs the water; it attai ns a firm thickness of from
0.25 to 0.5 inches. This is known as the 'coconut meat' and forms an
important art icle of diet for the Polynesian people." In the early stages
the meat is soft and jellylike and is known as "spoon coconut," because
it must be eaten with a spoon. Later the meat becomes crisp and firm.
History: There are several varieties of coconuts grow ing in Ha-
waii at the present t ime, most of which have been introduced within
the last century. Those grow ing in the Islands at the time of the arr ival
of the first missionaries were small and of inferior quality and are often
called Hawaiian coconuts to distinguish them from later intro ductions.
Thi s original strai n or variety was probably brought to Hawaii by the
early Polynesians when they migrated from the islands to the south.
Th e many varieties of coconuts have not been classified botanically. Th e
Hawaiians and South Sea Islanders distinguish the varieties by differ-
ences in the color and texture of the husk , the thickness and flavor of
the meat, and the amount of oil present . Although the Hawaiian Islands
are near the northern limit for the grow ing of coconuts, many excelIent
varieties thrive, but they do not bear as abundantly here as farther south
(20, p. 452).
Nutritive ualue: The chemical composition of the edible port ion
of the coconut varies with the stage of development. Isles (23) has
studied the composition of the meat and the water from within the
cavity of coconuts from the very young stage to complete maturity. In
the present bulletin the watery liquid from within the coconut is calIed
"water" and the expressed juice obtained from squeezing the grated
coconut meat is called "milk."
According to Isles' data, the water at the very earliest stages, when
the white meat has not yet formed within the shell, contai ns 1.2 to
2.8 percent of invert sugar but no sucrose. But when the meat begin s
to form, sucrose appears in the water, and as the nut matures there is
no marked change in the percentage of invert sugar and sucrose present .
Th e highest figure given by Isles for sucrose of the water is 0.96 per-
cent and the lowest figure 0.13 percent . Th e protein and fat content is
negligible. No figures for ash content of the water are given.
Th e water from immature coconuts was previously shown (34, p. 14)
to conta in as much calcium as some fruits and vegeta bles, if not more.
The figures in Table 3 confirm thi s data and show that only four fruits
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analyzed in this series have a higher calcium content than coconut water
from the very immature nut s. The phosphorus content is variable and
lower than previ ously reported, and the iron content is negligible . Im-
mature coconuts contai n from 300 to 700 cc. of water.
Coconut water has an acid reaction. Samples of water from very
young coconuts having littl e or no meat were tested in the station lab-
oratory and found to have an average pH of 4.7.
Th e results of experiments on guinea pigs summarized in Table 10
show that the water from immature nut s has some antiscorbutic value,
but at least 20 cc. daily is necessary to protect the animals from gross
scurvy. Axrrna yer (2) has tested the water from ripe nuts and con-
cludes that it is a poor source of vitamin B and a relat ively good source
of vitamin G.
Th e southern Polynesians (34, p. ] 3) and other peoples inhabiting
tropical islands where coconuts grow make great use of coconut water,
and early voyagers in the Pacific area relate that they drank the coconut
water offered them by the natives (34, p. 13) .
According to Isles (23), the meat begin s to form when the nut is
about six months old, counti ng from the time when the spathe first
opens. As the meat develops, its water content gradually decreases, the
fat and total ash increase, and the protein and sugar content show less
marked changes. Th e meat of matu re coconuts conta ins a relatively
large amount (5.4 percent , fresh basis ) of crude fiber (64) (26).
Th e analyses of the expressed coconut milk show (34, p. 14) it to be
high in fat (27 .0 percent ) and low in protein (4.0 percent ), and it has
been pointed our that "neither coconut water nor coconut milk are com-
parable to cow's milk in orga nic nut rient s or calcium and phosphorus
content" (34, p. 14).
Coconut in any form contai ns little or no vitamin A. The meat from
ripe coconuts is a good source of vitamin D, but the expressed milk is a
poor source. Mature coconuts are repor ted to be a good source of vita-
min G but to contai n no demon strable quantity of vitamin C (60, p.
628) .
SlIpply: Th ough the retail demand is small, coconuts are available
all year round and may be pur chased in all the larger markets and at
many roadside stands.
Use: Coconuts are plentiful in the Hawaiian Islands, but they are
not very generally used. Th e labor and time required to prepare them
for use is no doubt responsible for thi s. Considerable time and effort
may be saved by using a grater such as the Hawaiians and Samoans use.
The accompanying drawing shows a grater made from a piece of iron
5V2 inches long, 1Y2 inches wide, and ~ inch thick , having one end
flattened and slightly curved upward with teeth !Is inch wide and Y!l
inch long. This metal piece may be nickel plated in order to prevent
rusting, the total COSt being approximately two dollars. The metal grater
may be screwed onto a straight piece of wood or better to a wooden
seat as shown in Figure 3. Th e coconuts should be separated into halves
but the meat should not be removed from the shell as is necessary for
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other types of graters. To use the coconut grater place it on a chair , sit
on the wooden seat in order to hold it firmly in place, hold a piece of
coconut in both hands and scrape the meat over the meta l grater so that
the grated coconut drops into a pan which has been placed underneath
the grater .
""'-::: ! '\I I
1-- - - - - - - 161;.'- - - - - - - - 1
SIDE VIEW
OF GR.ATfR.
wITH ~E"T
TOP VIEW
""-0< .
-e
TOPe SIDE
VIEWS 0( GRATE R.._
CHUlM IUM. PLATED STEr.L
FI GUR E 3.-Diagram of coconut grater.
For some uses the coconut may be prepared by putting the meat
through a vegetable grater or meat grinder.
Coconuts are used in different stages of ripeness. The young nuts,
called "spoon coconuts," which have a thin layer of very soft meat, may
be chilled and served-the meat to be eaten with a spoon and the liquid
drunk through a straw. Halves of the young coconuts with the adhering
soft meat may be used as individual containers for fruit cocktail.
The milk extracted from the grated coconut meat may be used in
place of cow's milk in curries , coconut puddings, and in frozen desserts.
The Hawaiians add the coconut milk to cooked chicken , fish, or taro
leaves near the end of the cooking process. Polynesians also combine
the milk with banana, sweet potato and taro in baked or steamed pud -
dings. Other favorite ways of using fresh grated coconuts are in candy,
cake icings and pies.
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Coc o nu t milk
Choose a coconut which is not fu lly mature. H ave the outer husk removed
from the nut . Using a nail or ice pick, open th e two soft eyes at the end of
the nut. D rain the water from the inside. Crack nut with a hammer and re-
move the mear. Grate the meat, or put it through a vegetable or meat grinder.
If the Hawaiian type of grater is used , it is not necessary to remove the meat
fro m the she ll. W hen grated, a med ium-sized coconut usually yields 3 cups.
If a thi ck coconut m ilk to serve over pudd ings, taro leaves, etc. is desired, Y2
to % cup of coconut water or boi ling water sho uld be poured over the 3 cups
of gra ted coconut. Allo w it to stand 15 min utes and squeeze through poi cloth
or two thi cknesses of cheeseclo th . If th e milk is to be used in curr y sauce fo r
chicken, eggs, shr imps, or in corns tarch pudding, a larger quantity of water
( 1 to 2 cups of water to 3 cups of grated coconu t ) may be used. Th e coconut
meat will still retai n sufficient flavor to be used in candy or macaroons.
H attpia_co co llut lllldd i ll!-:'
6 to 8 servings
6 cups grated fresh coconut (2 coconuts )} .
2 b '1' yields 3 cups extracted coconut mi lkcups 0 1 mg water
For soft pudd ing- For stiff pudding-
3 tablespoons cornst arch 6 tab lespoo ns cornstarch
2 Y2 tablespoo ns sugar
Pou r boiling water over grated coconut and allow to stand 15 minutes.
Strai n th rough double th ickness of cheesecloth or poi cloth , squeezing out just
as much of the mi lk as possible. If this does not yield 3 cups, add water pou red
from the inside of coconut to make that amount. Mix cornstarc h with suga r,
and add sufficient coconut milk to make a smooth paste. Heat remaining milk
to boil ing, slowly stir in cornstar ch paste, and boil until it thickens, Pour into
mold and allow to cool. For stiff pudd ing, cut into 2-inch cubes, and serve on
squares of ti leaves in the Hawaiian style.
I'Il JlIl ~'a coco n u t Jl m ldi ng
yield 2% cups- 8 servings
] 11;i cups thi ck papaya pulp % cup suga r
% teaspoon salt 7 tablespoons cornstarch
3 cups shredded coconut ( I coconu t )} . ld IIto yie 1 I:l cups coconut
I cup boiling water
milk
Pour boi ling water over shredded coconut and allow to remain 15-30 min -
utes. Strain through poi cloth or several thi cknesses of cheesecloth , squee zing
out as much liquid as possible. •
Press the papaya pulp th rough a sieve and then measure it. Mix the corn-
starch. suga r, and salt togeth er, stir int o the papaya and cook over a low flame,
stirring constantly unt il it thi ckens, Add the coconut milk and cook 5-10 min -
utes unti l the mi xture is thick enou gh to be served with a tablespo on and hold
its shape when cool. It sho uld not be stiff enough to mold: Pour mixture into
a deep dish or pan and chill. Thick coconut m ilk may be served over the pud-
ding if desired . (See above)
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Coconu t confectiou
yield 1 pound
4 cups fresh grated coconut \I;' cup corn syrup
18 cup sugar 2 egg wh ites
Place grated coconut with corn syrup and sugar in th e top of a double boiler.
Stir wh ile cooking until mixtur e clings to spoo n. Add egg whites and cook
until mixtu re feels sticky when tried between the fingers. Spr ead in a wet pan,
cover with wet paper and cool. Chill by placing pan on ice in refri gerator .
Shape into balls, dipping the hands in cold water first. Use about 1Yz table-
spoo ns each, making 40-50 balls. W arm a baking sheet and rub over lightly
with paraffin or oil. Place balls on sheet, flatten slightly and bake in a slow
oven (3 00°-325° F ) 30 to 40 minutes .
Cocon u t candy
yield 1Yz pound s
3 cups sugar I cup water
3 cups fresh grated coconut
Combine the water and sugar. Heat the mi xtu re slowly, sti rr ing unti l the
sugar is dissolved, then boil until it spins a thr ead (235° Fahr enh eit ). Re-
move the crystals from the side of th e pan with a fork wrapped in a damp cloth
or cover th e pan for 2 or 3 minutes until the crystals are dissolved .
Remove th e syrup fro m the fire, stir in the coconut, place over the fire and
boil slowly 10 minutes (22 4 ° Fahr enh eit ). Remove from fire and sti r the
mixture vigorously until it becomes creamy and is of th e proper consistency
to drop from a teaspoon on wax paper.
Th is candy is soft imm ediately after m akin g but hard ens slightly on stand-
ing and keeps well.
Coco nut candy
yield 1Yz pounds
3 cups fresh grated coconut Yz cup mi lk
3 cups sugar OJ\!- teaspoon salt
% teaspoon vanilla
Mix coconut, suga r, salt and m ilk tho roughl y. Place over a low fire and
hrin g to a boil , cook about 5 minutes or un til th e mixture appears glassy aroun d
the edge of the pan. Stir frequ ently. Remove from th e fire and beat 5 min-
utes until parrially cool. Add vanilla and drop from a teaspoon on waxed paper.
fhis candy should be used the day it is prepa red, for it becomes sugary after
standi ng .
\ Va ikik i coconut crenm pi e
4-6 servings
2 cups milk 3 tablespoons cornstarch
3 egg yolks Yz teaspoon vanill a
Yz cup sugar Yz cup whi ppi ng cream
1a teaspoon salt % cup fresh grate d coconut
Combine th e sugar, corns tarch and salt. Scald the milk and add th e dry
ingredients slowly to the heit milk, stirring until a smoo th mi xtu re is obtained.
Cook over hot water, stir ring frequently. Cool the mixtu re to lukew arm and
stir in the egg yolks. Cook over hot water until th e custard thi ckens. Cool, add
van illa, and po ur int o a baked pie shell. Chi ll and whip the cream. Ju st before
serving sp read the custard with the whipped cream and spr ink le with coconut.
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2 cups flour
% cup fat
% teaspoon salt
6 cups grated coconut (2
3 Yz cups boiling water
Ys cup coconut water
Coco n u t cream pl e
4-6 servings
% tablespoons gela tin Y4 cup sugar
3 tablespoons water l'a- teaspoon salt
1 Y3 cups scalded milk Yz teaspoon vanilla
2 eggs % cup fresh grated coconu t
Soak gelatin in the cold water. Add sugar and salt to egg yolks and slowly
add the milk. Cook thi s mi xture over hot water , stirr ing until the custard mix -
tur e th ickens and coats the spoo n. Do not allow the water to boil, because
the custard will curdl e. Rem ove from the fire, add the soaked gelatin to the
custard, stir unt il it is d issolved, and set the mixture in a cold place. When
slightly thi ckened, stir in the vanilla and one half of the coconut, then fold
in the sriflly beaten egg whites. Pour into a baked pie shell and sprinkle the
remaining coconut on top . Set in the refrigerator for 2 or 3 hours before serving.
Coconut tur-nover-s
yield 20 turnovers
3 cups fresh grated coconut
Yz cup butter
1 cup sugar
Y4 cup water
Sift the salt and flou r toge ther, cut or rub in the fat unt il well blended add
the water slowly to make a stiff paste. Roll out on a slightly flour ed board to
a thi ckness of VB inch. Cut 4 inch circles for the turnovers.
Cream the butter and sugar well , add the coconut and mix thoroughl y. Place
about 2 tablespoons of thi s mixture on each circle of pastry . Fold pastr y over
to form a semi-circle and pinch the edges togeth er. Bake in a hot oven (450 0 F )
for 30 to 40 minutes.
Huwattun Ir'e ez e
yield I Yz qu arts
coconuts ) } yields 4 !1.\ cups extracted coconut milk
1VB cups sugar
Yz teaspoon vani lla
Pou r the boiling water over the grated coconut and allow to stand 15 min-
utes. Strai n through poi cloth or a double thi ckness of cheesecloth, sq ueezing
out as much of the milk as possible. Add the coconut water , sugar, and vanilla
to the extracted coconut milk, and stir until the sugar is dissolved. Freeze in
an ice-cream freezer using 8 parts of ice to 1 parr of ice-cream salt.
Gr ated coconut may be served over the froze n mixture.
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COFFEE
(Coffea arabica)
Description: The familiar brown coffee grains of commerce are
the roasted and ground seeds or beans of the coffee plant. The fruit of
the coffee is dark crimson when ripe and consists of a fleshy portion
surrounding the two seeds, giving rise to the name "coffee cherry" for
the fruit . Ukers, the coffee authority, states that (68) "All Hawaiian
coffee is high grade; and is generally large bean, blue-green in color
when new crop, and yellow-brown when aged. It makes a handsome
roast and has a fine flavor that is smooth and not too acid. It blends well
with any high -grade, mild coffee.. . Old-crop Kana coffee is said by some
trade authorities to be equal to either Mocha or Old-Government Java."
Hist ory: Coffee is believed to be indigenous to Abyssinia and from
there spread at an early date to Arabia, the inhabitants of which still
use coffee very extensively. Since the introduction of coffee to the
western hemisphere, the cultivation of coffee has spread to most warm,
moist regions. The first record of planting coffee in Hawaii is found in
Don Marin's diary on December 30, 1817, (74, p. 47) but apparently
the plants did not grow. Dr. William Hillebrand (20, p. 176) reports
that coffee trees were introduced in 1823 by a Frenchman who started a
small coffee plantation in Manoa Valley, Oahu, but G. Rhodes , in 1851,
reported to the Royal Hawaiian Agricultural Society (56) that coffee
trees were first brought to Haw aii from Rio de Janeiro by Lord Byron
on the English ship "Blonde" in 1825. Since then, there have been
many later introductions and the industry has been developed in the
Kona distri ct of Hawaii where coffee of a distinctive flavor and aroma
is now grown.
Nutriti ve value: Coffee has no energy or caloric value and is de;
void of min erals and vitamins.
The characteristic flavor and aroma of coffee are said to be chiefly
due to the volatile oil caffeol. (60, p. 529).
Most people drink coffee for the stimulating action which is attrib-
uted to the alkaloid, caffeine. The effects of this alkaloid have been the
subject of much scientific investigation, the results of which have not
always been in agreement (70). Some points on which they do agree
are that caffeine is a cardiac stimulant , that it increases the basal meta-
bolic rate, increases uric acid production, acts definitely as a diuretic and
as a nervous and mental stimulus. Thi s recent review concludes
"whether the constant use of caffeine beverages is harmful, harmless, or
merely indifferent is still a debated question. Perhaps the majority of
workers believe that normal adults may indulge in moderate amounts
without injury, or possibly even with benefit to themselves." It should
be noted that thi s last statement refers to norm al, healthy people. The
practice to be followed by individuals who deviate from the normal is
a matter for the decision of a physician, However , the report empha-
sizes that "whatever the difference of medical opinion may be concern-
ing the ultimate effect of caffeine beverages on adults, all authorities are
agreed that their use by children is contraindicated."
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Supply: In the Kona section of Hawaii, the largest part of the crop
of coffee berries ripens between the middle of October and the midd le
of December. However, ripe beans may be found during the entire year
on trees grow ing at different levels. The total green coffee production
for the crop year 1933-34 amounted to 10,387,629 pounds, of which
54.4 percent, or 5,650,325 pounds, was shipped to the main land ; 22.1
percent, or 2,293,064 pounds, was exported to foreign countries, leav-
ing a balance of 23.5 percent , or 2,444,240 pounds, roasted in the Ter-
ritory and marketed mostly as "Kona" coffee.
Use: Kona coffee is used extensively as a beverage in the Hawaiian
Islands and is shipped to the mainland where it is used in blended
coffees. The addition of a strong coffee infusion as a flavorin g material
to ice cream, whipped cream or gelatin desserts makes a pleasing varia-
tion for the diet .
1' ,'elHu'atioll of Huwallan eofl'ec
A comparison of the boiling, percolatin g and steeping method s of maki ng
a beverage from Hawaiian coffee showed that steeping the very finely gro und
or pul veri zed coffee for two minutes proved superio r to the other meth ods. A
five year old Hawaiian coffee, freshly roasted, ga ve better results th an coffee
not so well aged before roasting. For the steeping method ' , an earthenware
or glass pot is more desirable than a metal one. Two level tablespo ons of finely
ground coffee are used to each half-pint measuring cup of boiling water. Th e
water is poured over the ground coffee and allowed to steep 2 minutes and
immediately filtered off. This gives a clear in fusion with a good flavor.
In prepa ring boiled and percolated coffee, 1Y2 tablespoons of finely ground
coffee and 1 measuring cup of cold water, boi led or percolated for 5 minutes
give a produ ct equivalent in strength to the steeped coffee bur not as clear.
Beverages made from five year old H awaiian coffee were compared with
products prepared from two well-know n blend ed coffees made by the different
methods. Th e Hawaiian coffee seemed as stro ng as the two samples of blended
coffee altho ugh there was a difference in flavor. There seems to be no reason
for using a larger quantity of Hawaiian coffee than other coffees when there is
a short steeping, boiling or percolatin g period .
.. Johnson, Helen L.- Scicm ific Coffee Brewing- Results of Research Done in Dept. of
Biology and Publ ic Heal th , Mass. Insti tute of Te chn ology, M W arer Srreer. N ew York Ci ty.
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FIG
(Picas carica)
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Description: Different varieties of figs vary greatly as to size and
color of flesh and skin. Th e leadin g variety of fig grown in Hawaii is
known as the "Turkish Brown " or "Brown Turkey." It is pear-s haped,
1Y2 to 3 inches in diameter, and mainly of a mahogany brown color.
Th e thin, ·easily brui sed skin encloses a soft pinkish-white pu lp and
many tin y seeds. Th e frui t matu res from a large numb er of small flow-
ers which develop within a protect ing shell. T his accounts for the small
hollow in the cente r of the pulp around whi ch can be seen a layer of
seeds and tiny dried flowers. The flavor is sweet and pleasing.
History: Th e fig has been und er cultivation for many centuries
and is ment ioned in the oldest Euro pean literature. Some variety was
probably introduced into H awaii ncar the beginning of the 19th cen-
tury, as Don Marin records in his d iary that figs were growing in his
garden in 1809 (74 fJ. 46) . T his variety, whi ch was pro bably the mis-
sion fig from the Spanish missionaries in Californ ia, did not thr ive at
that time; but it has been recently int roduced again and, with the Ka-
dora, is report ed to be growing successfully on the Island of H awaii.
Th e Brown Turkey is grow n on all the Islands.
N utritive value: T he fig is an excellent fresh fruit with a low acid
and a high sugar content .
Compared wit h other frui ts analyzed in th is stud y, figs are a good
source of calcium and are commonly eaten in larger quant ities than
severa l fruits which conta in a higher percentage of thi s mineral.
Morgan and cowor kers (3 7) reported fresh Californ ia figs to be a
poor source of vitami n C and a fair source of vitami n A.
Biological tests in the stat ion laboratory have shown the Brown
Tu rkey variety to be a fair source of vitamins A, B and G and a poor
source of vitamin C.
Su pply: Th e supply of best qual ity figs docs not equal the demand
at any tim e. Th ey ripen th roughout the year, but the main season is
from May through Jul y.
Use: Pract ically all the figs produced here arc used in the fresh
state. Super ior flavor and texture may be had only in thoroughly rip-
ened figs, therefore they should not be used in the half -ripe stage . A
favorite way of serving them is as a breakfast or dessert fru it with cream
and sugar. Excellent shortcakes, sherbets, puddings, preserves and jams
may be made from them.
Pig; cock tn tl
G serv ings
tiV2 cups ripe figs (2 \0 poun ds )
V2 cup orange ju ice
2 rablespoons suga r
2 rablespoons lemon juice
W ash, peel and cut figs in smalI pieces. Add sugar to fruit juice and pour
over the figs. Chill and allnw to stand I hour before serving in cocktail glasses.
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1<'11-( li t ch i cocktail
6 servi ngs
3 cups fresh figs, peeled and cut
in cubes (I Y2 po unds )
1 Y2 cups canned
2 rablespoo ns lemon juice
Y2 cup liqu or from canned lit chis
litchis ( lO-oz can )
4 pounds or 24 firm ripe figs
R cups sugar
Wash, pee l and dice figs, Cut litch is in qu arters. Comb ine all ingredients
and allow to stand in a cold place for 1 hour before servi ng in cocktail glasses
l~lg jam
yield 1 Y2 qua rts
10 cups figs, cho pped and peeled 5 1!.J cups sugar
( 5 pounds ) Y2 cup lemon juice
Peel and cho p figs, Add sugar and lem on juice, the n bo il I hour, or unti l
thi ck. Stir frequently to prevent scorching . Pou r into hot steri le jars and seal
with paraffin . 1Y2 table spoons finely chopped fresh g inger root may be added
if desired .
Preser-ved fil-(s
yield 2 qu arts
Y2 cup baking soda
3 quarts boi ling water
4 quarts water
Comb ine 'soda and 3 quam of water, heat to boiling, and add fig, a few
at a time; allow to rema in 15 minutes withou t add itional heat ing. Remove figs
and wash in severa l cha nges of clea r water. Remove any undesi rable spo ts from
figs, peel , and place in cold water unti l ready for cooking, Prep are a syrup by
boiling toget her the sugar and water. Add figs so th at there will be just one
layer of figs in each kettl e and cook without stirring for 2 hours, or until figs
are clear and glossy in appearance, and temperatu re of syrup is 224 0 F. Care-
fully lift out figs, place them in a sha llow pan, and po ur syru p over them unti l
fruit is ent irely covered. Cover and allow to stand over -night to " plump."
Pack figs in hot ste rilized jars, heat syrup to boi ling and pour ove r figs.
Part ially seal jars and process 15 minutes in hot water bath. H ave more than
enoug h boiling water to cover jars and keep bo ilin g during the processing ,
Remove jars, seal and label. Th ese figs may be served with the main course
of the meal or a delicious salad may be made by scuffing drained figs with cot-
tage cheese and serving wit h mayonnaise and nuts.
1<' lg filIi ng for cake
yield I Y2 cups
2 cups chopped peeled figs
% cup sugar
% cup water
2 Y2 table spoons lemon juice
Mix ingredients togeth er and cook 4 5 minutes, until figs are sof t and mix-
ture is thi ck enoug h to spread. Coo l and spread bet ween layers of plain yellow
or white cake.
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:F ig sherbet
yield 1Y:1 quarts
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4 cups strained ripe figs
% cup sugar
% cup water
Chop figs and put through a
minutes, cool, and add fruit and
of ice to 1 part of ice-cream salt.
4 tablespoons lemon JUICe
3 tablespoons pineapple juice
2 egg whites
strainer. Combine sugar and water, boil 3
unbeaten egg whites. Freeze, using 8 parts
3 cups strained ripe figs
1Y2 cups thin cream
1J/,j cups strained fresh fig pulp
16 marshmallows
I<' ig lee cream
yield 1% quarts
1 cup sugar
J/,j cup lemon juice
1Y:1 cups milk
Chop figs and put through a strainer. Add remaining ingredients and freeze,
using 8 parts of ice to 1 part of ice-cream salt .
:I"ig mousse
6 servings
Y:1 cup boiling water
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1J/,j cups whipping cream
Melt marshmallows in boiling water. Add fig pulp and allow to stand until
mixture is partially congealed. Chill and whip cream until it is stiff. Fold
whipped cream into the other mixture and freeze 4 to 6 hours in a mechanical
refrigerator pan or in a tightly sealed mold packed in ice and salt ( 3 parts of
ice to 1 part of ice-cream salt) .
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ISABELLA GRAPE
(Vitis labrusca)
Description: Th e Isabella grape, the only variety of grape grow n
commercially in Hawaii, is an American seedling grape of the slipskin
type. Th e bunches are from 4 to 6 inches in length and .very firmly
packed. Th e indi vidual grapes are a deep purple-black with a light blue
bloom when ripe, and are about a half inch in diamet er.
History: Grapes, grown throughout most of the world , are of many
different types. Th ey were int roduced into Hawaii at an early date, as
Captain Vancouver speaks of leaving grape vine plants and orange
plant s on March 4, 1792 (74, p. 46). Don Marin also speaks of his
vineyard in his diary in 1815 and records the making of wine (74, p. 47)
Th e grape grown by him was probably the Mission grape from Calif-
ornia , which has since disapp eared. The date of the int roduction of the
Isabella grape into H awaii is not known, but must have been after 1816,
the date of the discovery of the Isabella as a seedling in South Carolina
(18, p. 3 / 0) . Because it is grown largely by the Portu guese in Hawaii,
it is often erro neously called a Portuguese or European type of grape.
Nutritive ualue: Grapes are of value in the diet largely because of
their distinctive flavor and refreshing qualities. Their sugar content is
similar to that of other fresh fruit s of the same water content .
The analyses of the Isabella variety show that the quantity of cal-
cium phosphorus and iron of the seeded grapes ( i.e., those with the
seed removed ) with the skins is higher than in those with out the skins.
In either form the Isabella grapes arc only a fair source of these three
minerals, though the quantit ies found for th is variety are somewhat
smaller than the average quanti ties for grapes repo rted by Sherman
(59).
No tests were made to determi ne the vitamin content of the Isabella
grapes, but Daniel and Munsell (9) have shown that the closely related
Concord grape conta ins very little vitamin A or 13 and no vitamin C or
G. For their experiments they used the juice and pulp of the Concord
grapes and suggest that possibly the skins, which were discarded , may
have contai ned some vitamin s.
How ever, the same authors (10) report experiments using Sultanin a
and Malaga grapes with skins and conclude that they contain only small
amounts of vitamin A, fair amounts of vitamin 13, little or no vitamin
G, and very littl e vitamin C.
Th e conclusion that grapes of any variety contain only small or
negligible quantities of all the vitamin s seems justifiable.
Daniel and Munsell (10) have shown that commercial grape juice
contains no demonstrable quantities of any of the vitam ins.
Th e acids of Concord grapes have been shown (40) to consist of
approximately 60 percent malic acid and 40 percent tartaric acid, a
large portion of which exists in the form of alkali salts. Citric and malic
acids are well oxidized by the body (60, p. 403) , but scientists do not
agree regardin g the fate of tartaric acid in the human body. Though
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the subject has been much investigated ( 14) (52) (53) (57) (58),
it is still under dispute.
That tartaric acid (sodium tartarate ) is burned in the hum an body
is highly questi onable (14) , but that grapes and grape produces cause
the urin e to become more alkaline seems to have been well established
(52) (5 3) ( 57) . Thi s increased -alkalinity may come about partly be-
cause bacteria in the intestine break down the alkali salts of the tartaric
acid, thus releasing the basic elements, and partly because more than
half of the acidity is due to malic acid or its salts which are oxidized.
Supply: Th e supply available for the market is irregular and does
not equal the demand. Th e main crop comes to the market in the sum- -
mer but some fruit may be seen during the other months of the year.
Use: Th is grape may be eaten fresh or used in making jelly, grape
juice or conserves.
Gt'npe juice
5 po unds yield 2. quarts of juice
W ash sound, ripe grapes , cover them with water , and heat slowly ,to the
simmering point . Cook slowly until the frui t is very soft; then strai n th rough
a jell y bag made of flannel or two thicknesses of a flour sack. Measure juice ,
place on lire, bri ng to boiling point, and add Y2 cup of sugar to each quart of
juice. Boil 5 m inutes, pour into hot sterilized jars or bottles, and seal at once.
Jars may be processed from 10 to 15 minute s at 5 pou nds pressure in pressure
cooker or in oven 68 minutes at 250 0 F.
Grape but ter may be made from the pulp.
Grape j eIlr
5 pou nds yield 5 cups of jell y
Choose half-ripe grapes, discard stems and spoiled grapes. Was h, and place
grapes in a kettle with water. Use % pou nd of water , or % cup, for each pou nd
of grapes. Cook slowly until fruit is very soft , and strai n th rough bag of
flannel or two thicknesses of flour or sugar sack. Do not squeeze the bag if a
very clear jell y is desi red .
A test for pecti n may be made by addi ng 1 tablespoon of alcoho l to 1 tab le-
spoon of juice. If th e mixture becomes thick and gelatino us, th ere is a con-
siderable amo unt of pectin pr esent and I J;:i cups of sugar may be used to I cup
of juice: If the pectin mass is not very thi ck, 1 cup of sugar to I cup of juice
usually pro ves to be th e best proportio n.
Grape jelly sho uld be made in sma ll quan tities, not over 3 cups of juice
at a time, and the total boiling period sho uld not be longer th an 10 minutes.
Measure the juice and place it in a sha llow kettle with a capacity at least -1 times
the volume of juice. Bring to the boili ng point and boi l rapidly fo r 5 minutes;
then add the sugar, and remove the scum as the mixtu re sta rts to boil. Boil
rapi d ly unt il the juice gives the jelly test (sheets off in large drops from a
spoon). Pour into hot ster ile jelly glasses and seal with paraffin.
Grape butter may be made from the pu lp.
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Grape conser ve
yield 2 Y2 qu arts
4 pounds grapes or 6% cups pul p 2Y2 cups chopped English walnuts
and skins after cleanin g 5 cups sugar
2 cups seedless raisins
W ash and pick over ripe grapes. Remove skins and heat pulp slowly until
soft enough to press out seeds by rubbing pulp through a sieve. After seeds ate
removed, combine pulp and skins. Look over raisins, remove stems and wash.
Combine grapes, raisins and sugar. Boil for 5 minutes, add nut s, and cook 5
minutes longer . Pour into hot sterile jars and seal with paraffin.
Grape butter'
yield 1 quare
3 cups grape pulp from jelly 3 cups sugar
extraction with seeds removed Y2 cup grape JUIce
Press grape pulp through a coarse sieve to remove seeds and skins. Mea-
sure, add sugar and grape juice. Cook slowly until thi ck. Stir frequently to
prevent burning. Pour into hot sterile glasses and seal with paraffin.
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FI GURE 4.-Fruit and foliage of the common guava.
(Psidium guajava) Ys natur al size
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COMM ON GUAVA
(Psidiu»: !!,lI i1j {Wa)
Description: The guava is a medium -sized, round or oblong yellow
fruit 1Y2 to 3 inches in diameter, with a thick, coarse, edib le rind sur-
rounding a mass of seeds imbedded in a firm, soft pulp. The flesh
varies from white to yellow to red. Th ough the fruit may be either
sweet or sour, it always has a distinctive, characteristic flavor.
History: Alth ough Thrum's "Hawaiian Annual" (65, p. 129) states
that the common lemon guava was brought to the Hawaiian Islands
from Australia by G. Montgomery in 185 I , some variety was undoubt-
edly growing in the Islands before that; for Reverend Sereno 1. Bishop,
who was born at Kailua, H awaii, in 1824, states (5) that guavas were
a choice fruit in the later 30's and did not become wild until 20 years
later. At present the guava is the most common wild fruit in the Terri-
tory and is thoroughly naturalized. It grows well under conditions un -
favorable for many plants and in some places has become a pest. The
word "guava" comes from the Haitian name for the fruit, guayaba
(50, p. 274).
Nutritive value: Grea ter use than at present should be made of
the guavas which grow wild in great abundance at the lower altitudes
on all the Islands.
Compa red with other frui ts in thi s series whole guavas are a very
good source of iron, a moderately good source of calcium and a fair
source of phosphorus. Th e iron content of the seeded guavas (i .e.,
those with the seeds removed ) is only about one-fifth that of the whole,
showing that most of the iron is in the seeds.
Data in Tables 9 and 10 show that guavas are a poor source of
vitamin G, a good source of vitamins A and B, and an excellent source
of vitamin C. A watery extract of guavas, here called guava juice
( page 36 ) , was also found to be an excellent source of vitamin C.
Guava juice loses littl e if any of its vitamin C when made into jelly.
Guava juice keeps well, as some of the guava juice fed to guinea
pigs was preserved under sterile conditions in jars and bottles and
showed no signs of deterioration after 3 or 4 month s. Guava juice
bottled in this way has been used successfully for art ificially fed infants
for a period of 6 month s (35) . Th e experiment was carried out with
the aid of the physicians and nurses at two of the baby health confer-
ences in Honolulu , who coopera ted with a University student in Home
Economics. Ten babies from 4 to 6 weeks of age were first fed daily
half a teaspoon of guava juice diluted with an equal quantity of water.
The guava juice ration was increased to one teaspoon the second week
of feeding. Th en it was gradually increased until , at the age of 2
months, each baby received I tablespoon (3 teaspoons ) of guava juice
diluted with an equal quant ity of water. From then on it was grad ually
increased unt il the fifth-.Q!: sixth month , when each baby was fed 2
tablespoons of guava juice every day. All the babies thri ved and were
in fine condition at the end of the 6 months' period.
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Guava juice may be used in the diet of children and adults to supply
generous quantities of vitamin C.
Supply: Guavas are most plentiful from June to October, but
small quanti ties may be obtained at other seasons. Th ey are not to be
found in the Honolulu markets at any time of the year, for no attempt
is made to pick and offer them for sale.
Use: Th e common guava may be used as a fresh fruit, served with
sugar, for dessert and shor tcake or may be combined with citrus fruit
and pin eappl e in cocktai ls and salads. Guava juice makes an excel-
lent substitute for orange or tomato juice in child feeding and makes a
pleasing addition to punch. Th e guava is most highly prized for jelly
makin g because of its distinctive flavor and high pectin and acid con-
tent. It also may be used for butters, jams, marmalades and preserves.
The pulp remaining after the juice has been extracted for jelly making
may be used satisfactorily for guavalets, guava catsup, but ter or jam.
The type of confection called guava paste may be made by evapora ting
the strained guava pulp unt il it is very thick. Thi s is sold commercially
in many parts of the world.
Gilava JeIl r
Choose half-ripe, sour guavas, wash, remove blossom end , and cut in quar-
ters. Add Xl poun d or 1Y2 cups water to each po und of guavas. T his amo unt
• of water shou ld be sufficient to almost cover the guavas. Boil slowly unt il frui t
is very soft. Stra in through a flanne l jelly bag or two thicknesses of a sugar or
/lour sack. D o not squeeze bag in extracting the juice. If desi red , a second ex-
traction of juice may be made from the same pu lp by addi ng water and boiling
again. T he second extraction has almost as muc h pectin but not as mu ch acid
as the first. W hen jell y is being made a small amo unt of lemon juice may be
added to increase acid.
Th e amo unt of acid and pectin prese nt in guavas var ies with matu rity of
the fruit and locality where it is grow n. A test for pectin may be made by add-
ing I tablespoon of wood or grain alcoho l to 1 tablespoon of juice. If th e mi x-
tur e becomes th ick and gelati nous, th ere is considerable pectin present, and
I y.; to I cup of sugar should be used for each cup of juice. For half-ripe guavas
from Manoa Valley I y.; or 1 YH cups of sugar to I cup juice usually proves the
best prop ort ion for the first extrac tion juice.
Jell y should not be made in quant ities larger th an ,oj cups at one time, as
a dark gummy jelly will result fro m long cooking. Since a short cooki ng and
rapid evaporat ion are desirable in jelly mak ing, a sha llow kettle wit h a capacity
four times the measure of juice should be used.
Brin g juice to th e boilin g po int and if more th an 2 cups are used, boil from
5 to 10 minutes before adding sugar. Remove scum which forms on top after
sugar is added . Test jelly by allow ing juice to drip from a spoo n, removi ng
kettle from fire wh ile testing. W hen three or four drops run together and
"sheet" off the spoo n in one large dro p, the jelly is do ne. It may also be tested
with a therm ometer-l 04 0 Centigrade, or 2 19 0 Fah renh eit , on a very clear
day; 1050 Cent igrade, or 22 10 Fahre nheit, on a da mp cloudy day; and 106 0
Cen tigrade, or 222 0 Fah renh eit, on a rainy day.
Pour jelly into hot steri le glasses and seal with paraffin. Pulp remaining
after juice is extracted sho uld be used for guava catsup, butter, jam or guavalets,
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2 cups stra ined cooked guava pulp
( Pulp left from jelly makin g
may be used . )
Guava j ui ce
yield 1 Y2 qua rts
4 pou nds or 48 to 50 medium -sized, 1 poun d or 2 cups of water (suffi-
firm, ripe or half-ripe guavas cient to barel y cover sliced guavas)
Was h, remove blossom end and cut guavas into slices. Add water , bring
to boiling point qui ckly, and boil 15 sninutes. Strain th rough a jell y bag. Heat
juice to boiling, pour into hot ster ile jars and seal or pour into bottl es and cap
with commercial cappe r immediately. T his juice will keep ind efinitely if canned
or approxi mately a week in a refrigerator if not canned .
Because of its high vitamin C content it makes an excellent substitute for
orange or tomato juice in child feeding (see page 34). Dilute with an equal
qu antity of water fo r a very young child and, if desired , sweeten with a very
small quanti ty of sugar.
It may also be canned to use for fru it punch.
(; uanl sp'u p *
yield 2 qu arts
4 cups guava juice 6 cups sugar
4 cups water
Prepare guava juice as directed in recipe for extractio n of juice for jelly.
Comb ine juice, water, sugar, and boi l slowly for 30 m inutes, or unti l proper
consistency for syrup . Pou r int o hot steri le jars and seal. Serve on gri ddle cakes
or as sauce for ice cream and pudd ings.
G unvn mil k s hake
yield I large glass
I cup mi lk I Yol tablespoons guava syrup or 4
1 Y2 teaspoons sugar, if juice is used tablespoons guava juice
Combi ne ingredients, pour int o a glass jar and cover wit h a tight fitting lid .
Chi ll and shake ingred ients thoroughly. Serve in a tall g lass.
G uu.valet.s "
yield J.y.:j pounds
2 tablespoons cold water
Y2 cup chopped English walnuts
0. tablespo on gelatin
3 Y2 cups sugar
Cook pulp and sugar togethe r unti l mi xture is very thi ck and seems to leave
the sides of the pan. Use a very low fire and stir mi xture frequentl y to prevent
burning. Soak gelatin in cold water for 5 min utes; melt over ho t water and
add to guava pulp. Remove from fire, cool, add nu ts, and pour into a buttered
shallow pan. When cold cut into l -Inch squares and wrap each piece in wax
pape r.
, Contri bu ted by Agricult ural Extension Service.
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GIIll\'U but ter
yield l ~':; qua rts
8 cups cooked guava pulp ( Pulp
left from jelly making may be
used. )
6 cups sugar
3 tablespoon s gra ted fresh ginger
root
~ teaspoo n ground allsp ice
'y.j teaspoo n gro und cinnamo n
6 tablespoons lemon juice ( 2 lemons )
Press guava pulp th rough a sieve before measuring the quant ity, add remain-
ing ing redie nts, and cook slowly until th ick. Stir frequ endy co prevent burning.
Pour into hot sterile jars, cool, and cover with paraffin.
G uava catsup >
yield 2 Y2 qua rts
3 qu arts guava pulp (T his may be 3 cups vinegar
pulp left after extracting juice 4 teaspoons gro und allspice
for jelly. ) 3 teaspoons ground cinnamon
5 med ium -sized onions, sliced fine 2 teaspoons gro und cloves
2 large cloves of garl ic, sliced fine 6 cups sugar
5 small peppers, cho pped fine 1 tablespoon sale
(seeds removed ) or Yx tea- ~ cu I' water
spoon of ground pepper
Cook onion in the water un til it is soft, Combine all the ing redie nts , cook
for 30 to 40 minutes, pour int o hot steri lized jars and seal imm edi ately. This
is excellent co serve with meat or avocados.
(; II/l\'a 11I11l/1)'a jmn
yield 1Y2 quarts
4 cups cooked guava pu lp
8 cups sugar
4 cups fresh papaya pulp
6 tablespoons lemon juice
gra ted rinds of 2 lemons
Combine fruit pul p and cook unti l most of the water has been evaporated .
Add sugar and lemon . Cook until thick, pou r inca hoc steri le jars, cool, and
seal with paraffin.
(; U II\'Il l1IaJ' lIl1l ll1de
yield 1Vz ·to 2 pints
4 pounds who le rip e guavas ~ cup lemon, sliced fine and cue in
(48- 50 medium-sized ) halves
(j cups suga r 1Y2 teaspoons gra ted gree n ginger
2 cups wate r root
W ash , rem ove blossom end and blemishes from guavas. Cu t fruit in halv es;
remove soft inner pulp and seeds with a spoon and use thi s pulp for guava ice
cream, mousse or cake icing. Cut guava shells in strips lh -inch wide, cover with
sugar, add water , and allow to stand 3 to 4 hour s. Add ginger root and lemon ;
boil until syru p is slighdy thi ck, bur not until it gives a jelly test. Pour into
hot sterile jars and seal at once.
• Contri buted by Agricultur al Exten sion Service.
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Ft'csh gu a va fruit punch
6 servi ngs (I cup)
1 Y2 cups water % cup orange juice
% cup sugar Yi cup lemon juice
3 cups medium strength tea Y2 cup pineapple juice
6 ripe guavas Y2 finger of fresh ginger roo t
Peel ginger root and chop fine, boil wit h Y2 cup of the water un til a stro ng
ginger flavor is obtained; cool and strai n through a cloth, squeezing ginger root.
Wash guavas , cut and press thro ugh a' fine sieve to remove seeds. Combine all
ingred ients , stir unti l sugar is dissolved , and pour over cracked ice before serving.
1\John punch
12 servings ( 1 cup)
2% cups unsweetened guava juice
2% cups or ange juice
I V:i cups lemon juice
grated rinds of 1 ora nge and 1 lemon
4 cups water
1% cups shredded pi neapp le
2 cups sugar
a few drops of red coloring
Boil sugar and water for 3 m inutes. Coo l, add fruit juice and pineapple,
chi ll, and pour over cracked ice before serv ing.
~rltlloa f"uit , punch
100 servings (V:l cup)
7 cups water 10 cups orange juice (4 dozen small-
7 cups sugar sized)
6 cups guava juice 2 cups lemon juice (1 dozen)
9 cups fresh pineapple juice Y2 cup finely chop ped fresh mint
1 fresh ginger root leaves
Wash and peel g inger roar, chop fine and boi l wit h 3 cups of the water unt il
a strong ginger flavor is obra ined . Cool and stra in through a cloth, squeezi ng
the ginger root. Boil 4 cups of water and sugar toge ther to make a syrup, then
cool. Combine all ingred ients and pour over cracked ice to chi ll. D ilu te wit h
cold water if pu nch is too stro ng when ready to serve.
(lult \'1t whip
6 servi ngs
% cup sugar
I tab lespoon gelatin
% cup water
I tablespoon lemon juice
Yi teaspoon salt
1 cup fresh guava pu lp or cooked pulp
remaining from jelly extraction
2 egg whites
1 cup fresh sh redded coconut if
desired
Soak gelatin in .Yi cup of the water . Add rema ining water to sugar and
hea r to the boi ling 'point, add gelatin and stir until dissolved. Press guava pu lp
thro ugh a sieve, add salt and lemon juice , and gradually beat in the cooled syru p.
Set in a cool place, and when it begins to thicken fold in coconut and stiffly
beaten egg whites. Pour into molds and chill before servi ng. Serve with shred -
ded coconu t, cream or whi pped cream.
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GUIl\'a ice box ca ke*
6 servings
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% cup fresh or cooked guava
pulp ( pressed th rough
sieve before measuring )
% cup shredded pi neapple
2 rabl espoons lemon juice
% cup sugar
2 teaspoons gela tin
3 tablespoon s cold water
3 tablespoons boi ling water
2 beaten egg whi tes
8 lady-fingers
Y2 cup whippi ng cream
Soak gelatin in cold water a few minutes, add it and th e sugar to boi ling
water, and stir unti l disso lved. Coo l, add frui t pulp and juice , mi x thor-
oughly, and place in refr igerator to congeal, When rhe m ixture is partially
congealed, beat until foam y and fold in beaten egg whites. Line a mold with
halves of lady-fingers, po ur in m ixture and chill 4 to 6 hou rs. Turn out on
large pl ate and garnis h wi th whipped cream and guava jelly.
Y2 cup fresh guava
% cup sugar
Guava icin g'
yield I Y2 cups
pu lp Y2 egg white
Y2 teaspoon vanilla
Combine ing redients in a mi xin g bowl , Beat with Dover egg beater for
20 minutes, or until proper consis tency to spread on cake.
Guava sher bet
yield 1Y2 qu arts
4 Y2 cups unsweetened guava juice
2 \I.i cups sugar
4 Y2 tablespoon s lem on juice
% tablespoon s gelatin
% cup cold water
a few drops of red colori ng
Combine guava juice and sugar and heat to the boiling point. Soak gelatin
in water for 10 m inutes and add to hot liquid . Stir until gelatin is d issolved ,
cool, add lemon juice and coloring matter. Freeze in an ice-cream freezer
using 8 pa rts of ice to 1 part of ice-cream salt.
Gunvu ice cream
yield 1 Y2 quarts
2 Y2 cups fresh guava pulp
cup fresh whole mi lk or
th in crea m
I cup evapo rated mil k
2 cups sugar
2 tablespoons lemon juice
Press the guava pulp th rough a sieve and add lemon juice.
fresh mi lk or cream with the evaporated mil k, add rhe sugar
it is dissolved. Com bine wit h other ingredie nts and freeze,
of ice to 1 part of ice cream salt .
Combine the
and stir until
using 8 parts
• From The Goodly Guava-Isabelle S, Thu rsby. Bull. 70 , Agri cultural Extension S~;,
vice, Ta llah assee, Florid a.
1 cup fresh guava pulp
1 tablespoon lemon juice
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G uava mousse
6-8 servings
% cup sugar
2 Yz cups whipping cream or 1%
cups evapor ated milk
Wash, cut guavas, and remove inner pulp with a spoon . Press pulp through
a sieve to rem ove seeds, add sugar and lemon juice to pulp, and fold into
whipped cream. Evapor ated milk is prepared for whipping by heatin g the can
in simmerin g water for 20 minutes, then chill ing thorou ghly. Whip uncil it
thick ens . Pour guava mixture int o mechanical refri gerator pan and free ze 4 to
6 hou rs, or int o well sealed mold packed in 3 parts of ice to 1 part of ice cream
salt.
STRAWBERRY GUAVA
(Psidiun: catt leianurn ]
Description: This is :l small, round fruit, 1 to I Y2 inches in diam-
eter. The delicate, easily bruised skin is a deep purplish-red. The center
of the fruit is filled with a very juicy pinki sh-white pulp and numerous
small hard seeds. Because the juice produces a deep brown stain difficult
to remove , care should be used in handling the fruit. The flavor is
sweet and agreeable but rather acid.
History: The strawberry guava, as it is commonly called because
of its supposed resemblance to the strawberry in flavor, is a native of
Brazil (50, p. 280), and from there was carried to all part s of the world.
The history of its int roduction into Hawaii is not known. The tree is
grown in private gardens , often only as an ornamental shrub .
N utritive value: In comparison with the common guava, the fruit
conta ins about twice as much calcium and about the same quantity of
phosphorus. Th e calcium content is exceeded only by tamarinds and
oranges with membrane.
No tests to determine the vitamin content of strawberry guavas
have been made but their vitamin value is probably similar to the com-
mon guavas.
Supply: Th e fruit ripens at intervals from May to November but
it is rarely found in the open markets.
Use: The strawberry guava is sweeter and has a more delicate fla-
vor than the common guava. It is very delightful eaten fresh, and the
juice of the ripe or half-ripe fruit makes a pleasing acid drink or, com-
bined with the juice of pineapple or other citrus fruits, makes a delect-
able punch. Strawb erry guavas are not extensively used for jelly, but if
a few are added to the half-ripe common guava a very attractive pink-
colored jelly is obtained . The strawberry guavas are so small that the
removal of the seeds to prepare them for marm alade or preserves is la-
borious.
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FIGURE 5.-Fruit, foliage and cross section of the stra wberry gua va.
(Psidiurn cattleianum ] % natura l size
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3 cups half-ripe strawberry
guava juice
fl alf-.'ipe Nt rn wber-rv /-:111 \'11-11110
6 servings
3% cups half-ripe strawberry 2 cups water
guava juice l !ls cups sugar
Prepare juice as direc ted for making guava jelly, Mix ingredie nts and
pour over cracked ice.
Hi lle st .ra.wbet-r-y guava-n ile
6 servings
6 cups ripe strawber ry guava 1 Y2 cups sugar
juice
Prepare juice as di rected for making guava jelly. Mix ingredients, pour
over cracked ice, and serve.
Hulr-r-lpe straw b err-y g ua va punch
6 servings
2 cups orange juice
1Y2 cups sugar
% cup lemo n juice
Prepare juice as direcred for making guava jelly. Mix ingredients, srir
unti l sugar is dissolved, and pour over cracked ice.
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L E M ON
(Citrus lim onia)
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Description: Several varieties of lemons are grown in Hawaii,
some of which vary greatly in size and appearance from the well-known
commercial lemon. One of the larger varieties is 4 to 6 inches in length
with a thick, warty, greenish-yellow rind . The flavor of the fruit is
strongly acid but pleasant . The common , commercial varieties are
grown only to a limited extent.
History: The lemon is a native of southern Asia but is now grown
in many warm sections of the world. Lemon plants arc said to have
been first introduced into Hawaii early in the 19th century (49, p;32).
N utritive Value: The small quantities of lemons and limes used in
the average diet make their nutritive value of minor importance. Both
yield an alkaline ash in the body because their high acidity is due to
citric acid and basic salts of citric acid. Both fruits are good anti -scorb-
utics but lemons are superior to limes.
Supply : The season is the same as that of oranges, October, Nov-
ember and December, although they are produced in small quantities
during most of the year. There is usually a period of one or two months
in the spring when they arc not obtainable.
Use: The juice of the lemon makes a very refreshing iced drink,
used alone or in combination with other fruit juice. It is combined
with or served with a great many other foods in order to improve their
flavor.
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ACID LIME
(Citrus aurantifolia)
Description: Th e acid lime is a small citrus fruit of characteri stic
flavor. Several varieties are gro wn successfully in H awaii. The com-
mon type of lime is a small, round or oval fruit about 1Y1 to 20. inches
in diameter. The color of the thin skin is light yellow shading to green.
The flesh is yellow-green and very juicy, conta ining large quantities of
citric acid.
Hi story: Like the lemon , the acid lime is a nativ e of southern Asia
from where it has spread to many tropical and sub-tropical sections of
the world. Th e lime has flourished in Hawaii since its int roduction
dur ing the early pan of the 19th century and seems the most adaptable
of the citrus fruit s to island condi t ions (43) .
N utritive Value: See Lemon.
Supply: Limes are in season pract ically the enti re year, the heaviest
crop coming in the late summer and fall. T he price varies with the
quality and supply. Th e supply usually equa ls the demand.
Use: Lime juice is very refreshing and makes a pleasant addition
to iced drinks or punch. Lime symp may be prepared and kept on hand
for future use. Lime juice may be substitu ted for lemon in any recipe.
Two-thirds as much lime juice should be used because of its higher
acidity.
F resh limeade
6 servings
7 tab lespoo ns lime juice
( 9 limes )
I If:. cups sugar
5!hi cups water
Make a syrup by boil ing the sugar wit h I cup of water. Coo l, and add
the lim e juice and rema ining water . Serve with cracked icc.
Liu u: S~· I · II (1
yield 2 V2 cups
cup lim e juice (2 do zen
sma ll limes )
2 cups sugar
V2 cup water
W ash limes, d ry and squeeze the juice. Make a syrup of the suga r and
water by boiling 10 minutes. Add lime juice, pou r into hot steri le jars, and
seal immediatel y.
Dilute for limeade by using 2 tablespoons of syrup to I cup of water, and
serve with cracked ice.
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LITCHI
(Litchi cbine nsis)
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Description: The litchi is a small, oval or ovate fruit about 1liz
inches in diameter. In most varie ties, the outer shell-like covering is
red and the flesh surrounding the single brown seed is white. The seed
varies considerably in size with different varieties and seedless frui ts
have been grown. The fruit is produced in cluster s of 3 to 20 or more
and is marketed in clusters. The flavor of the fresh litchi is sweet and
slightly acid, reminding many people of that of the Muscat grape. ( The
dried fruits , known as "litchi nut s," are very different from the fresh
and bear somewhat the same relation to them as raisins do to fresh
grapes. )
History: The litchi is a native of South China (19, p. 4), where
it has been cultivated for many centuries and from there has spread
gradually to many other tropical and sub-tropical countries. The first
litchi tree to be brought into Hawa ii is believed to have been planted
on the property of Mr. C. Afong in 1873 and has usually borne abun -
dantly (19, p. 5). Within recent years, many other trees have come into
bearing throughout the Territory.
Nutriti ve value: Of the two varieties of fresh litchis analyzed in
this series, the Kwai Mi has nearly twice the sugar content (2 0.6 per-
cent ) of the Hei Yeh variety which has 11.8 percent of sugar. The
Kwai Mi, though a smaller fruit with a larger percentage of refuse, is
considered to be of superior flavor and quality.
Both varieties are very poor sources of calcium, good sources of
phosphorus and fair sources of iron.
No vitamin tests were made at the station laboratory and none are
repor ted in the literature.
Supply: The season for the litchi is a short one, usually duri ng
Ju ne and the early part of Ju ly. Small quantities of litchis reach the
Honolulu markets , Chinese stores and fancy grocers. The supply on the
retail market never meets the demand so that they command a high
price per pound .
Use: The litchi is a delicious fruit highly prized by the Orientals,
",_the canned fruit as well as the dried being imported from China. Litchis
are most frequently served fresh, eaten out of the shell, but shelled
fresh litchis make a pleasing addition to a fruit cocktail or fru it salad.
Th e fruit may be successfully cann ed at home in a medium syrup.
Canned litchis may be served as a dessert , added to fru it combinations
or cocktai l and salad, or may be used in a sauce served with fried fish
or shell-fish, Chinese style.
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FIG URE G.- Fru it, foli age and cross section of litchi .
(Litchi chin ensi.r) 'j;,j natur al size
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( 'alllled l it c lrix
Open kettl e meth od
W ash, peel litchis, and carefully remove the seeds, leaving the fruit whole
if possible. Add sugar in the proporrion of 1 cup of sugar to 3 cups of
litchis. He at to boi lin g and boi l gently 7 minutes or unt il tender. Fill hot
steri le jars with the boiling fru it and juice and seal imm ed iately. Label
and store in a cool, dark place.
Ca n n ed litch is
Pressure cooker meth od
W ash, peel litchis, and caref ully remove the seed.
Prepare a medium syrup using 1 cup of sugar to 2 cups of water.
Heat fruit to the boiling point, boil 2 minutes, pack int o hot sterile jars
and fill to the top with boilin g syrup . Seal jars and pro cess in a pres-
sure cooker 7 minutes at 5 pounds pr essure. Cool, label, and store in a
cool, dark p lace.
L ltr-h], p ln enpple a nd OI'lI l1gl' ('odilall
6 servings
2 cups seeded fresh litchis, cut 2 cups diced orange sectio ns
into halves or quarter s 2 tablespoons sugar
2 cups diced fresh pineapple 1 tab lespoon lemon juice
Prepare the frui t by cutti ng in pieces of simi lar size and saving the juice
from each. Add the sugar and lemon juice to the other frui t juice, po ur
over the diced fruit and chi ll for one hour before serv ing.
This fr uit m ixture may be used for a salad if the drained fruit is chilled
and com bined with the sugar and lemon juice sho rtly before serving on
let tuce leaves. Serve with 11:. cup mayon naise or French dressing.
L ltcht, pllp ll )"a and pinenppte s u lud
6 servi ngs
2 cups seeded fresh litchis, cut
into halves
2 cups diced papaya
If:< cup mayonnaise
2 cups diced fresh pinea pple
2 teaspoons lemo n juice
Combi ne the fruit, add the lemon juice and chi ll thoroughly. Add the
mayonnaise, mi x and serve on lettuce leaves.
' ,it elli n ml ('o Uag e eh ('(~se salad
6 servings
36 large seeded litch is
% cup cottage cheese
V2 cup mayonnaise
Y:, cup shelled pecans
In she lling and removing the seeds from the litch is, the fruit should be
loosened from the seed at the stem end and cut lengthwise in order to
remove the seed and leave the fruit as nearly whole as possible.
Stuff the cavity with cottage cheese, chill and place on lettu ce leaves.
Garnish with mayonnaise and pecans.
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MANGO
(Mangifera indica)
Description: Many recognized varieties of mangos as well as un-
named hybrids are grown in Hawaii. In general, the mango can be
described as a medium -sized fruit from 2 to 4 inches in width and from
3 to 7 inches in length. The skin, which is smooth and thick, is strong
enough to be pulled from the flesh when the fruit is ripe or nearly so.
As the fruit matur es the green skin changes in most varieties to more
brilliant colors which may be purpl ish-red shading to green, deep crim-
son, or even yellow with red spots. The flesh varies in color from light
lemon to deep apr icot. In the most pr ized varieties, it is juicy, smooth,
free from fiber, and it separates easily from the large hairy seed. The
flavor, which varies greatly, may be insipid and sweet or reminiscent
of turpent ine; however, in good varieties it is very delicious, reminding
many people of the flavor of the peach.
History: Although the mango is now grown in many sub-tropica l
sections of the world, it is indigenou s to south ern Asia (50, p. 79).
T. G. Thrum (65, p. 129) states that the first mango trees were brought
to Hawaii from Manila in 1824 by Captain John Meek of the brig
" Kamehame ha ." Th e small trees were divided between Reverend
Joseph Goodrich and Don Marin. Th ese trees were the source of the
mangos known as the H awaiian race. Joseph Marsden in 1885 im-
ported from Jamaica several seedling mango trees, including the famous
No. 9 which is still growi ng in the grounds of the government nursery
on King Street. G. P. Wilder and S. M. Damon also brought in sev-
eral good varieties; and the Hawaii Agricu ltural Experiment Station,
through the U. S. Departm ent of Agricultu re, Bureau of Plant Indu s-
try, introduced a number of varieties from foreign co u n t r ies (46).
Additional information about the mango may be obtained from a
previous bulletin of the Hawaii Experiment Station (46) .
Nutritive oalae: Mangos have a high sugar content , bur are a poor
source of calcium, phosphorus and iron.
One variety of Indian mangos tested by Crawford and Perry in
England (8) showed a high vitamin A content , approx imately that of
good butter; and two other varieties showed about half the value of the
first. The authors do not menti on whether there appeared to be any
difference in the color of the mangos tested, but the vitamin A value
is doubtless due to the yellow pigments.
Exper iments of Guha and Chakravorty (16) in Ind ia indicate that
mangos are a fair source of vitamin B and a good source of vitamin
G ( B2 ) . The vitamin C content seems to vary considerably, for the
English authors (8) found that one variety was particularly high in
vitamin C (twice that of lemon ) , that two other varieties were less
potent, and that one variety showed no vitamin C. The Indian authors
also report a low vitami n C potency for the variety which they tested.
N o vitamin tests on local mangos have been made.
Supply: In comparison with the quantity grown, very few mangos
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reach the commercial market, usually on ly those of hig h qua lity, such
as Piri e or Victoria. Because the supply is never equal to the demand ,
they command a high pr ice. T he roadside vendors sell a fairly large
quanti ty, not always of the best variety. Th e mangos usually begin to
ripen in April and are available until N ovem ber.
Use: T he mango is most desira ble used fresh as a dessert fruit or
in combinatio n with citrus fru its, pin eapple or papaya. It is delicious
in cocktai ls, salads, shortcake and frozen dessert s. Many people prefer
the flavor of the green or half -ripe mangos, which may be used in pies
or c ooked and served as a sauce. Many childre n eat them when they
are green, hard and very sour. Th e season is comparatively short, but
mango slices or the sauce may be satisfactorily canned for future use.
Mango chutney is the favorite way of preserving, although mangos
make delicious jams and marmalades.
Ca ruu-d m all l-:os- o pe ll ket ti e m et.hod
yield 2 quarts
4 cups wate r
J;4 cup lemon juice
S cups peeled , firm, ri pe
mango slices
6 cups sugar
Comb ine suga r and water and heat to boiling po int . Add mango slices;
cook 10 minutes or unti l clea r, add lemo n juice, and po ur into hot ster ile
Jars, fill with syrup, and seal. Label and sto re in cool pl ace. T his syrup
seemed very sweet at the time of canning, but on standi ng severa l weeks
the prod uct was found to be more satisfactory than if a thinner syru p was
used.
Ca ll1WI\ m a llg o s- cold pack m e t h od *
yield 2 quarts
S cups pee led, firm , ripe 4 cups sugar
mango slices 4 cups water
Make a syrup of sugar and water by heating to bo iling poi nt. Add mango
slices and cook 10 minutes, remov ing scum from the top . Allow fruit to
stand unti l it looks clea r, the n rehea t to boili ng , pack in hot steri le jars,
seal, and process in water bath 15 minutes. If pressure cooker is to be
used , pre-cook ing is not necessary. Pack uncooked mango slices in hot steri le
jars and pour the boiling syrup over them. Partiall y seal and process in pressure
cooker 15 minutes at 5 pound s pressure. Remove, seal and invert to cool.
Labe l and sto re in cool place.
1Y2 cups ripe mango pulp
pressed through sieve
1 cup orange juice
~Iaugoll<lc
6 servings
Y2 cup lemon juice
Y:, cuI' sugar
3 cups water
g rated rind y,; ora nge
Combine sugar, water, and orange ri nd and bring to boi ling po int .
add to mango pul p and frui t juice. Chill and pour over cracked ice
serv ing.
Cool,
befo re
"* Conrr ibure d by Agr icultural Extension Service.
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;\11I1Ig;0 Sll ll ee
yield 1 qu art
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6 cups green or hal f-ri pe
mango slices
1Y2 cups to 2 cups sugar
1Y2 cups water
Cook mangos in water un til they are sof t. Add sugar and cook 5 minutes
longer. Serve with meat or as a dessert . T his may be used for a sho rtcake filling
or in sherbets, ice creams, or mousses.
Sweetened or unsweetened sauce made from the green or half-ripe mangos
may be canned for fu ture use as a sauce or for sherbet, sho rtcake, or mousse.
Pack hot sterile jars with the boiling hot sauce, seal, and pro cess in hot
water bath for 30 minutes or in pressur e cooker for 10 min utes at 5 po unds
pressu re.
1\I1I1Ig;0 jlllll
yield 1 qua rt
12 cups half -rip e or ripe 6 cups suga r
mango slices 4 cups water
Cook mango slices with water about 15 minutes or until tend er. Press
through a sieve, add suga r, and boil until thick and of proper consistency
for a jam. Pour into hot sterile jars and seal with paraffin.
1\111 111-:'0 11lI11lI) 'a ja m
yield 2 quarts
8 cups peeled mango slices 8 cups papaya slices
5 cups water 8 cups sugar
Cook m ango slices in 2 Y2 cups water until tender and press through a
coarse stra iner. Cook papaya in rema ining water until soft. Comb ine papaya
and mango, add sug ar and cook slowly for 1 hour, or until of prop er consistency
for jam. Pack in hot ster ile jars and seal with pa raffin.
l\Ia llg;o h ill t e r-
yield 2 quarts
12 cups peeled hal f-ripe
mango slices
6 cups sugar
4 cups water
Y2 teaspoon ground cloves
Y2 teaspoon ground allspice
1 teaspoon ground cinnamo n
1 teaspoon gro und nutmeg
Add water to mangos and cook un til soft enoug h to mash . Press th rou gh
a sieve if mangos are stringy . Add sugar and spices, and cook slowl y for
4 5 minutes, o r until thi ck. .Stir frequ entl y to prevent burning. Pour int o
hot sterile glasses and seal wit h paraffin.
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Mango ch u tney
yield 4 quarts
12 cups mango slices
4 cups vinegar
1;2 cup chopped green ginger root
4 chili pepp ers, with seeds re-
moved, (chopped fine )
1 clove of garlic
6 cups sugar
3 cups seedless raisins
I large onion, sliced
1 teaspoo n salt
Boil vinegar and sugar 5 minutes, add mangos and other ingredients, and
cook about 1 hour until thi ck and of the desired consistency. Pour into hot
sterile g lasses and seal imm ediately.
Mango ch u t n e y
yield 6 qu arts
10 pou nds peeled sliced mangos
5 pound s sugar
6 or 7 cups vinegar (depending
on acidity of mangos )
% cup salt
I 1;2 pounds almonds, blanched
and cut in th in strips
pound finely sliced candied
ora nge peel
pound finely sliced candied
lemon peel
2 large onio ns, chopped fine
2 pounds seedless raisins
1 pound finely sliced citro n
% cup gree n ginger root , cooked
and chopped line
cup finely chopped preserved ginger
2 cloves of ga rlic, chopped fine
8 small red peppers with seeds
removed, chopped line
Cut mangos, sprinkle with salt and allow to stand overn ight. Boil the
sugar and vinegar 5 mi nutes. Add to the drained man go pulp , cook until ten-
der; then add the other ingredients and cook slowly for 1;2 to I hour or unt il
the desired consistency is obtained. Pou r into hot sterile jars and seal immedi -
ately. Serve with meat or curried dishes.
~rango pi ckl e
yield 11;2 quarts
9 cups green mango slices
6 cups salt water ( I tablespoon
salt to 1 cup water)
9 cups sugar
41;2 cups vinegar
1;2 tablespoon whole cloves
1;2 tablespoo n who le pepper -corns
4 bay leaves
cups water
Soak ma ngos overn ight in sufficient salt water to cover. Drain. add the
fresh water and cook until partially tender, about 30 minutes; add spices and
vinegar, cook about 15 min utes longer , or until mango slices are tender. D rain
mangos and cook syrup until it is slightly thi ck. Add man gos, heat to boiling
point , and pack in hot steri le jars. Seal immedi ately, label, and store in cool
place.
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Ba k ed custard w ith s liced mango
6 servings
2 cups milk !I.I teaspoon vanilla
2 eggs 1 cup sliced ripe mangos
y,; cup sugar YH teaspoon salt
Heat milk to the simmering point, add sugar and salt. Beat eggs just enough
to mix well and slowly add to hot milk . Place mango slices in bottom of cus-
tard cups or baking dish; pour custard over th is, set dishes in pan of water,
and bake in a slow oven (3 00 ° F ) for I hour. To test insert a knife blade,
and if it comes out clean remove custard fro m oven. Cool and serve.
Mung'll In-o wn bet ty
6 servings
2 cups half-ripe mango slices, % cup bread crumbs
firmly packed in cup 1 teaspoon cinnamon
% cup brown sugar 3 tablespoons water un less mangos
3 tablespoons butter are very watery
Melt fat, add bread crumbs. Place a layer of the buttered bread crumbs
in an oiled bakin g dish. Add a layer of mangos, spr inkle with sugar and cin-
namon , add another layer of crumbs, then mangos, and then crumbs on top .
Bake in moderate oven ( 350 ° F) until mangos are soft, about 1 hour .
M a n go pn llara pili
4-6 servings
cup cooked ripe papaya pulp I teaspoon cinnamon
cup cooked half-ripe mango pul p \,;. teaspoon nutmeg
I cup sugar 2 egg whites
I egg yolk 2 tab lespoons sugar
Mash cooked frui t or press through sieve. Add egg yolk, spices and sugar.
Cook slowly un til the mixtur e thi ckens. Cnol, pour into baked pie shell, and
cover with meringue made of stiffly beaten egg whites and the 2 tab lespoon s
sugar. Brown in slow oven (3 00°-32 5° F) for 20 minut es.
Mango pi e
4·6 servings
3 Y2 cups peeled half-ripe y,; teaspoon ground nutmeg
mango slices I tablespoon lemon juice
I cup sugar 2 tablespoons water
Y2 teaspoon gro und n nnamon 2 to 3 tablespoons flour
Parboil mango slices in water fnr 5 minutes. Line a pie pan with pastry,
put in a layer of man go slices, sprinkle with sugar , flour and spices, and cover
with another layer of mangos, sugar, flour and spices. Cover with pastry and
bake in hot oven (425° F ) for 10 minutes, then bake from 30 to 40 minutes
in moder ate oven ( 350 ° F ) until mango slices are soft.
On e cup rip e papa ya slices may be substituted for I cup of the man gos if
desired. Th e qu antity of lemon juice shou ld be doubled if papaya is used.
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Mango s he rbet
yield 1 V2 q ua rts
2 cups th ick uns\veetened
green mango sauce
% to % cup lem on juice
2 V2 cups sugar
% cup wa te r
1 egg whi te
3 cups milk
Dissol ve sugar in wa ter by br ing ing to th e boi li ng poi nt, coo l, ad d to fruit
and mi lk. Add un beaten egg white , pour in to freez ing con ta ine r, and freeze
using S parts o f ice to I part of ice cream salt. T he m ixture may curdle bu t
thi s does not affect the finished p roduct.
~ I a n ~::()-IUlIJara JII()tl S~C
6 ser vings
1 cup ripe papaya pu lp
1 cup hal f-ripe m an go pulp
6 tablespoo ns sugar
2 tablespoo ns lemon jui ce
Yz cup evapo rated mi lk or whipping
crea m
Peel papaya and mangos and press th rou gh a sieve. Ad d th e sug ar and o ne
hal f th e lemo n jui ce , and set asi de until th e sug ar is d issolv ed. Simmer mi lk
in the can for 20 m inutes , then chill thorou ghly, whip until thi ck, add remainder
o f lemon juice, and wh ip u nt il ve ry stiff. If whippi ng cream is used , ch ill it
tho roug h ly and whi p un til st iff. Fo ld in th e mango-pa paya m ixtu re. Pou r in to
refrigerator pa n and free ze ,oj to 6 hour s o r into we ll -sealed mol d packed in
3 pans of ice and 1 pa rt o f ice crea m salt . Sea l mold with a str ip of cloth d ipped
in hot para ffin ot fat .
~la J) A'() 1I1011 S:-;C fO l' I u eclur nlcu t I' ef" [ g'et'afol'
6 ser v ings
12 marshmall ows
% cup unsweetened half-r ipe
mango sauce
1 cu p wh ipp ing cream
113 cup water
% cup sugar
Di ssolv e ma rshmallows in wa ter by heating slo wly until a smoot h liquid is
obtained . Cool an d add ma ngo sauce. Chill and wh ip crea m . After ma ngo -
marshm allow mi xt ur e has started to co ngeal, add wh ip ped crea m and mi x th or-
ou ghly. Fre eze in mec han ica l refrigerator pan .
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MOUN TA I N APPLE (Malay-apple)
(Eugen ia ntalaccensis)
55
D escript ion: Th e mountain appl e is an oval frui t from 2 to 3
inches long with a very th in crimson skin shading to pink or white.
The crisp , white flesh is juicy and of pleasant , though not distin ctive,
flavor. Each fruit conta ins one or two large brown seeds. The fruit is
very easily brui sed and stains the hands deep purple.
History: Thi s fruit, a native of the Malayan Archipelago, was
brought to Hawaii by the pri mitive Hawaiians (50, p. 308) and has
flourished in the deep mounta in valleys of all the islands.
N utrit ive value: Mountain apples are a poor source of all nut rient s,
including calcium and phosphorus and a fair source of iron. They are
only a fair to poor source of vitami ns A, B, C and G (B" ) (36).
Supply: The season ranges from June to December. Th e frui t
is brought down from the mountains and sold along the roadside, but
it does not reach the city markets in large quantities.
Use: The mountai n apple is very refreshing to eat because of the
large amount of water present and the delicate flavor. It is most fre-
quently eaten out of the hand , but may be cut up and used in salads
and cocktails. Th ere is not enough pect in or flavor to make it desirable
for jelly or preserves.
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HAWAIIAN ORANGE
(Citrus aurantiacum var. sinensis)
Descript ion: Alth ough several varieties of oranges have been in-
troduced into Hawaii, only the seedling known as the Hawaiian is
grown commercially. Th e Hawaiian orange is a medium- sized, round
variety. Th e yellow skin is thin and rather tough. The flesh is com-
monly yellow-orange and very juicy. It varies from acid to sweet but
is usually rather mild in flavor. Addit ional in fo r m a t ion about the
orange and other citrus frui ts may be obtained from a previous bulletin
of the Hawaii Experiment Station (49) .
History: Th e Hawaiian variety of orange has been developed by
a long period of cultivation in these islands. One of the orig inal orange
trees left in Hawaii by Captai n Vancouver in 1792 still lives. He gave
the natives a number of small orange seedlings (69), some of which
were planted on a piece of land belonging to a prominent Hawaiian at
Kealakekua in the District of Kona. In time, the land came into the
possession of the famous high chiefess, Kapiolani , and later was ob-
tained by an early missionary, the Reverend J. D. Paris, who began his
residence there about 1852, at which time his daughter, Miss Ella Paris,
was four years old. She still occupies a part of the old Paris home and
clearly recalls that the old tree is one of several which were very old
trees when she was a littl e gir l.
The orange was one of the first fruit s to be cultivated commercially
in Hawaii, and at one time was the leading export from the district of
Kona on the Island of Hawaii (55) . Th e distr icts of W aialua, on Oahu,
and W aimea, on Kauai, were also well-known for their oranges; conse-
quentl y in different sect ions of the islands th is variety is known as the
"Kona," "Waialua," or "W aimea" orange (49, p. 19) .
Nutritive value: Th e nutritive value of oranges has been extolled
by so many scient ists in recent years that littl e need be added here.
Oranges are a frui t of excellent flavor of which people rarely tire .
Though acid to the taste they leave an alkaline ash residue in the body
and tend , like most other fruit s, to make the urine more alkaline.
Th e analyses in Tables 2 and 3 show Hawaiian oranges to have a
chemical comp osition similar to that of oranges grown on the main-
land. Average analyses (59 , p. 558) show oranges to be superior to
most fruits as sources of calcium and equal to or better than other fruit s
as sources of phosphorus and iron. Our analyses show that the calcium
content of the orange with the membrane surrou nding the sections, is
almost twice that of the orange with the membrane removed, but the
phosphorus and iron content is about the same in each case.
Our figure of 0.013 percent of calcium for the Hawaiian orange
juice, although about 30 percent lower than Sherman's most recently
published figur e of 0.019 percent (60, p. 625), is less than half of his
previously publi shed figure of 0.029 percent (59, p. 558). A second
sample of Hawaiian orange juice showed a calcium content of O.OlD
percent and a Californ ia navel orange juice prepared and analyzed in
like manner yielded a value of 0.015 percent calcium. Th e juice for
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analysis was passed through a copper sieve of 10 mesh to the inch, a
size comparable to household orange juice strainers on the market.
A personal communication from C. Chatfield of the food composi -
tion section of the Bureau of Home Economics, U.S.D.A., states that
reports filed in their office indicate that the calcium content of oranges
and orange juice varies greatly.
It is highly probable that the calcium content of oranges and orange
juice may be affected by a number of factors such as variety, soil and
fertilizer. Our analyses would indicate that the quantity of membran-
ous materi al included in the juice is also an important factor.
Oranges are a fair source of vitamins A, B, and G and an excellent
source of vitamin C. Hawaiian oranges have not been tested for their
vitamin A, B, and G content; but results of experiments summarized in
Tables 10 and 14 show that they are excellent sources of vitamin C.
Our tests were made over a short period when the local oranges were
available so that we found no differences in the vitamin C values. How-
ever, Nelson and Mottern (41) have reported variations in the vitamin
C content of fresh oranges and we have some evidence of variations
in the vitamin C content of guavas.
Juice made from Hawaiian oranges, like that made from oranges
grown elsewhere, develops a bitter flavor on standing a few hours. The
cause of this bitter taste has been investigated by Traub and co-workers
(67) in Florida. As the result of extended experiments, they concluded
that the bitter taste which develops in prepared citrus juices is due to
the glucosides contained in certain portions of the fruit, especially the
white inner peel and the membranes surrounding the sections. They
also concluded that enzymes of the fruit were not concerned in the
development of the bitter flavor. Their experiments showed that the
bitter flavor of the juices tended to decrease with the maturity of the
fruit used, which they state is in harmony with the fact that the glu-
coside content of citrus fruits decreases with maturity.
Hawaiian oranges are commonly used with little or no previous
storage, a practice which accounts in part for the fact that juice from
some Hawaiian oranges seems to develop more bitter flavor than oranges
from the mainland. We have also found that the juice from some va-
rieties of opnges grown in Hawaii develops a bitter taste much more
quickly than others . Juice from some Hawaiian seedlings had a slightly
bitter taste half an hour after extraction by the usual household methods
and a decidedly bitter taste after 1 hour. On the other hand, juice from
Navel oranges grown at the Station showed no bitter flavor after almost
2 hours.
Supply: The oranges , grown principally in the Kona region on
Hawaii, have not previously been in great demand because of the quality
and appearance, very little grading being done for market. Plans are
being perfected ( 1935) to improve the marketing of Hawaiian oranges
by sorting them to conform to standard sizes and grades, and by ripen-
ing with ethylene gas, a practice used on the mainland for many years.
The supply of first quality oranges is less than the demand . They are
in season during October, November, and December.
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Use: The well-ripened and mature Hawaiian orange may be used
in the usual ways. Because of the very bitter flavor of the membrane
and inner pulp of the peel, it is difficult to make a palatable marmalade
from them. Soaking the sliced orange and peel in water and discarding
the water several times removes the bitterness sufficiently to make a
desirable product. Thi s process reduces the pectin content and flavor
so that the additi on of some orange and lemon juice at the time of final
cooking is desirable. Juice made from the Haw aiian oranges should be
used immediately and not allowed to stand.
Several years ago for three consecutive years, Dr. F. G, Krauss,
director of the Agricultural Extension Service in Hawaii, and his daugh-
ter, Miss Beatrice Krauss, assistant plant physiologist of the Experiment
Station of the Pineapple Producers' Cooperative Association, compared
the yield of juice from Hawaiian and California oranges. Using hun-
dreds of oranges, they found the percentage yield of juice from Ha-
waiian oranges grown in Kona to be equal to or greater than that from
California oranges bought on the open market (27).
'I' a rt, nrange 1II111'IIIulnde
yield 1!4 q uar ts
2 H awaiian oranges
2 Hawaii an lemons
3 cups water to 1 cup fruir
I cup sugar to 1 cup fruit and water
Remove ri nd and soak it ove rn ight. D iscard water next morning and cook
rind in a large quantity of water 30 minutes. Coo l and scrape out white pulp.
Cut peel ing into ver y fine strips, Cut frui t into fine pi eces, add 3 times as mu ch
water as the measure of fru it pulp. All ow to stand over-n ight. Add cooked
peeling , as mu ch suga r as measure of fru it pulp and water, and cook mi xture
until ir g ives a slight jelly rest. Pour into hot ste~i1e g lasses and seal with
paraffin.
' I'm' t umber unu-nralnde
yield 1Y2 qu art s
2 H awai ian oranges
2 H awaiian lemon s
Yz grapefruit or po melo
1 cup orange ju ice
Y2 cup lemon JUice
% CUp sugar to 1 cup fruit pul p and
liqui d
G cups water
Rem ove pee ling fro m frui t and scrape out th e whi te pu lp , Cut peeling into
very fine strips, Cut frui t pulp into very fine pieces; add peeling and 2 cups
of water. Ler thi s stand overn ighr. Di scard water and add 2 cups of fresh
water , letting it stand ove rn ight aga in. On the th ird day d iscard the water ,
replacing ir with 2 cups of fresh water ; cook for Y2 hour. Add frui t juice and
measure; th en add % cup sugar to each cup of fruit and liqui d combined and
cook until it .gives a slight jell y test. Pou r into hot sterile jars and seal with
paraffin.
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PAPAYA
(Carica papaya)
Description: The papaya is a melon-like fruit which varies greatly
in size and shape. One strain known as the solo papaya is a small fru it
only 4 to 5 inches in diameter, but papayas 20 inches or more in length
and weighing 10 pounds may sometimes be seen on the market. They
are often obscurely five-angled in transverse section.
Th e skin is smooth and th in, shading from deep orange to green.
The flesh varies from 1 to 2 inches in thickness and from light yellow
to deep salmon pink in color. Numerous round , black, wrinkled seeds,
each enclosed in a gelatinous memb rane, cling to the inner wall. Th e
flavor and odor of the fru it are dist inctive.
History: Th e date of the introduction of the papaya into Hawaii
has been a matter of discussion for many years. Because the papaya
has a distinctly Hawaiian name, be-i, some people insist that it grew
in Hawaii before the first European voyagers arr ived. However, Dr.
Mayen, who visited H awaii in 1831, states in the history of his trip,
which was abstracted by Bishop Henry Restarick (54) , that while visit-
ing Don Marin 's possessions he learned of the many kind s of plants
int roduced by Don Marin, among which was the papaya from the Mar-
queses. Thi s introd uction must have been prior to 1823, as W illiam
Ellis noted "pawpaw apples" growing in the gardens in Kana that year
while on a tri p through Hawaii (48, p. 2 ).
Pawpaw is the name commonly used in England for the papaya,
hut in the southern United States, it is apt to be confused with pawpaw
as applied to the A simina tribola. a very different fruit. Most countries
now use either the name papaya or some variation of it, as papaia ,
apaeya or papa ja, which are all believed to be derived from the Carib
word ababai (50, p. 228 ).
Additional information about the papaya may be obtained from a
previous bulletin of the Hawaii Experiment Station (48).
Nutritive value: The quantity of papain, a protein-splitti ng en-
zyme, consumed when even large quant it ies of papaya are eaten is prob -
ably not of any great nutri tional significance, but it may possibly be
the reason that a few people experience some digestive distress after
eating papaya. ( A note in Science, Dec. 13. 1935. states, however, that
ripe papaya contai ns littl e or no papain.)
As an economical and important source of vitami ns A and C and
of calcium and a basic ash, papaya should be more widely used by
people in Hawaii.
Carotene is the p igment in fru its and vegetables to which the
vitamin A activity is commonly attributed, but in 1933 Yamamoto and
Tin (75) point ed out that papaya conta ins no carotene but a pigment
which they called caricaxanthin and which, like carotene, possesses
growth prom oting propert ies. Karrer and Schlient z (25) have con-
firmed the presence of caricaxanthin, but pointed out that it is chem-
ically ident ical to kryptoxanth in.
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Supply: Papayas are on the market during the entire year, the
supply and quality varying greatly. The quality and flavor of papayas
depend partially on the season and the amount of rainfall. The supply
is greater than the demand during May, Jun e and July.
Use: The papaya may be used green or rip e. The green papaya
may be baked or boiled and served as a vegetable, or stewed and served
as a sauce. In the rip e state it is more desirable used frsh, making an
excellent breakfast or dessert fruit served with lemon or lime. In cock-
tails or salads it is usually combined with pineapple or the citrus fruit s.
The fresh papaya pulp with milk or cream makes a delicious frozen
dessert. Cooking causes papaya to lose its distinctive flavor, but it is
very palatable when made into jams and pickles.
l'npnyn catsup
yield 2 quarts
14 cups stra ined papaya pulp 1 large onio n, sliced
4 tablespoons whole allspice Ys teaspoon red pepper
3 tablespoons whole cloves 6 tablespoons sugar
3 tablespoons mustard seed 2 tablespoons salt
1 stick cinnamon I lf.. cups vinega r
I medium-sized piece of 11.1 teaspoo n tar tar ic acid
ginger root, chopped
Tie the spices and onion in a cheesecloth hag, add to the papaya pulp and
cook slowly for 40 min utes. Add the sugar, salt , vinega r and tarta ric acid crys-
tals, cook I hour , or un til th ick. Remove bag of spices. pour catsup into hot
sterile jars, and seal.
Ripe pnpava Iam
yield 1Y2 quarts
6 cups ripe papaya pulp I cup lemon juice
6 cups sugar
Press papaya th rough a coarse sieve befor e measurin g, add lemon juice and
sugar; boil vigorou sly for 20 minutes, or un til th ick enoug h for jam. Stir fre-
quentl y in order to prevent scorching. Pour into steri le jars and seal with paraffin.
Papaya marmalade
yield I% quarts
10 cups sliced firm ripe papaya grated rind of 1 ora nge and 2
I cup fresh shredded pineapple lemons
Y2 cup orange juice 3 tablespoons gra ted gree n
Y2 cup lemon juice ginger root
1 cup sugar to each cup cooked frui t
Combine all ingredients except sugar and boil for 30 minutes. Measure
cooked fru it, add an equal measure of.sugar, and cook together for 30 minut es.
Stir frequently to prevent burning, and when done pour into hot sterilized jars.
Seal with paraffin, label , and store in cool place.
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I'a pllra a nd git l ~C I ' uuu-ma lad e
yield 2 quarts
firm ripe papaya
4 cups water
4 cups sugar
8 cups sliced
2 lemons, thi nly sliced and
cut in halves
teaspoon fresh ginger root,
chopped fine
Cook lemon in 2 cups of water for 30 mi nu tes, or unti l it becomes tra ns-
parent. Make a syrup of the ginger, sugar and 2 cups of water by boi ling. Add
the syrup to the other ingred ients and boil slow ly for 30 m inutes . Pour in to
hot steri le g lasses and seal with paraffi n,
Papa r a pic k le
yield 2 quarts
4 cups sugar 4 bay leaves
2 cups vinegar 8 cups half-ripe papaya pieces ( 1Yz
12 cloves inches long and Yz inch wide )
16 pepper corns 2 cups water
Make a syrup of sugar and vinegar, cook 6 minutes , Add cloves, pepper-
corns and bay leaves. Cook papaya slices in the water for 5 min utes and add
the drained frui t to the syrup . Cook mixture 15 minu tes, pour into hot sterile
jars and seal immediately,
Papa )"a sa u ce
6 serv ings
6 cups diced half-ripe or 1 cup sugar
ripe firm papaya Yz cup water
4 tablespoons lemon juice
Stew all ingred ients togeth er for 20 mi nutes. Serve as fru it sauce with meat
course or as dessert course , It is especia lly good for papaya sho rtcake filling .
Th e sauce may be pressed th rough a coarse strainer if a smoother mixture is
desired.
St e wed g','cc ll papar a
6 servings
6 cups diced green papaya Yz cup water
% teaspoon salt 1 tab lespoo n butter
dash of pepper
Boil papaya in salted water unt il tend er. Remove from fire, add pepper and
butter, and serve hot as a vegetab le. It may be mashe d if prefe rred.
Hil iit'd pap aya
6 servings
[ small firm ripc or half-ripe
papaya
I tab lespoon butter
% teaspoo n salt
2 tablespoons lemon juice
Pare and rut papaya lengthwise into six pieces, remove seeds. Spr ink le with
salt, lemon juice and but ter. Place in a baking pan, add enough wate r to cover
bottom of pan to prevent burn ing, and bake in a moderate oven (3 50 0 F ) , fo r
35 minutes. Serve immediately after removing from the oven , This may be
used in 1'1are of a vegetab le,
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Papa~'a sa la d
6 servings
onion
4 cups diced papaya
6 teaspoons finely chopped
1 teaspoon salt
% cup cooked salad dressin g or
mayonnaise
1 cup finely chopped celery
Cut papaya into cubes, add the chopped oni on and celery. Chi ll, serve on
lettuce leaves and ga rn ish with mayonn aise.
Royul Hawaii/til d e li ght
6 servings
sugarY1 cup confectioner's
8 mars hma llows
Yz cuI' shredded
1Yz cups ripe papaya cubes
Yz cup diced orange
coconut 1 cup whipping cream
2 teaspoon s lemon juice
Chill and whip cream, add sugar , then marshmallows cut in quarters. Fold
in papaya, ora nge and coconut. Pour into serving dish or individual glass d ishes,
chill, and serve cold.
Pineappl e lin d p a paya cock tn tl
6 servings
2 cups diced ripe papaya
2 cups diced pin eapple
Mix the ingredients, Allow to
serving.
6 tab lespoons lemon juice
2 tab lespoons sugar
stand in a cold place for Yz hour before
Papaya s a u ce cake
6 servings
Y1 cup fat 'h teaspoon grated nutmeg
1 cup sugar Y1 teaspoon ground ginger
1 egg 1Y1 cups flour
1Yz teaspoons baki ng powd er 2 teaspoon s lemon juice
Yz teaspoon salt • Yz cup seedless raisins if desired
'h teaspoon ground cinnamon 1 cup diced ripe papaya
3 tab lespoons water
Stew the papaya and water together until a soft smoo th sauce is ob tained.
Press throu gh a coarse sieve if necessary. Cream fat, add sugar , mi x well , and
add beaten egg. Sift salt, bakin g powder, spices and flour toget her. Add cooled
papa ya sauce and dr y ingredi ents alterna tely to egg mixture. Fold in lemon
juice and ra isins; then pour into an oiled loaf-cake pan and bake in a moderate
oven ( 350 ° F ) for 50 to 60 minutes,
Papaya ups id e down cake
6 servings
l/:{ cup brown sugar
1 tabl espoon butter
2 cups sliced papaya
2 tablespo ons lemon juice
Y1 cup fat
1 egg
1\4 cups flour
1Yz teaspoons bakin g
\4 teaspoon salt
Yz cup milk
% cup suga r
powder
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Pour lemon juice over papaya and allow to stand 15 minutes. Melt the
butter and brow n sugar in a hot skillet or shallow pyrex dish, then place a
layer of the papaya slices on top of the sugar mixture . To prepare the cake
mixtu re, cream the fat, add % cup sugar and when well mixed, add the beaten
egg. Sift the salt, baking powder and /lour togeth er, and add to egg mixture ,
alterna ting with the milk . Pour this batter into the skillet and bake in a moder-
ate oven ( 350 0 F ) from 50 to 60 minutes. W hen the cake is done turn ir
upside do wn on a large plate and serve hot with whipped cream.
Oahu IJIlJlIl)'1l Jli t'
4-6 serv ings
2 cups strai ned, stewed papaya I teaspoon grou nd ginger
sauce I teaspoon gro und cinnamo n
I tablespoon butte r y.;, teaspoon gro und nutm eg
2 egg yolks 1 teaspoon salt
Y4 cup sugar 2 tablespoo ns lemon juice
Melt butter , add cooked papaya pulp, egg yolks, sugar, spices and lemon
juice. Pour into a baked pie shell. Bake for 45 minu tes or unti l firm in mode r-
ate oven (3 25 F) .
PUIIIl)'1t milk s her bet
yield I quart
I Y2 cups ripe papaya pulp 1Y2 cups milk
3 tablespoons lemon juice 1 cup sugar
Y2 cup ora nge juice
Press papaya pulp th rough a coarse sieve and combi ne with the frui t juice.
Dissolve sugar in mil k, add frui t mixture grad ually to the mi lk, and freeze in
ice-cream freezer using 8 parts of ice to 1 par t of ice-cream salt. Ice cream may
be made by substituting thin cream for the milk .
1'I\JlII)'1\ mou sse
6 servi ngs
16 marshmallows % tab lespoo n lemon juice
Y2 cup water 2 Y2 tablespoons sugar
1 cup whipping cream VB teaspoon salt
1 cup ripe papaya pul p
Soften marshmallows by heating slowly in water until a smooth mixtur e is
obtained. Add sugar and cool to lukewarm ; then add lemon juice and papaya
pulp which has been pressed th rough a coarse sieve. Allow to stand in cool
place until partially congea led. Chill and whip cream. Fold into the other mix-
ture and freeze in mechanical refrigerator pan or in tightly sealed mold packed
in a mixtu re of 3 parts of ice to 1 par t of ice-cream salt. Seal mold with a str ip
of cloth dipped in hot paraffin or fat .
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FIGURE 9.-Fru it, foliage and cross section of the yellow passion-fruit.
(Passi flora edulis vat . flavi carpa) ?Is natural size
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PASSION -F RU I T
( Passi llora edulis)
D escription: Th e passion -fru it is a medium-sized oval fru it from
2 to 3 inches in length. Th ere are two varieties common in H awaii ,
the purple passion-fruit (Passijlo ra eduliJ) and the yellow passion-fruit
(Passijlora edu lis var. [lauicarpa ) , T he brittl e shell encloses a juicy,
yellow pulp and many small seeds. Although the shell dri es up and
becomes wrinkled after the fruit has matured, the pulp rem ains in goo d
condition for several weeks.
H ist ory: Th e passion -frui t is a nat ive of Brazi l but has been car-
ried to all parts of the world. In many places it is gro wn only as a
hot -house plant. Its unu sual flowers inspired the Spa niards to name
it the passion plant (47, p. 149). In Australia, where the purple passion-
fruit is very popul ar, it is cultivated on a large scale (50, p. 242) . In
H awaii, the purple variety is comm only called "lilikoi" because the first
seeds of this vari ety, wh ich were bro ugh t from Austra lia by Mr. Eugen e
Delemar, were planted in the d istrict of Lilikoi on East Maui (73) .
Although both purple and yellow varie ties of the Passijl ora edu lis are
locally called water-lemons, tha t term is correctly used only for the
Passijlora IttMi/ olitt, which is grown to a limi ted extent in H awaii.
Nutritive ualue: Analyses of the juice of the purple passion-fru it
showed it to have a high sugar content and low calcium and phosphorus
content. It is a fair source of iron.
Th e flowers and seeds of some varieties of passion-f ru it are re-
ported to contain a small qua ntity of an alka loid (30); but tests carr ied
out by Raym ond N ikaido under Dr. L. N . Bilger, of the Chemistry
Departm ent , showed the juice of the yellow passion -frui t to contain
only faint trace of alkaloids .
T hey also attempted to account for the unusual keepi ng qualit ies
of the passion-fruit juice by observing the growth of bacteria before
and after partial or complete neutralizat ion of the acid with sodium
hydroxide, and by testin g for the presence of such substances as salicylic
and benzoic acid , which were prov ed absent . It was concluded that the
keep ing qua lities of the juice are due to its natural high acidi ty. Table
2 shows the acidity of the purp le passion-fru it juice to be 2.3 percent
calculated as citr ic acid; the acid ity of the yellow pass ion-f ruit was
foun d to be 3.9 percent .
No tests to determine the vitamin value of passion -fruit juice or
pulp arc reported in the literature, and no tests have been made in the
stat ion laboratory, excep t for vitamin C. The juice of the yellow
passion-fru it was found to be an excellent source of vitamin C.
Supply: Th e passion -fruit ripens duri ng the summer and fall, some
as late as Janu ary. It is occasionally fou nd in H onolulu markets.
U.re: T he fru it is pre pared for usc by cutting it in two and remov-
ing the pulp with a spoon. It may be eaten fresh out of the shell, or
used to flavor candy, cake icing or frozen dessert s. The d istin cti ve flavor
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of the fruit juice makes it a pleasant addition to iced dri nks. A very
satisfactory canned product may be prepa red by adding the fresh pas-
sion-fru it pulp to a boiling hot syrup. If bottled and sealed at once, it
will keep indefinit ely and may be used in place of the fresh fruit .
Pass ioll-fl'u it eo con ut ell llt !y
yield 60 pieces
Y2 cup passion -fru it pulp
1 cup dty shredded coconut
2% to 3 cup s con fectioner's suga r
Eng lish walnuts if desired
Press passion -fru it pulp thro ugh a coarse sieve in order to remove th e
seeds. Combine fru it pu lp and two-th irds of the sugar. Beat until mi xture
is creamy, add on e-hal f of th e coconut and sufficient sugar to form a soft
ball. Ro ll ball s in coconut and place on a buttered pan . Garni sh with nut
meats if desired . Allow candy to stand at least 8 hours in a cold place to harden .
Pa ss to n - f'ru tt. S)..."I'
yield 2 qu arts
2% cups passion-fru it pu lp or 2 cups passion -fruit JU ICe (24 fruit )
6 cups sugar Ii Cups wate r
Add suga r to water and heat to boi ling.
poi cloth or sieve to remove seeds . Mix the
sterile bottles at once and seal. T his syrup
iced drinks, cake icings and sher bets .
Press passion-fruit pu lp th rough
pulp with syrup. Pour into hot
keeps well and may be used for
P ns ston - f'ru Had e
6 serv ings
2 cup s passion -fruit syrup 4 Cups cold water
M ix, chill, and pour over cracked ice.
FI'(~sh pIlSSiO!I- f""H IHllleh
6 servi ngs
] % cups fresh passion -fruit juice ] % cup s water
]1/;, cups pin eapple juice 2 cups suga r
] % tab lespoo ns lem on juice
Press passion-fruit pulp th rough coarse sieve to obtain JUKe or squeeze
through poi cloth. Mi x ingred ient s, chi ll , and pour over cracked Ice.
110 1 " pil'ed passioll -ft·" it j u k e
yield 5 cups
% cup passion -fru it juice
3% cups water
18 cup suga r
6 strips lemon peel
( % inch thick )
] V:z teaspoo n lemon juice
18 who le cloves
I g wh ole allspice
3 pieces stick cinnamon (2 inches long )
Combine all ing red ients exce pt lemon peel and boil ten minutes in a
covered container, stirring occasiona lly. Stra in and serve hot with a strip
of lemon peel in each cup.
I % cups passion-fruit syrup
% cup orange juice
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Pa sslon- f'ru tt pu nc h
6 servings
2 % tablespoons sugar
3 Y2 cups wate r
Y2 cup lemon juice
Mix ingred ients, chill , and pour over cracked ice.
Passion-f,'uit cake ie ing*
yield 1% cups
3 tab lespoons butter
2 y,j cups confectioner's sugar
y,j cup fresh passion-fruit pulp or
3 tab lespoons passion -fruit syrup
Press passion-fruit pulp through a poi cloth or sieve to remove seeds.
Cream butter, add part of the sugar gra dually; then add fruit pulp and
remaining sugar, beating unti l the mixture is smooth and stiff enough to spread
on cake.
P assion -fr-u t! s h erbot,
6 serv ings
% cup sugar with passion-fruit
syrup or
2 cups suga r with fresh passion -
fruit juice
y,; cup fresh passion-fruit juice or
passion -frui t syrup
1 egg whi te
2 cups water
Combine suga r and water , then heat to th e boiling point.
sion -fruir and unbeaten egg wh ite , and pour int o freezer.
parts of ice to 1 part of ice-cream salt.
Passion-f! 'ui(, ice cream
6 serv ings
Cool, add pas-
Freeze, using 8
-vi cup sugar with passion -fru it
syrup or
cup sugar with fresh passion-
fruit juice
2 cups th in cream
Y2 cup passion -fruit syrup or fresh
passion-fruit juice
Y2 tab lespoon vanilla
Add other ingredients to cream and stir until dissolved . Pour into freezer
and freeze, using 8 parts of ice to I par t of icc-cream salt.
Pas sion - f, 'u i( m ousse
6 servings
Y2 tablespoon gela tin 1y,; cups passion- fru it syru p
2 tablespoon s cold water I cup whipping cream
3 tab lespoons bo ilin g water
Soak gelatin in cold water, then add boi lin g water , and melt over hot
wate r unci I thoroughly dissolved . Chill and whip cream , fold in syru p and
gelatin. Freeze from 4 to 5 hours in mechanical refrigerator pan or in
tightly sealed mo ld packed in ice, usin g 3 parts of ice to 1 part of ice-cream
salt. Seal mo ld by using narrow strip of cheesecloth dipped in melted
paraffin or lard .
• Adapted from recipe booklet from Kr emer Plantation s, Cardi ff-By-T he-Sea. Californ ia.
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PINEAPPLE
(A nrmas sativus )
Description: The pineapple is really a collect ion of small fruits and
is called a multiple fruit. In the flower stage the corollas are separate
but the ovar ies are fused, giv ing the appearance of a dense cluster of
perfect flowers on a single stalk. Th e mature pineapple is a large
fruit shaped like a pine cone or pyramid about 6 to 10 inches in height
and weighing 5 to 8 pounds . It grows on a stalk or peduncl e which is
a continuation of the plant stem of the low cactus-like pineapple plant.
Th e rin d, whi ch is usually sliced off with a sharp knife, is tough and
horny and composed of small hexagonal sections, fitted togeth er like
pieces of tile. Each of these sections mar ks a botani cally indiv idual
fruit. Th e color of the skin when rip e is usually bright greenish-orange
shading to yellow-green or dark green. Th e flesh is very juicy and has
a somewhat fibrous texture. In color it varies from white to deep
yellow. The edible portion surro unds a tough central core which was
originally the flower stalk.
History: Th e pineappl e is a nat ive of Cent ral or South America
and early became a favor ite luxur y of wealthy Europeans. Th e histor y
of the int rodu ction of the pin eapple int o Hawaii is not know n, but it is
generally believed that it was brought in by some Spaniard who had
previously touched the coast of Sourh America. Although Don Marin
records in his diary in 1813 that pineapples were gro wing in h is garden
at that tim e (74, p. 46) they were probably first planted on the island
of Haw aii , wher e they now grow wild . A pin eapple similar to th e
Wild Kailu a pineappl e also grows in Guam, Formosa and the Ph ilip-
pin e Island s (7). In the fresh state some of thi s half-w ild fru it was
shipped to San Franc isco before 1880, but was not received in sat isfac-
tory conditi on because the fruit spoi led easily and was of poor quality.
Th e pin eapple industry was of min or importance in Hawaii until
1886, the date of the introduct ion of the Smooth Cayenne variety . Th e
first pin eapple was canned commercially in 1892, and from that tim e on
the indu stry developed until today it is the second largest indu stry in the
islands.
Nutritive ualne: The pineappl e has long been valued for its dis-
tinctive flavor and refreshin g qualities.
Fresh ripe pineap ple is a good source of suga r and calcium. Pine-
apple juice has a higher calcium conte nt than guava juice or orange
juice from Hawaiian oranges. Th e ph osphorou s and iron conte nt of the
fresh pineapple and the fresh pin eappl e juice arc low as compared with
many other fru its in th is series.
Determinat ions of the vitami n value of fresh and canned pineapple
were made in 1923 (3 1) (32) by the methods then in usc, and the
conclu sion was drawn that pin eapple is a good source of vitamins A, B
and C. Tests made by the more qu ant itative meth ods used for the fruits
reported in thi s bull etin show fresh pin eapple of the Smooth Cayenne
variety to be a poorer source of vitamins A and C than was form erly
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supposed. P ineap ple has much less vitamin A than papayas or pohas,
half the q uantity possessed by guavas and about the same qua nt ity as
have fresh figs of the Brown Turkey variety. As a source of vitami n
C, p ineappl e is sur passed by guavas, papayas, pohas and oranges.
Pineapple juice, even whe n consume d in large qu antities, tend s to
make the urine more alkaline (33) . Nelson (40) has show n that of the
non -volati le acids in pin eapple juice, about 87 percent is citr ic and about
/ 3 percent is I-malic.
Som e peo ple find that eat ing large quantities o f fresh pineapple
causes a soreness of mouth and oesophagus. It has been suggested th at
this irritat ion may result from the combined action of the acid, the pro -
tein split t ing enzyme, bromelin and the calcium oxa late crysta ls (33) .
SIt/I/lly: Though the greater portion of the crop is used for cann ing,
excellent pineapples are to be found in the Honolulu ma rkets dur ing the
entire year. T he fruit is most plentifu l duri ng June, July and Augu st,
but a second and smaller crop comes on du ring December and Janu ary.
Ure: Pineapples are frequ ently used fresh, served alone , or com-
bined wit h such oth er fruits as the avocado, banana, citrus fruits, mango
and papaya. Pineapple combines well with such vege tab les as carrots
and cabbage in salads. f inger-lengt h slices of p inea pple are de licious
served in iced tea. T he juice makes an excel lent iced drink or may be
combined wi th ot her fru it juice for pun ch. Pineapple may be preserved
in the for m of jams or pickles, but home canning is not practical in most
locali t ies. Th ere is not enough pecti n pres ent to make jelly from the
ju ice. Pineapple mu st be cooked before bein g added to a ge lat in solu-
tion because the enzyme, bromelin, present in uncooked pinea pple will
prevent the ge lat in from congea ling.
" " '0' ",11 p i'lI ~a ppl" ju ir:e
yield 2 Vz - 3Vz cups
Cut a peeled r ipe pi nea pp le ill X or more p ieces and sq ueeze through one
th ickness of poi clot h or sug ar sack. Chil l juice and serve. Even with pine-
ap ples se ll ing at :, cents a pou nd, juice pre pared at home is as ine xpensive
as the juice purch ased Oil the mark et.
I'itll 'allph' !llIllt'h
(, serv ings
4 cups fres h pin eap ple juice
% cup oran ge j u ice
V:: cup lem on ju ice
% Clip sugar
% cup water
1 teas poo n finely chopped mi nt leaves
Boil sugar and water 3 min utes, coo l, and combine wit h fruit juice and
mint. Chi ll and pou r over cracked ice.
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3 cups wh ite vinegar
3 Y2 cup s sugar
3 cups water
P ineapp le l'ielde
yield 5 cups
2 tab lespoon s wh ole cloves
2 st icks cinnamo n
12 ( U P S p ineap ple sectio ns
(2 medium-sized fruit )
Peel pineapple, cut crosswise in slices I inch thick. Remove (Ore and cut
into sections about I inch wide. Co mbine with vinegar , sugar and water ;
tie sp ires in cheeseclo th , add to m ixture, and boi l slow ly 15 minutes. Add
pi neapple and boil ge ntly in (Overed container for I Y2 hours o r until tender.
Pour int o hot ste rile jars and seal immediately .
Pinea p p le h OlH'J' Iw esel'\'('
yield 2 q uart s
10 cups pineapple sections 11:, to y" (lip finely cho pped fresh
2 cups orange peel , sliced fine g inger roo t
( 6 medi um -sized ora nges ) 3 (UPS strained hon ey
2 cups orange sect ions
Pee l a fres h p ine apple and (lit crosswise in slices abou t % inch th ick.
Remove core and cur in sectio ns .j;,i in ch wide. Remove r ind from 6 or anges,
cutti ng so that the membran e is rem oved from orange pulp. Soak rind in
water for Y2 hou r. D rain and coo k until ten de r, cha ng ing th e water 3 times
during th e cooking process. Drain , wash with wid water , and re move white
pu lp from inside of r ind by scraping wi th a spoo n. Cut rind in narrow
strips. Remove membrane fro m orange sect io ns.
Co m bine pineapple, orange rind , g inger and hon ey. Cook ove r a slow fire
un ti l pineapple is partially ten der. Add orange sect ions and con tin ue cook-
ing until pi neapple is te nder. Drain off honey and evaporate to a th icker
con sisten cy ove r a very low fire. Pack pineapple mi xtu re in hot ste rile jars,
fill with hot syrup, and seal immed iately.
l'itH':l !,p l e j a lll
yield 2 Yi quarts
12 cu ps g rated or ( ho pped fresh
pineapple ( 2 large fr uit )
6 cups sug ar
6 tabl espoons lemon juice
rind of 3 lemo ns, sliced in very
na rrow st rips Y2 inch long
Combine pineappl e and sugar and allo w to stan d overnight. Add lemon
jui ce and r ind, then coo k slowly for 2 hours. Pour into hot ster ile jars
and seal with par affin.
PineaPl l l e ('onsCl'\'(~
yie ld 6 % cups
6 cups di ced pi neapple
2 cu1'3 orange sect ions
1 cup broken English walnut
meat s
Y2 cup finely sliced orange peel
1 cup seed less ru is m s
6 tablespoons lemon juice
% cup water
% cu I' sugar to each cup of the
coo ked mixt ure
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2 ounces sma ll red peppers with
seeds remo ved, chopped fine
ounce or 1 med ium -sized bu lb
of ga rlic, chopped fine
2 tablespoo ns of finely chopped
fresh ginge r roo t
Remov e rind from the oranges and scrape out the inn er white pulp with
spoon or dull knife. Cut rind into very nar row strips. Remove the memo
bra ne from the orange sections.
Combine th e diced p ineappl e and water ; cook until it begin s to soften,
then add all the rema ining ingredients except the sugar. Measure this
fruit mi xtur e and for each cupful add % cup of sugar. Cook over a slow
fire unt il it th ickens. Pou r into hot sterile jars and seal at once.
P in eappl e c h u tnev>
yield 2 quarts
I tablespoon salt
3 pou nds peeled pineapple
I Y2 pounds brown sugar
1Y2 pints vinegar
Y2 poun d seed less raisins
Y2 pound blan ched alm ond s,
chopped fine
Cut the pi neapple in sma ll pieces, add vin egar and salt, cook slowly until
p ineapple is ten der. Add the other ingredients and boi l slowly until desired
consistency is obtained . Pour into ho t sterile jars and seal immediately.
Serve with meats or curr ied d ishes.
P in ea ppl e carr-or su lru l
6 servings
3 cups shredded fresh pineapple
% cup mayonnaise
2 cups shredded or g rated
raw carro t
Mi x pineapple and carrot, chi ll , drain off juice, place on lett uce leaves,
and serve with mayonn aise.
Pilleapp le call1lll/!;(' SlIllId
6 servings
It cups shredded cabbage
2 cups shredded fresh pineapp le
Y2 cup mayonnaise
VB teaspoon salt
Combine cabbage and pineapp le and chill. Drain off juice , add salt, serve
on lett uce leaves, and garn ish with mayonn aise. Chopped peanuts or
chopped green pepper may be added for color if desire d.
Pi n ea pple c rab salad
6 serv ings
2 Y2 cups diced fresh pineap ple
1 Y2 cups shredded crab mea t
% cup mayonnaise
I Y2 tablespoons tomato catsup
1 teaspoon W orcestershi re
sauce
Mix chilled pineapple and crab mea t and serve on lett uce leaves. Add
catsup and W orcestershi re sauce to mayonnaise and pour over salad.
.. From How to Use Hawaiian Fruit and Food Prod ucts-Agn es B. Alexand er . Honolulu.
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FIGURE IO.-Poha (Physalis peruviana)
Plant Y2 natural size, Fruit x l , flowers x2, seeds x5.
- After Degener, Flora Hawaiiensis.
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PO H A
(Physalis pernrian«)
Description: The po ha is a small yellow-green or orange fruit
resembl ing a cherry in size and shape , enclosed in a thin, cream-colored,
paper-like husk. The skin of the fruit is thin and waxy and surro unds
a juicy p ulp which contains many small seeds. It is also called the Cape
gooseberry or husk tomato, and is related to the grou nd cher ry.
History: T his plant was introduced into the Hawaiian Islands very
early after the beginni ng of travel to the Islands by Europeans. Very
likely it was brou ght here in the early 19th century from the Cape of
Good Hope, where it has been known for some time (47, p. 2 /2). It is
a native of Brazil but is now grown in many tropical and sub-tropical
countries (20, p.3 / 0) . In Hawaii it grows well, especia lly on the island s
of Maui and Hawaii at heig hts from 1500 to 4000 feet.
Nutritive value: In compar ison with other Hawaiian fruits, pohas
have a low calcium content, and a high phosphorus and iron content .
Pohas arc an excellent source of vita mins A and C, a good source of
vitam in B and a fair source of vitamin G. Because of the high acidity
of pohas, the vitamins are probably well preserved af ter cooking.
Supply: T he pohas in Honolulu markets come from both the cul-
t ivated and wild plants , but there seems to be littl e difference in appear-
ance or flavor between the wild and the cult ivated. They are to be
found on the market from February th rough J uly, the supply seldom
exceeding the demand.
UJe: The poha has a pleasing and distinctive flavor and may be
used raw in much the same ways as the strawberry for a dessert or
shor tcake. It may be cooked and served as a sauce on cakes and pud-
din gs, but the favorite way of using the poha is in jam. T he pectin
conte nt is low, although the acid is high.
!',,11lt f "lIit e ll "
6 servings
1Y2 cups diced pohas y,; cup lemon juice
I Y2 ClIpS d iced bananas Y2 to .jI,i cup sugar
112 cup diced orange 2 teaspoons finely chopped mint
I cup diced fresh pineappl e
Mix all ingredients, ch ill , and serve in cocktai l glasses. T his also makes
a good salad combination if the lemon juice, sugar and mint arc omitted and
the fru it served on lettuce leaves with ma yonnaise.
Pohu pineappl e co uk ta }]
G servings
2 cups diced pohas y,; cup lemon juice
2% cups diced fresh pineappl e y,; cup sugar
Mi x ing red ients, ch ill thoroughly, and serve in cocktail glasses,
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3 cup s di ced pohas
I % cups sugar
2 tablespoons cornstarch
Vi teaspoon salt
1 Y2 cups water or pineapple
ju ice
JI2 tab lespoon va nilla
J tab lespo on butter
Add Y2 cup of the sugar to the poh as and allow to stand 15 minutes. Add
water or p ineapp le juice and bring to boil ing point. Mi x remai nin g sugar,
salt and cornstarch tog ether th oroughly and add to hot liquid , sti rr ing con-
stantly . Boil 5 minutes, remove fro m fire, and add bu tter and va nilla. Serve
hot or cold on cake , or on rice or bread puddings.
Polin j a ru
yield 1 Y2 qu art s
(, pounds poh as befor e h usking or
Ii quarts after husking
cu p sugar for each cup of cooke d
po has (5-6 cup s)
H usk , wash, and coo k poh as slowly for 30 m inutes. Sti r frequ entl y until
th ere is sufficient liqu id to prevent fr uit fro m scorch ing . All ow to stand
overn ight. Mea sure po ha pulp and ju ice and add an equ al qu antity of sugar.
Cook slowly for 30 minutes to I hour . stirring frequ ently unt il juice th ickens
slightly when cooled. Pour int o hot ster ile jars and seal wit h parafJin.
The quantity of ju ice resul tin g from the cooking process varies wit h the
pohas ob tain ed during th e dr y and rainy season s. When the wat er content
of poh as is unusuall y high , it is necessar y to pour off some of th e juice
before add ing the sugar, if a gr eate r portion of the fruit tha n jelly is desired .
. ·o ha p.'PSP I' \ '('S
yield 2 ~';' quarts
(, pound s poh as befo re hu skin g or
Ii quarts after husking
2 lem on s, sliced ver y th in and
sections cut in halves
% cu p suga r
1 YR cu ps sug ar to I cu p cooked
poha pu lp and juice
H usk and ' wash pohas and cook over a low flame. St ir freq ue ntly unt il
there is sufficient liquid to keep the fru it from scorch ing. Cook for 30 mi n-
utes, or until fru it is soft. Drain the jui ce from th e frui t and pour 1 cup of
juice over the lemon slices. Add V, cu p of suga r and allow to stand ove r-
nigh t, then cook the lemon in this liq uid unti l the ri nd is transparent. Add
lemon and liquid ( 0 poha s; measu re and add I YR cups of sugar to each cu p
of poh a mi xture. Cook until th is mi xture thicke ns slightly but not unti l
the ju ice gives th e jelly test. Pour into hot sterilized jars and sea l w ith
pa raffin.
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FIGURE I I.-Fru it and foli age of the soursop .
(A nona muricata} Y2 natur al size
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Description: The soursop is a large, heart-shaped fruit . A single
fruit may weight 5 pounds, and much larger ones have been reported
(50, p. 183). The thick skin, or rind , is a deep green and covered with
numerous short, pliable spines . Th e flesh resembles cotton soaked in a
high ly aromatic liquid. The pulp conta ins many shiny brown seeds.
History: The fruit is a nat ive of tropical Ameri ca (50, p. 183) and
was described as early as 1528 by Gonzalo Hernandez de Oviedo in his
"N atural History of the Indies." At present , it can be found in most
tropical countries, although it is probably more popular in Cuba than in
any other place. The name "soursop'' by which the fruit is known in
most English speaking countries is of W est Indian orig in. The history
of its introduction into Hawaii is unknown.
Nutrit ive value: Soursops are a fair source of calcium and iron
but have better than average quantit ies of phosphorus.
Because there app ears to be no yellow pigment in soursops, it was
thought not worth while to test them for vitamin A. Th e thick juice
resulting when the soursop was pressed in two th icknesses of cheesecloth
was used for the vitamin tests and was found to be a good source of
vitamin s B and C. N o tests for vitami n G were made.
Supply: In Honolulu , the soursop is occasionally found in the mar-
kets but the supply is not equal to the demand. Th e season ranges from
February to September.
Use: Th e soursop has an acid flavor and a pleasant refreshing odor.
The juice may be extracted by forcing the pulp throu gh a potato ricer
or fru it press or by squeezing it th rough several thicknesses of cheese-
cloth . The pulp freed from the seeds and pulled or cut into small pieces
may be chilled and served as a breakfast fruit with the addition of sugar ,
or it may be used in a salad. Iced dr inks, sherbets and gelatin dishes
may be made from the extracted juice. It blends well with banana,
orange and pineappl e.
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Sonrsopade
6 servings
3 V:, cups soursop juice
2% cups warer
1 cup sugar
2 o/a rablespoon s lemon juice
Mi x ingredient s, stir until sug ar is disso lved , pour over cracked ice and
serve,
Som 'so p a nd p in c lIllpl e s herbet
6-8 servings
1 Y2 cups soursop juice
I cup pin eapple ju ice
1 cup sugar
I egg whi te
cup water
Combi ne suga r and water and boil 5 minutes. Cool to lukewarm , add fru it
juice and unbeaten egg white, and freeze in an ice-cream freezer using 8
part s of ice to 1 part of ice-cream salt.
Sou J'SOp sher -bet
yield I Y2 quarts
2 cups soursop juice
2 cups water
Yx cup suga r
I egg whi te
tab lespoo n lemon juice
Make a syru p of sugar and water by boi ling 5 m inures.
Add sourso p juice and unbeaten egg wh ite, and pou r into
Freeze wi th 8 part s of ice and I part of ice-cream salt.
SOU l' SOp mo ussc
6 servings
Coo l to lukewarm.
freezing conta iner.
20 marshmallows
~-:j cup water
I cup soursop JUICe
I cup whipping cream
2 tablespoons suga r
Add sugar and marshm allows to water, heating slowly until marshm allows
are softened and a smooth m ixtu re is ob tained . Coo l, and add soursop juice.
Allow to stand in a cool place unt il part ially congealed , then add crea m which
has been whipped. Pour into mold and freeze in a mechan ical refri gera tor or in
a mi xtur e of 3 part s of ice to I part of ice-cream salt.
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STRAWBERRY
(Fragaria cbiloensis)
D escription: T he cultivated strawberry is a juicy, red fruit which
grows on a low, herb aceous plant . StructuralJy, it is an enlarged fleshy
receptacle from Y2 to 1Vi inch es in diameter, on the outside of which
are imbedded many smalJ seeds (4, p. 594) . The flavor is characteristic
and combines acidity and sweetness in proportions pleasing to most
people. Some varieties are mor e strongly flavored than others.
H ist ory: Th ere are numerous varieties of the strawb erry native to
widely separated sections of the world . These vary considerably in size,
shape, color and flavor. Many var ieties have been developed under cul-
tivati on. Th ere is a white strawberry indigenous to H awaii whi ch at
one tim e was fairl y abundant on the islands of Kauai and H awaii . At
the present tim e, as the cattle have destroyed most of the plant s, it is
found only in the more inaccessible places. During the last 10 or 15
years, because of the successful importation of commercial varieties, the
cultivation of strawberries has increased greatly in Hawaii .
Ntaritiueualue: In comparison with other fruits, strawberries may
be considered a good source of calcium, phosphorus and iron . Th e
values we found for iron are high and may be in error because of con -
tamination with soil, although great care was used in preparin g the
sample.
Strawberries are report ed to be a fair source of vitamins A and B
and a very good source of vitamin C (39).
SlIpply : The supply is smalJ, fairl y constant and usually equal to
the demand. Th e season ranges from December through Jul y.
UJe: In Hawaii , strawberries are practically always used fresh be-
cause they are roo expensive to buy for preserving, the price ranging
from 15 to 25 cents a pint.
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FIGURE I2.-Fruit and foliage of the Surinam-cherry.
(Eugenia uni/lora) Ys natural size
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SURINAM-CHERRY (P itanga)
(Eugenia IIni/lora)
Descripti on: Th e Surin am-cherry is a small, bright-r ed fruit about
1 inch in diameter, "oblate in form and conspicuously eight -ribbed."
(50, p. 287). The flesh surrounding the single large seed is soft, juicy
and distinctly acid in flavor.
History: Th e Surinam-cherry or Piranga, as it is known in Brazil,
where it grows wild along the banks of the streams and edges of the
forests, (50, p. 286 ), is also an important cultivated fruit of that region .
Popenoe reports that it is used more extensively by the inhabitant s of
Brazil than any other country. The date of its int roduction into Hawaii
is unknown.
Nutritive value: Th e acidity of Surinam-cherr ies is great compared
with other fruits in this series and is exceeded only by tamarind s and the
yellow passion-fruit. The expressed juice from 2 different samples
showed pH values of 2.7 and 3.0. D ue to this high acidity, the fruit
does not seem very sweet to taste although it has a large quantity of
carbohydrate- 22 percent-which must be mainly sugars.
Surinam-cherries are a good source of calcium, and a fair source of
phosphorus and iron , having about the same quantities of these min -
erals as seeded guavas.
N o tests to determine the vitamin values of Surinam-cherries are
reported in the literature and no tests have been made in the station
laboratory.
Supply: Surinam-cherries are not sold in Honolulu markets. Th e
quality and quantity of the fruit obtainable from privat e gardens varies
with the amount of moisture. Th e season ranges from March through
the early part of May.
Use: In H awaii, the Surinam-cherry is frequentl y grown for deco-
rative purposes. Th e cherries may be cooked and used as a sauce, or
for jam, preserve or jelly. Because of the tart flavor, the sauce resem-
bling cranberry sauce, the jelly or tart sherbet made from the cherry
juice are best served with meat or fowl. Combined with appl e and
raisins, the cherr ies may be used for pies or puddings. Th e juice,
prepared as for jelly making, may be used as a found ation for an iced
drink. Th e juice of the firm ripe cherries gave a good test for pectin .
The fruit and juice are high in acid and seem to develop a bitt er taste
on standi ng so that they should be used as soon after picking as possible.
S III'illlllll -chCl'!'Y jalll
yield 1 qua rt
3 :y,j cups seeded Sur inam - 2 cups water
cher ries 3:y,j cups sugar
Combi ne th e suga r and water, bring to the boi ling poi nt, and add cherr ies.
Cook slowly for 20 to 25 mi nutes until th e juice th ickens slightly, but not until
it gives th e jeIly test (sheets off the spoo n in large drops ) .
Pour int o hot steri le jars and seal with paraffin.
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Sur-luum-cher-ry ,je lly
yield 5 cups
5 pou nds Sur inam-cherries
7 Vz cups water or enough to
barely cover the frui t
cup sugar to each cup of
juice
W ash cherries, remove stems and blossom ends. Add water to the fruit and
simmer for 25 m inutes, or unti l the cherri es are soft, Stra in the juice through
a flann el jell y bag or two thi cknesses of a sugar or flour sack.
Measure the juice and place it in a sha llow kettl e with a capacity at least
4 times the volume of juice. Hea t to the boiling poi nt and boil 5 minutes.
Add an equal quantity of sugar and remove the scum as the mi xture starts to
boi l. Boil rap idly until the juice gives the jelly test (sheets off the spoon in
large drops) , or unti l the temperature reaches 1050 Centi grade, or 221 0 Fahren-
heit on a clear , dr y day; or 106 0 Centigrade or 222 0 Fahr enh eit on a damp ,
cloudy da y. Pour the jell y into hot steri le glasses and seal with paraffin .
S u r-ln a m -c her r-y punch
6 servings ( 1 cup )
1!Is cups Surinam-cherry juice
4 Vz cups water
3 tablespoons lemon juice
1'!:l cups sugar
Prepare Sur inam-cherry JUICe as directed in the recipe for jell y. Combine
all the ingredients, stir unt il the sugar is d issolved, and pour over cracked
ICe before serving.
S tll' in lllll-ch Cl'J'y sa uce
yield 1 pi nt
pound or pin t Surinam-
cherries
Yz cup water
1 y.; to 1Yz cups sugar
W ash cherr ies and remove blossom ends , Add wate r and simmer 20 min-
lites over a low fire, Remove fro m fire, press the cherrie s th rough a coarse
sieve to remove the seeds, add suga r to the fru it pul p and rehea t to dissolve
sugar. Coo l and serve with meat or fowl. This makes a thin sauce. A
few mi nutes addi tional cooking is necessary to make a produ ct stiff enough
to mold .
SUI'inlll ll-c h tWIT pi e
4 to 5 servings
1y.; cups seeded Sur inam-cherries
Yz cup seedless raisins
% cup diced app le
1!Is cups sugar
3 tablespoons flou r
I teaspoo n butt er
Line a pie tin with pastry. Mix the frui t and pour into the pie shell.
Spr inkle with flour and sugar and dot with small pieces of butter . Moisten
the edge of the pie crus t and cover with a second crust. Place in a hot oven
(q50° F) for 10 minutes, then reduce the temperature to 350 0 F and bake
for 30 to 40 minutes or unti l the frui t is soft.
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FIG URE 13.-Fruit, foliage and seed of the tamar ind .
(T amarindus indica) Y2 natu ral size
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TAMARIND
(T amarindus indica)
Description: Th e fru it of the tamarind tree consists of a brittle
brown pod, varying from 2 to 6 inches in length and from Y2 to 1 inch
in width. Thi s encloses a very sticky, acid pulp surrounding from 1 to
12 shiny brown seeds. This edible pulp shrinks slightly from the pod
in maturity.
H istory: The tamarind is believed to be a native of tropical Afri ca
and perhaps southe rn Asia, where it has long been popular (50, p. 433).
It was early introduced into trop ical Ame rica and from there was prob-
ably brought to Ha waii . One of the first tamarind trees in Hawaii was
plant ed in 1797 by Do n Marin at Little Greenwich in Pauoa Valley (22) .
It was a favorite tree of the early settlers and is foun d on many of the
old homesteads. An avenue of tamarind trees grew in the palace
grounds until King Kalakaua, who did not like the fruit , had the trees
removed. In more recent years, the fru it has lost its popula rity, par tly
because of the small beetle which infests most of the pods and partly
because of the availability of other fruits.
Nutritive value: Our analyses and those of others (51) (63) indi-
cate that tamarinds, as compared with all other fru its, have an unusually
high acid and high sugar content. The acid is reported to be largely
tartaric and a small amount of unde term ined acids. The acid of the
sample analyzed in the nutritio n laboratory was calculated as IIt.24
percent tartaric acid or 12.16 percent as citric acid. The metabolism of
tartar ic acid has been discussed under "grapes" ( page 31) .
One investigator reports for tamari nds an invert sugar conte nt of
4 1.2 percent (5 /) , and our analyses show a carbohydrate by difference
of 45.8 percent.
The calcium and phosphorus content are also unusually high ; the
value of 0.113 percent for calcium is the highest repo rted in the litera-
ture for any frui t and is equivalent to that repo rted for some vegetables.
Th ough some people find the highly acid taste objectionable, many
children like tamarinds well enough to stri p the trees of the fruit s
wherever they have the opportunity. Perhaps those children who have
a low calcium intake could increase it considerab ly by eating tamarind s
dur ing the fruiting season, but addi tional experimental work is necessary
before we can decide if it is a practice to be especially recommended.
At any rate, it is probably not a detrimental one.
Tamarinds are an excellent source of vitamin B but have littl e or
no vitamins A or C. Prel imin ary tests indicate that they are probably
a good source of vitamin G (page 126 ) .
Th e 1932 Medical Research Council report on vitam ins (29) lists
dr ied tamarinds as having a low antiscorbutic value but states that the
dri ed fru it is much esteemed as an ant iscorbutic by natives of India.
Th e results of our experi ments (page 123) seem to justify a statement
that tamarind s are a poor source of vitami n C.
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Supply: In Hawaii, the fru it ripens during the late summer and
fall. N o attempt is made to market it commercially.
Use: Tamarinds are much more widely used in the other tropi cal
countr ies than in Hawaii, although many children eat the edible porti on
within the pod as do the East Indians and Arabs who prize tamarinds as
highly as dried dates and figs. Two methods of preserving tamarinds
indefinitely are to press the shelled tamarinds into cakes and keep in a
cool place, or to pack the whole tamarind in alternate layers with sugar
in jars. Another way is to cook the shelled fruit in a syrup until quite
soft and put through a coarse sieve, pressing through as much pulp as
possible. Thi s syrup may be canned to be dilut ed later and used in
making a pleasing and refreshing iced drink. Because of their high
acidity, tamarinds may be substituted for lemons or limes. Popenoe
(50, p. 434) states that in the Orient tamarinds are widely used as an
ingredient of chutneys and curr ies and for pickling fish.
FI 'csh tu nuu-ln rlude
6 servings
2 1 shelled tamarinds
6 cups water
% cup sugar
Add tamarind s to water and allow to stand 10 minutes. Stir well, add
sugar, chi ll, and serve with cracked ice.
' l'III1HII' in d S~' I' I P
yield 2 qu arts
2 cups shelled tam arind s 6 cups water
pressed down in cup 511. cups sugar
Pour water over tamarinds and allow to stand overnight. Add sugar and
boil 15 minutes. Strain throu gh a coarse sieve, rubbing th rough as much
pu lp as possible. He at syrup to boiling, pour into hot sterile jars, and seal.
~ I 'llmnI'i IuIlII]0
6 servings
I cup tamari nd syrup 4 % cups water
6 sprigs of mint
Mix syrup and water, chi ll, and serve wit h cracked ice and a sprig of
mint in each glass.
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WATER,MELON
(Citrullus vulgaris)
Descript ion: ' Th e watermelon is a large, smooth green melon cul-
tivated in man y sections of the world. The rind varies from % to 1Y2
inches in thickness and, from the outside in, shades from green to white
to pink. Th e crisp, juicy, p ink flesh contai ns many black or white, flat,
slippery seeds. In good melons, the flavor is delicate, sweet and refresh-
ing. Th e watermelons grown in Hawaii :J.verage between 10 and 20
pounds and are usually round. Comparatively few large melons ( more
than 20 pou nds) are seen on the market.
History: Th e watermelon is a nat ive of Africa but has spread
throughout the world. David Livingston (3, p. 2031) in 1857 wrote
that during years of abundance in Africa, watermelons were plent iful
and were a favorite food of the wild animals as well as the natives.
Although in Hawaii a large supply of melons has been grown only dur -
ing the last few years, some variety has been grown here conti nuously
since the first seeds were left by Captain Cook in 1779 (74, p. 45).
Nutritive value: Watermelons, like strawberries and mountain
apples, contai n 90 percent or more of water and 7 to 8 percent of car-
bohydrate in the form of sugar.
W atermelons are low in calcium, phosphorus and iron.
Vitamin determinations made elsewhere (38) show watermelons to
be a fair source of vitamin A, a poor source of vitamins B and G, and
a fair to good source of vitamin C.
Sttpply: W atermelons are on the market from May to August, the
supply usually meeting the demand.
Use: Delicious watermelon is grown in Hawaii , which provides
a favorit e and refreshing dessert. It may be used for fruit cocktail with
the addition of lemon or grape juice, or combined with other fruits .
Frui t salad is made very attractive by the addition of watermelon cubes
or balls. Th e rind may be prepared as a preserve or pickle.
' Va te "m e )o ll cock ta il
6 servings
4 cups ripe watermelon cubes 1 tablespoon sugar
4 Y2 tab lespoo ns lemon juice f if teaspoon salt
Add salt and sugar to lemo n juice, pour over watermelon cubes, chill, and
allow to stand l hou r or more in a refrigerator before serving in cocktai l
g lasses. A sprig of fresh mint may be used as a garn ish for each serving.
' Vnt e rme) oll g"nlle j ui ce cock tu lt
6 servings
4 cups ripe watermelon cubes 4 Y2 tab lespoons lemon juice
5 tab lespoons grape juice -Dr teaspoon salt
Mix salt, lemon juice and grape juice , pour over watermelon cubes, chi ll,
and allow to stand I hour or more in a refr igerator befo re serv ing in
cocktail g lasses.
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\ Va t er'm cl on p lck le
yield 1Y2 quarts
3 pounds or 2 Y2 quarts watermelon 1Y2 cups stro ng vinegar
rind ( rind from one melon ) 1Y2 cups sugar
6· 7 cups salt water ( 1 tablespoon 2 Y2 cups water
salt to 1 cup water ) 1 tablespoon whole allsp ice
4·5 cups weak vinegar solution 1 tab lespoon whole cloves
( 1 cup vinegar to 2 cups water ) 2 tab lespoons stick cinna mon
y.; teaspoo n salt
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Pare watermelon rind , removi ng all outside gree n rind and practically
all the pink meat. Cut in pieces about 3 inches long and % inch wide .
Soak 24 hours in sufficient salt water to cover rind . Drain and soak 24
hours in sufficient vine gar solution to cover rind. Drain and cook in clear
water 1Y2 hours, or unti l tende r; then drain off water. Make a syrup by
heating vinegar , sugar, water and salt, Tie spices loosely in piece of
cheesecloth and add to mixture. Cover and allow to stand 1 hour to absorb
spice flavor.
Add rind and boil gently for 1Y2 hours in a covered kettle. Pour into hot
srerile jars and seal at once. Exposure to air darkens the pickle.
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SUMMARY
The nut riti ve value of 22 semi-tropical frui ts grow n in H awaii has
been studied. Chemical analyses include moisture, protein, ether ex-
tract, crude fiber, carbohydrates by difference, ash, titratable acid, cal-
cium, phosphorus and iron. In some cases several varieties of the fruit
(e.g. avocados, bananas, etc. ) have been analyzed. In a number of in-
stances analyses were made on the fruit in different forms (e.g . grapes
with out seeds, and wirhour seeds and skins; pin eappl e and pineapple
juice; oranges with and wirhour membranes and orange juice, erc.) .
In the case of some frui ts no previous analyses for the mineral
constituents, calcium, phosphorus and iron , appear to have been made.
Wh ere comparisons were possible, the chemical composition of local
fruit s appears to be similar to the same varieties grown elsewhere.
Ten fruit s were tested biologically for their vitamin content. In
some instances several forms of the same fruit were tested separately
such as pulp and juice. In the case of vitamins A and B comparisons
were made with the International Standa rds. Guavas are noteworthy
for their high vitamin C content and papayas and pohas for their high
vitamin A (c arotinoid pigment ) content.
Th e supply and availability in Hawaii, brief descriptions and inter-
esting notes regardin g the history and introduction into Hawaii are
given for each fruit.
More than 150 recipes are given for the use of these fruits grown
in Haw aii.
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TABLE 2.-Proximate composition of Hawaiian fruits.' Edible portion.
N ame and variety Protein Ether Cru de Carbo-
Acid
oE fru ir Wa ter ( N x 6:25) extract fiber hydrate Ash as( Fa,) ( by diE· ci tric
Eerene!;) acid
--- -- - -
Percent Percen t Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
Avocado
Hulumanu........... 82.8 1.4 9.3 I.5 4.2 0.79 0.10
Nabal. .................. 70.0 1.0 21.8 2.0 4.3 0.93 0.23
Banana
Bluefields............. 71.1 1.5 0.2 0.6 25.8 0.80 0.36
Brazilian.............. 67.0 0.9 0.3 0.7 30.3 0.76 0.52
Largo............. ...... 65.7 0.9 0.3 0.4 31.9 0.77 0.64
Breadfruit
Hawaiian ............. 61.8 0.1 0.2 I.5 35.2 1.21 0.16
Carambola
(j uice only) ........ 89.2 (0. I ) • (0.1) .. . .. .. 10.3 0.28 0.40
Coconut
(water from nuts
with no meat ) .... 95.8 .. .. .... ..... --_.... 0.49 ......
(water from nuts
with soft spoon
meat ) .................. 93.8 ... . . .. .. . ..... ...... 0.41 ..... .
Fig
Brown Turke y
(whole) .......... 85.7 0.7 0.2 0.9 12.1 0.41 0.15
( peeled) .......... 85.4 0.6 0.3 0.9 12.5 0.33 0.17
Grape, Isabella
(seeds removed) . 81.1 0.4 0.2 0.6 17.3 0.38 1.93
(seeds and skins
removed) .......... 82.3 0.5 0.2 0.2 16.6 0.21 1.42
Guava, Common
(whole) .............. 81.8 0.7 0.2 7.0 9.8 0.50 1.37
(seeds removed ) . 84.9 0.3 (0.1) .. 2.3 11.9 0.48 ......
(" juice," watery
extract ) ........ ...... 93.9 0.1 .--. ... . 5.7 0.34 0.88
Guava, Strawberry
(whole) ......... ..... 81.7 0.5 0.4 6.1 10.7 0.61 1.62
• For methods of analysis, see page 105.
.. Estimated in order to supply carbohydrate figure.
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TABLE 2.-Proximate com positio n 0/ Hau/aiian [ruit s. Edibl e portion.
(continued)
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N ame and variety Prote in Ethc r Crude Ca rbo-
Acid
\Vatcr hydrate Ash asof fru it ( N x 6.25 ) extract fiber ( by dif· citric( Fat ) ference ) acid
--- ---
-- - --- -- - -
Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percen t Percent
Litchi
Hei Yeh .......... ..... 86.7 0.8 0.2 0.2 11.8 0.30 a • • • _ _
KwaiMi......... ...... 77.6 0.9 0.3 0.2 20.6 0.37 ......
Mango
Pirie ..................... 80.0 0.5 0.2 0.7 18.2 0.37 0.97
Victoria........ ........ 81.5 0.5 0.2 0.6 16.9 0.33 ._. . ..
Mountain Apple ...... . 9 1.5 0.3 0.1 0.8 7.0 0.26 0.15
Orange, Hawaiian
(with membrane ) 87.8 0.7 0.1 0.5 10.6 0.'11 1.16
(without
membrane ) ...... 89.'1 0.5 0.1 0.2 9.8 0.33 1.29
( juice) .... ....... ...... 90 .1 (0.5) • .... _.. . 9.0 0.35 1.28
Papaya...................... 85.6 0.5 0.3 0.8 12.3 0.51 0.13
Pasion -fruit
Purple
( juice onl y) .... 79.8 0.6 . . . . _.. . 19.1 0.48 2.30
Pineapple
Smooth Cayenne 85.6 0.5 0.2 0.5 12.9 0.28 0.48
(j uice ) ... .......... 86.4 (0.3) • . ... _. 0• 13.0 0.27 0.59
Poha......................... 8 1.7 1.9 0.1 3.2 12.2 0.87 0.89
Soursop........... ......... 80.2 0.7 0.4 1.0 17.1 0.58 0.94
Strawberry................ 90 .5 0.8 0.2 1.0 7.1 0.43 ......
Surinam-cherry ...... ... 75.2 1.0 0.1 0.8 22 .3 0.56 4. 18
Tamarind ........ ......... 33.9 3.3 0.5 1.8 45.7t 2.57 12.16
Watermelon
Chilean black
seeded........... .... 90.2 0.9 0.1 0.1 8.3 0.37 0.09
• Esti mated in order to JUpply carbohydrate figure.
t Calculated as percent by difference including acids as citric.
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TABLE 3.-Mineral composition of Hawaiian fruits: Edible portion.
Name and variety of fruit Total CalciumAsh ( Ca)
Phos-
ph oru s
( P )
Iron
( Fe )
Percent Percent Percent Percent
Avocado, Hulumanu .
Nabal .
Banana, BluefieIds .
Brazilia n .
Largo .
Breadfruit , H awaiian _
Carambola ( juice only) .
Coconut (water from nuts with no meat ) .
( water from nuts with sof t spoo n mear ) .
Fig, Brown Turkey ( whole) _ .
( peeled ) _..
Grape, Isabella (seeds removed ) .
( seeds and skins removed ) ..
G uava , Common ( who le ) _
(seeds remo ved ) .
( " juice," watery extract ) ..
Gu ava, Strawberry (whole ) .
Litchi , Hei Yeh _._._ .
Kw ai Mi _ ..
Mango, Pirie __ _ _ .
Victori a _..__
Mountain Apple _ _ _
Or ange, H awaiian ( with membrane ) .
( without membrane ) .
( juice) __ .
Papaya .
Passion-fruit, Purple ( juice only ) .
Pine app le, Smooth Cayenne .
( juice) .
Poha .__ .
Soursop __ .
Strawberr y.. _._ _ .
Surinam-cherry .
Tamarind _
Watermelon, Chilean black seeded .
n For methods of analysis, see page 107.
0.79
.93
.80
.76
.77
1.2 1
0.28
.49
.41
.4 1
.33
.38
.2 1
.50
.48
.34
.6 1
.30
.37
.37
.33
.26
.4 1
.33
.35
.5 1
.48
.28
.27
.87
.58
.43
.56
2.57
0. 37
0.008
.0 11
.00 4
.007
.0 10
.02 1
.00 1
.026
.0 17
.028
.024
.0 12
.008
.0 10
.0 15
.00 6
.034
.003
.004
.006
.00 5
.00 7
.040
.023
.01 3
.0 19
.00 5
.0 18
.0 16
.008
.009
.021
.0 15
.113
.006
0.0 34
.042
.023
.03 0
.035
.048
.0 12
.007
.0 13
.021
.022
.023
.01 6
.022
.0 16
.006
.020
.032
.Q35
.0 15
.0 16
.0 13
.024
.020
.02 0
.0 13
.0 18
.0 12
.0 11
.059
.030
.030
.02 0
.Q96
.0 17
0.000 57
.0003 7
.00027
.00028
.00 135
.0002 6
.00007
.00007
.00007
.0001 6
.00015
.00033
.000 23
.00 146
.000 30
.000 12
.00028
.00021
.0003 7
.0001 6
.00026
.00038
.00020
.000 20
.000 18
.000 25
.00034
.00025
.000 11
.00093
.00038
.00254
.000 33
.0006 0
.00017
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SOME FRUITS OF HAWAll
TABLE 6.- W eight, measure and cost 0/ one hundred calorie portions 0/
Hawaiian [rnits. Edible portion.
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Avocado, Hulumanu............... Y<l med ium
NabaL. ................... % medium
Banana, Bluefields................... % medium
5% tbs. pulp
Brazilian.................... 1 medium
Y<l cup pul p
N ame and Variety
of Fru it
Measure
Weight Approxi-
10 mate
grams cost '
94 $0.026
46 .014
90 .0 11
78 .012
Largo (uncooked) .... 1;2 medium
113 cup pulp
( baked) 1;2 medium
Y<l cup pulp
Breadfruit, Hawaiian
(uncooked) Y<l cup pulp
( baked) (34}t 113 cup pulp
Carambola ( juice only) 1 cup
Coconut (34}t 2 tbs., grated fine
74
57
70
84
238
17
.013
.013
.0 lD
.0 lD
.00'1
Fig, Brown Turkey
(whole) .
( peeled) .
Grape, Isabell a
(skins and seeds removed ) .
(seeds removed ) .
2% medium
3 medium- % cup , sliced
1;2 cup
% cup
189
182
143
137
.063
.068
.065
.050
Gu ava, Common
(whole) 3 guavas- 1Y<l cups, sliced 228
(seeds removed ) 1 cup 200
(" juice," watery extract ) 2 cups 43 5
Gu ava, strawberr y
( whole) 22 guavas, I-inch dia.,
1Y<l cups 204
• See Table 5 for cost per poun d.
t See Liter atur e Cited.
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T A BLE 6.- Weight, measure and cost 0/ one hundred calorie portions 0/
Hawaiian [raits. Edible portion. (continued)
Na me and Variety
W eight App rox-
of Fru it
Measure in imate
gra ms cost "
- - -
Lime ( juice onl y) ................ I Vz cups 30 1 .366
Litchi , Hei Yeh.................... 23 litchis, I ~ cups 192 .375
Kwai Mi.. ... ........ ....... 20 litchis , Vz cup 112 .285
Mango, Pir ie......................... % cup, sliced 130 .074
Victor ia..... ....... ... ..... 'y,i cup, sliced 139 .023
Mountain Appl e..........._.... ... 4 medium
2 cups, Vz -inch cubes 334 .073
Orange, Hawaiian
( with membrane ) .......... .. 1'y,i medium, 11f.l cups sections 2 17 .027
( without membrane ) ...... 21f.l medium, I 1f.l cups sections 238 .037
( juice) ..... ........................ 1!/i cups 26 3 .044
Papaya....... .... ..... ........... ....... 1 cup , Yz-inch cubes
Yz cup pulp 185 .0 13
Passion-fruit ( juice only ) '" Yz cup 128 .062
Pineapple, Smoot h Cayenne 2 slices, 'y,i -inch thi ck
( peeled) ......... ........... ...... I cup, 1.-2-inch cubes 179 .0 14
( juice ) ... ......................... % cup 189 .0 16
Poha.... ..... ... ........ ........... ...... 63 pohas, 2 cups 173 .0 51
Soursop, ( pulp} ................... Vz cup 133 .0 10
( juice) ....... ........ .... 1 cup 248 .050
Strawberry............ ... ........... .. 2 !/i cups, whole 303 .253
Sur inam-cherry.......... .. .... ... .. 39 cherr ies, Vz cup 106
Tamarind... ........................... 2 'y,i rbs, ; 50
Watermelon, Chilean
black seeded... ..... ........ ..... 1% cups, Vz -inch cubes 263 .036
" See Table 5 for cost per pound.
SOME FRUITS OF H AW All
TABLE 7.- Di!tribution of calories per 100 grams and calories per pound.
Edible portion .
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Na me and variety of fruit
Protein
Calories per 100 gram s
Fat Carbo hy- Tor al
urate
Calories
per
pou nd
Cals. Cals. Cals. Cals. Cals.
Avocado, Hulumanu 6 R4
N abal _.... ...... .......... 4 196
Banana, B1uefields 6 2
Brazilian 4 3
Largo 4 3
Breadfrui t, Hawaiian 0.4 2
Carambo la ( juice only) 0 1
Fig, Brown Turkey ( whole) _ 3 2
( peeled ) 2 3
Grapes, Isabella (seeds removed ) .... 2 2
(seeds and skins removed ) 2 2
G uava, Common ( whole ) __ . 3 2
(seeds removed ) 1 1
( " juice," watery extract ) 0 0
Gu ava, Strawberry ( whole ) 2 4
Litchi, Hei Yeh __ 3 2
Kwai Mi 4 3
Mango, Pir ie __ . 2 2
Victoria 2 2
Mount ain App le _ 1 I
Orange, Hawaiian ( with membrane ) 3 1
(without memb rane ) 2 I
(j uice) 2 0
Papaya 2 3
Passion-fru it, Purpl e ( juice only ) .... 2 0
Pineapple, Smooth Cayenne
( without peel and core ) 2 2
( juice) __ __ I 0
Poha 8 1
Soursop 3 4
Strawberry ......... ......................... ...... 3 2
Surinam-cherry .................................. 4 1
Tamarind 13 5
W atermelon , Chi lean black seeded .. 4 1
17
17
103
121
12R
141
41
48
50
69
66
39
48
23
43
47
82
73
68
2R
42
39
36
49
76
52
52
49
68
28
R9
183
33
107
217
I II
12R
135
143
42
53
55
73
70
44
50
23
49
52
89
77
72
30
46
42
38
54
78
56
53
5R
75
33
94
201
38
486
986
504
582
613
650
19 1
241
250
33 1
318
200
227
104
222
236
404
350
327
136
209
191
173
245
354
254
241
263
34 1
150
427
9 13
173
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TABLE B.-Quantity of juice obtained from 1 pound of fruit . AJ purchased,
Carambo la .
Coconut ( water fro m nuts with no meat ) .
Gu ava, Common (for jelly ) I Y2
(for juice ) 1
Gu ava, Strawberry ( ripe) 1y!
Gr ape, Isabella (for jelly) %
Lemon .
Lime .
Orange, Hawaiian .
Passion -fruit .
Pineapple .
Poha Yo,
Soursop .
Surin am-cherr y 1
N ame and variety of fru it W ater
added
cups
Yield of Juice
measure weight
cups ounces
l y! 10
2 18
1% 14
I Y2 13
l Y2 12
1% 12
Y2 4
% 6
I B
% 6
.y,; 7
1 8
I 9
1 9
SOME FRUITS OF HAWAII
T AB LE 9.-'-HaUJaiian fruits as SOUTces of vitamin .'
The Key to the Symbols is as Follows :
+ ind icates th at the food contains the vitami n.
++ ind icates th at the food is a good source of the vitamin.
+++ indi cates that the food is an excellent source of the vitamin.
indi cates th at the food conta ins no appreciab le amount
of the vitamin.
• ind icates that evidence is lackin g or appears insufficient.
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Fru it Vit amin A Vitamin B Vitamin C VitaminG
Avocados..... ......... ++ ++ ++ ++
Bananas.......... ...... ++ + ++
I
+
Breadfruit........ ..... + + + •
Coconut water...... - + + ++
Figs, whole .......... + + -I- +
Grapes... ... ... ... .... .. + + + -I-
Gu avas, Common.
seeds removed .. ++ ++ +++ +
jelly..... ..... ....... . - • +++ •
" juice .. • • +++ •. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lemon juice......... + +-1- +++ ++
Lime juice.... ........ - • ++ •
Mangos... ...... ........ ++ + ++ ++
Mountain Apples. + + + +
Or ange juice........ + ++ +++ 4-+
Papayas................ +++ + +++ +
Passion-fru it juice. • • +++
·
Pineappl e
fresh fru it....... . + + ++ +
fresh juice..... ... • • ++ ·
Pohas..... ..... .......... +++ ++ +++ + to ++
Soursop juice.......
·
++ ++ •
Strawber ries........ . + + ++ •
Tamarind s............ - +++ ? •
W aterm elon ......... + + ++ I +
T Th e sources of informatio n for the ratings in this table are experimental
work rep orted in thi s bulletin , literature cited, or person al communicatio n from
Hazel E. Mun sell , in cha rge , Nutrit ion Studies Section, Bureau of Home Eco-
nom ics, U. S. D . A.
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TABLE 10.-Vitamin ualues of some Hawaiian fruits in approximate units
per 100 grams. Edible portion .
(Standards used are listed below )
Vitamin Vitamin Vitam in Vitamin
Fruit A B C G
Coconut water...... .. ....... .... ... ..... 5
Figs, whole... ....... ..... .. .... ....... .... 80 10 5 33
Guava, seeds removed .......... ...... 200 14 300 35
jelly........ ......... ..... ........ . 60
"juice" 100. . . . . . . . . . . - . . .. . . . . . . . . ... .
Orange juice................... ........... 60
Papaya ...... ..... ...... ..... .... ......... .... 2500 8 70 33
Passion -fruit juice...................... 50
Pineapple, pulp.... ...... .......... .. ... 100 25 23
juice.... .... .. .... ....... .......... 20
Pohas ............... ...... ..... ..... ...... .... /f000 50 50 50
Soursop juice... .. ... .. ....... ....... .. .. . 15 10
Tamarind ..... .... .... .......... ... ......... 100
Vit amin A-Internation al standard
I uni =O.6 gamma ( 0.0006 milligram ) beta carotene.
Vitamin B-International standard
1 unit=O.OI gram activated kaolin ( page 108 ).
Vitamin C-Sherman 's standard
1 uni rzcminirnum daily quantity that protects from gross scurvy .
Vitamin G-Sherman's standard
1 uni rzcminimum da ily qua ntity that permits an average gain of
3 grams per week.
SOME FRUITS OF HAWAIl
TECHNICAL SECTION
PREPARATION OF FRUIT FOR CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
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Note: All analytical determinations were made on the "edible por-
tion," which may be described as that part of the fruit remaining after
removal of the refuse as noted on page 93. Unless otherwise stated,
all samples were taken from thoroughly mixed , fresh material without
previous drying, representing a number of fresh ripe fruits. To prevent
contamination with iron or other extraneous material, a stainless steel
knife and a hard rubber chopping board were used in the preparation of
all fruit samples.
Avocados, Hulurnanu-The fruit was cut in half, the seed removed,
and the flesh peeled and mashed with a silver fork.
Avocados, Nabal-The fruit was prepared in the same way as the
Hulumanu variety. All determinations were made on fresh material
except the ether-extract determinations, which were made on material
which had been dried before the samples were weighed out.
Bananas, Bluefields and Brazilian-The fruit was peeled and any ad-
hering fibrous material was removed. The pulp was mashed with a
silver fork.
Bananas, Largo-The fruit was peeled and, after the adhering fi-
brous material had been removed, was chopped. The material for the
iron determinations was not chopped but mashed with a glass rod.
Breadfruit, Hawaiian-The peel and core were discarded and the
flesh was chopped.
Cararnbolas (juice )-The fruit was cut in pieces and the juice ex-
pressed through 6 thicknesses of cheesecloth. The specific gravity of
the juice was determined and samples were obtained by pipetting defi-
nite quantities of the juice.
Coconuts (water )-The top of the coconut husk was chopped off
with a hatchet until the shell was reached. As the shell was quite soft,
a small piece of it was cut away and the water within the nut was
siphoned off through a glass tube into a large glass beaker.
Figs, Brown Turkey (whole) -Thoroughly ripe figs were carefully
selected and washed with distilled water. After the excess water had
been removed with clean cheesecloth, the fruit was chopped .
Figs, Brown Turk ey (peeled) -Ripe whole figs were peeled and
chopped.
Grapes, Isabella (seeds removed ) - The fruit was prepared by cut-
ting the grapes in half and removing the seeds with ivory-tipped for-
ceps. The samples used for the iron determinations were ashed without
drying. The remaining samples were taken from material which had
been cut into small pieces with a pair of scissors and dried at a low
temperature for several days.
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Grapes, Isabella (skins and seeds removed) -The fruit was squeezed
from the skin and the seeds removed with ivory-tipped forceps. The
pulp was shredded with a silver fork. The samples used for the iron
analyses were ashed without drying. The remaining samples were taken
from materials which had been dried at a low temperature for several
days.
Guavas, Common (whole)-Ripe firm guavas were carefully se-
lected. The stem and blossom end were removed and the remainder
chopped. The material for the iron determinations was not chopped
but consisted of representative slices cut from several guavas.
Guavas, Common (seeds removed)-The material used for the de-
terminations was not a composite of a number of fruits . A lengthwise
section of a fruit was taken for each determination, the seeds carefully
removed and cleaned of all adhering flesh before they were discarded .
Guavas, Common (juice )-The juice analyzed was that prepared
for the feeding of infants (p. 36 ) .
Guavas, Strawberry-The fruit was prepared in the same way as the
whole common guavas.
Litchis, Hei Yeh and Kwai Mi-The shell and the seed of the fruit
were discarded and, for all the determinations except iron, the flesh was
dried for several days at a low temperature. The samples used for the
iron determinations were ashed without drying.
Mangos, Pirie and Victoria-The fruit was peeled, the seed removed
and the flesh sliced and chopped.
Mountain Apples (36).
Oranges, Hawaiian (with and without membrane)-The samples
used for analyses were unchopped sections of the oranges , with and
without the surrounding membrane. As it was impossible to chop or
mash the sections without losing comparatively large quantities of juice,
a composite sample was not prepared. Where more than one section
was used, they were taken from several different fruits.
Oranges, Hawaiian (juice ) - The oranges were cut in half. A large
glass orange squeezer of the household type was used to extract the
juice which was strained through a to-mesh copper screen.
Papayas-The fruit was cut in half and the seeds and membrane
removed with a silver spoon. The flesh was peeled and mashed with a
silver fork.
Passion-fruit (juice ) - The fruit was cut in half and the pulp and
seeds removed from the shell with a silver spoon. The juice was ex-
pressed by squeezing the pulp and seeds in four thicknesses of cheese-
cloth .
Pineapples, Smooth Cayenne-The fruit was peeled and the flesh
surrounding the core was diced and used for analysis.
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Pineapples ( juice) - The fru it was peeled and the core cut out .
Th e flesh was cur into large pieces and the juice was extracted by
squeez ing in four thicknesses of cheesecloth.
PohaJ-The husks of the fru it were removed and each was wiped
with clean cheesecloth. The samples for all determination s, except iron,
were taken from material which had been dried for several days at low
temperature and ground in a glass mortar. Fresh material with out
previou s drying was ashed for the iron determinations.
SourJops-T he skin and seeds were discarded and the flesh was
prepared in the same way as that of mangos.
Strau/berries-s-Tu« fruit was carefully washed and the caps discard-
ed. Th e pulp was prepared for analysis by chopping.
Surinam -cberries-s-The cherries were carefully selected and wiped
with clean cheesecloth. The stems, seeds and blossom ends were dis-
carded and the fl esh used without further treatment.
TanUirinds-After remov ing the shell from the fruit , the sticky pulp
was scraped from the seeds and mixed well.
Watermelons, Chilean black seeded-The watermelons were peeled
and the seeds removed. The flesh was diced and used for analysis.
METHODS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
All analyses except those for calcium and iron were carr ied out by
meth ods of the Association of Offi cial Agricultural Chemists (1) . For
the water determinations a slight modificat ion was made as described
under "W ater" (p. 106 ) . Th e methods used for the determination of
calcium and of iron are standard methods and are described under the
titles "Calcium" (p. 107) and "Iron" ( p. 107). All determin ations
were done in tripli cate, and most of the figures in the table are averages
of three determinations. In a few cases, they represe nt the average of
the two figures which agree best or the average of analyses on two
separate samples of fruit. Refuse was determined as percentages of the
fruit "as pur chased." All other determinations were calculated as per-
centages of the edib le portion.
Refuse
. Th e difference in weight between the fruit "as purchased" and the
"edible port ion" is called the refuse and is expressed as a pcrcentage
of the fruit "as purchased." The fruit was wiped with a piece of dry,
clean cheesecloth and the tota l weight of the sample to be used was
recorded. The refuse was then removed and placed in a tared beaker
and weighed. When it was necessary to remove the skin by peeling, a
stainless-steel knife was used. The parts considered refuse and the per-
centages of refuse may be found in Tab le 4.
Titratable acidity
Th e acid of the fruit as given in Table 2 represent s the total free
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acid as determined by titration against standard alkali using phenol-
phthalein as indicator. It is expressed as anhydrous citr ic acid and is
calculated as a percentage of the fresh edible material.
W ater
The loss in weight of the edible portion of the fruit after drying is
called the water content, or moisture content, of the fruit . This is ex-
pressed as percentage of the edible portion. A modification of the
method of the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists was adopt-
ed. A thin layer of fresh, edible material was weighed in a small,
shallow weighing bottle , (3 0 by 45 mm.) . Since fruits usually contain
appreciable amounts of sugars which are lost at a temperature approach -
ing 100° C , the samples were dried at a temperature of 650 C for a
period of three days. This was low enough to prevent any but the slight -
est charring of the sugars and at the same time to dry the sample thor -
oughly. The final traces of moisture were removed by leaving the sam-
ples in vacuo over sulphur ic acid for three days.
Protein
( N itrogen x 6.25)
The protein content of the fru it was calculated as nitrogen x 6.25,
estimating that all of the nitrogen of the fruit is protein nitrogen and
that it constitutes 16 percent of the protein. The nitrogen was deter-
mined by the Gunning modification of the Kjeldahl method.
Ether extract
The ether extract represents that portion of the fruit which is soluble
in ethyl ether ( C P. anhydrous, distilled over sodium) . In many tables
this is classed as fat ; but because it includes other substances such as
waxes, resins and plant pigments, and because in most fruit s the per-
centage is very small, it is probably better called ether extract.
Crude fiber
The crude fiber of the fruit represents that portion of the fruit
which remains after extraction of the dried material with ether, and
after boiling with dilute sulphuric acid and then with dilut e sodium
hydroxide, but which is lost on ignition. It is considered to be that
portion which is not ut ilized during digestion.
Carbohydrate by difference
The carbohydr ate figures given in Table 2 represent all carbo-
hydrates except crude fiber. Th ese include polysaccharides and all sugars,
some of which may not be utilized in the body. The figures were ob-
tained by subtracting the sum of the percentages of water , protein,
ether extract, crude fiber and ash from 100. Th is method of determin -
ing carbohydrates involves an error, the greatness of which depends
upon the quantity of other undetermined substances, such as pectins,
pentosans and organic acids that may be present.
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Total ash
The ash content of the fruit is the residue which remains after
burning the substance until it is free from carbon.
In most cases the material was ashed in the fresh state. Each sample
was weighed directly into a weighed silica dish containing a piece of
ashless filter paper, which protects the bottom of the dish from the
action of acid and minerals.
Aliquots of the solution of the ash were used for the determination
of calcium and phosphorus in every case and for iron in those cases
in which the method of preparation of the sample precluded iron con-
tamination.
Calcium
The calcium content of the fruit was determined by a slight modifi-
cation of the McCrudden volumetric method (61).
Phosphorus
To determine the phosphorus content of the fruit the ammonium
phosphomolybdare volumetric method was used.
Iron
The iron content of the fruit was determined by the method of
Elvehjem and Hart (13). A blank was run with each group of analy-
ses, and the iron found in the blank was subtracted from the total iron
found in the fruit . The samples were ashed in a closed electric muffle,
without previous drying, and every care was taken to prevent any iron
contamination.
METHODS OF VITAMIN DETERMINATIONS
All experimental animals were raised in the Station laboratory . The
mothers of all experimental rats received the following diet : whole
wheat 960 grams, whole milk powder 400 grams, cooked soybean meal
100 grams, dried yeast 65 grams, wheat germ 40 grams, sodium chloride
10 grams, salt mixture 10 grams. The salt mixture was made up of
9 parts calcium carbonate and 1 part ferric citrate .
All experimental animals were kept in individual cages with raised
screen bottoms, and were allowed distilled water and the basal diets
ad libitum:
Unless otherwise noted , the fruits were prepared for feeding in the
same manner as for analysis. Pohas were used fresh and not dried .
The fruits were not finely chopped or mashed as for the analyses but
representative samples of such fruits as papayas, figs and pohas were
always taken .
Vitamin A: For the vitamin A experiments, young rats were
weaned at about 3 weeks of age and placed on the following experi -
mental diet : extracted casein (62, p. 257) 18 percent, dried yeast
( Northwestern ) 10 percent, salt mixture (42) 4 percent, sodium chlo-
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ride 1 percent , cornstarc h 57 percent , Crisco 10 percent , viostero l to
supply 1 part in 40,000 parts of diet.
Despite the fact that the young rats were placed on the A-free diet
at from 19 to 21 days of age, when they weighed an average of 4 1
grams, they made large gains before the vitamin A stores were depleted,
reaching an average weight of 124 grams. Th e average tim e of deple-
tion was 31 days. Previous experiments showed that rats fed 3 units
of caroten e ( Internat ional Standard ) per day (6 days a week ) suffered
such high mortality that 4 units was chosen as the standard of compari-
son. Rats fed thi s quantity of carote ne, and even those fed 3 units, if
they survived, showed such great increments in weight that the results
cannot be compared with the recommended Sherman standard-a gain
of 3 grams per week (62, p. 265) .
After the depletion of vitamin A stores the rats were fed the supple-
mentary foods for 5 or 6 weeks. From each litt er of rats were chosen
1 negative control which was cont inued on the basal diet only and 2 or
more positive contro ls which were fed 4 units of the 1931 International
Standard carotene ( 1 uni t is equivalent to 0.6 gamma of carotene).
With few exceptions there was good distribution of the sexes within the
various gro ups- positive and negat ive contro ls and animals fed the
fruit s. Daily feedings (i.e., every day except Sunday) were given in
the case of most fruits ; carotene was fed 2 tim es a week, papaya and
pohas 3 times a week. For all vitam in tests of the fruit s, quant ities of
2 grams or more were weighed on a Torsion balance and quantities less
than 2 grams on a chainomatic balance. The results of feeding caro-
tene , figs, guavas. papayas, pineapples or pohas as the sole source of
vitamin A ar~ summarized in Table 11 and Figu re l it.
Vitamin B: For the vitam in B ex pe r ime n ts, young rats were
weaned at from 17 to 18 days of age and continued on the breeding
diet to 21 days, when they averaged ItO gra ms in weight . Th ey were
then placed on the following diet: extracte d casein (62. p. 100) 18 '
percent , salt mixture It percent , cod liver oil 2 percent, butter fat 8 per-
cent, cornstarch 53 percent, auroclaved yeast ( Northwestern yeast auto -
claved at 15 lbs. pressure for 5 hours ) 15 percent . Th e average tim e
for depletion was 23 days when the rats weighed on the average 72
grams. From each litter of rats were chosen I or more negative cont rols
which were cont inued on the basal diet only and 2 or more positive
controls which were fed 0.005 gram of the 1931 International Standard
(0 .010 gram of the Int ernational Standard is equivalent to 1 unit .
Th e standard is a concentra ted preparation of the ant i-neur itic vitamin,
absorbed on kaolin from a watery ext ract of rice polishings and subse-
quently dried ). Supplements of fru its were fed daily except Sunday.
The International Standard was fed as 0.01 gram three times a week.
Table 12 and Figure 15 summarize the results of feeding the Inter -
national Standard, figs, guavas, papayas, pineappl es, soursops or tama-
rinds as the sale source of vitamin B.
Vitamin G ( B2 ) : For the vitamin G experiments, young rats were
weaned at from 17 to 18 days and cont inued on the breeding diet an
average of 22 days, when they averaged 43 grams in weight. They were
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placed on the following diet : extracted casein (62, p. 100) 18 percent,
salt mixture 4 percent, cod liver oil 2 percent, butter fat 8 percent, corn -
starch 68 percent. The average time for depletion was 24 days, when
the rats weighed an average of 49 grams. For these experiments, vita-
min B was supplied the rats by feeding daily either 4 drops ( 0.12 to
0.13 gram) of tiki tiki extract obtained from the Bureau of Science,
Manila , P. 1., or an extract of tikiriki made in the nutrition laboratory.
The latter was prepared so that 0.1 cc., which was fed daily, was equiva-
lent to I gram of rice bran .
From each litt er of rats were chosen 2 or more negative controls
which were continued on the basal diet only and, except in the case of
guavas, 2 or more positive controls which were fed 0.1 gram of auto -
c1aved yeast.
Because no International Standard has been chosen for vitamin G
experiments and in order to have some uniform basis for comparison ,
0.1 gram of autoclaved yeast was arbitrarily chosen as a standard. Th e
. results of feeding this quantity of yeast to positive controls were re-
markably uniform ( Table 13 ) , the average gain of 20 rats for 5 weeks
being 23 grams.
Supplements of the fruit s and autoclaved yeast were fed daily except
Sunday. Table 13 and Figure 15 summarize the results of feeding auto -
c1aved yeast, figs, guavas, papayas, pineapples or pohas as the sole source
of vitamin G.
Vitamin C: Standard guinea pigs raised in our laboratory were
used to test the vitamin C potency of the fruits . The guinea pigs were
fed Sherman's (62, p, 169) scorbut ic basal diet plus fresh alfalfa plus
the supplements until they ate the fruit s or fruit juices readily. The
alfalfa was then discontinued and the supplements fed to the guinea
pigs for the periods recorded in Table 14.
N egative controls were not used for every group of guinea pigs
fed on a particular fruit but were used at inter vals and in some cases
one group of gu inea pigs fed a poor antiscorbutic served as controls
for those fed a good antiscorbutic. All fruit s were fed daily except
Sunday. All juices and coconut water were accurately measured and
fed by means of a glass hypodermic syringe with a smaller rubber tip.
The International Standard , ascorbic acid, was not yet available for use
when these tests were made.
At the end of the experiments the histological examination of the
incisor teeth recommended by Hiijer (21) was employed. The results
of the exper iments are summarized in Table 14.
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TAnLE I I.-Reslllts of feeding uarious amounts of [rnits to rats as th e sole
source of uitamin A .
I Average Weights
Vi tam in stud ied Weigh! of When A verage
and source Rats supp lement supple- gai n infed dail y Initial Final 6 wee ksrnenr
sta rted
- - - - -- - --
-_.-
Vitamin A: Number Gra ms Grams G rams G rams G ram s
Negative Control ..__ ____ _____ 3 0.0 45 124t 82 .. ..
Caro tene .... _.__________ __ __.___... Ii Ii units li3 III 173 62
Figs__ _...________..____ _____ _________ 10 5.0 li3 11 8 197 79
._ - -
- - - ---
- - -
--- -
Negative Conrrol..___ _______ _ Ii 0.0 liD 119t 85 _.0.
Caro tene____ __ _____ ____ .__ ____ __ __ _ 7 Ii units 37 118 225 107
Guavas (seeds removed }, 9 1.0 39 11 4 165 51
.. .. .. 9 2.0 38 133 222 89
---~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Negative Contro l..___ ____ __ __ 5 0.0 ii I 124t 90 _.0 .
Carotene " __ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ __ __ ___ 9 4 un its li8 126 206 80"
Papaya " __ __ ___ __ __ __ _________ ___ __ 12 0.1 li3 120 186 66"
--- - - - - -
---
---
Negative Conrrol ..__ __ ____ __ _ 5 0.0 42 127t 87 .. ..
Caro tene ___ __ __ __ ___ __ __ ___ ____ ____ 8 Ii units 36 125 210 85
Pineapple __ ___ ____ ___ __ ____ __ __ ___ 9 2.0 liO 120 151 31
.. 6 3.0 37 121i 199 75. . . . . . . ... . .. ... . . _- . . . - .
- --
- - ---
- - -
- --
Negative Control..__ __ ____ __ _ 3 0.0 li2 123t 78 . 0. -
Carotene____ ________ __ __ ___ __ __ ___ _ 8 4 units 44 132 215 83
Pohas " __ __ __ ____ __ ___ __ ___ __ ____ __ _ 4 0.1 43 145 222
I
77"
Poh as__ __ __ ___ ____ __ .__ __ ____ ___ __ __ 9 0.2 li4 140 2li3 103
t W eight at the end of the depl etion per iod .
" All rats in th is g roup fed 5 weeks.
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TABLE 12.-ReJIIlts of feedin g various amounts of [ruits to rats as the sole
source of uitamin B.
Averaee Weights
Vitam in studied Weight of W hen AverageRats supplement gain in
and source fed daily Init ial supp le. 6 week sment Fina l
St3 rt OO
- - - - - - - -
- - -
N umber Grams Grams Grams Grams Grams
Vitamin B :
Negative Conrrol............. 2 0.0 42 72t 48 . -..
Standa rd.... ............ .... ...... . 4 0.005 41 72 107 35
F" 7 4.0 40 75 101 26tgs..... ..... ...................... ..
--- - -- - - -
Negative Contro l......... ..... 3 0.0 39 68t 53 __e.
Standa rd.... ...... ................. 5 0.005 37 73 107 34
Gu avas (seeds rem oved ) . 13 4.0 36 70 l ID 40
- - - - - - - --- - -- - --
Ne gative ControL ............ 5 0.0 38 68t 49 ... .
Standard ........ ....... ....... ..... 9 0.005 40 70 130 60
Papaya............ ....... ......... .. 14 6.0 41 72 126 54
- - - - - - - - -
Negative Cont rol.............. 3 0.0 37 62t 43 ._..
Standard .......... ................. 4 0.005 36 67 106 39
Pine appl e... ....... ............ ... 16 2.0 45 73 110 37
- - - --- - - -
Negative Con tro l.,.. .......... 3 0.0 35 72t 46 __e.
Standard .... ...... ...... ........... 5 0.005 34 67 100 33
Pohas.......... ............. ......... 7 1.0 35 72 108 36
- - - - - -- ----
Negative ControL........... I 0.0 68 90t 54 ----
Soursop ............................ 4 3.0 66 84 122 38
.. 4 4.0 65 85 140 55. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . .
--- - -- - - -
Negative Con rrol..... .. ....... 3 0.0 35 69t 49 . . . -
Standard ........................... 6 0.005 34 65 104 39
Ta mar ind. new ..........._.... 7 1.0 38 73 144 71
" • old..... ...... ....... 6 1.0 37 74 144 70
• "N ew" indi cates fresh 1935 crop. "old" indi cates pulp removed from the
pod and kep t at 360 .380 F for one year.
t W eight at the end of the dep letion period .
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TABLE 13.-Remlfs 0/ feeding uarious amounts 0/ /mits to rats as th e sale
source 0/ vita min G.
Average Weight s
V itam in studied W eight of When AverageRats suppleme nt gain in
and source fed dail y Initial supp le- Fina l 5 weeksmen t
started
- ------ - - -
Number Gram s Gram s Gram s Grams Gram s
Vitamin G :
Negative Control ............ . 9 0.0 48 52 55 3
Autoclaved yeast.... ...... .... 3 0.1 4 1 44 68 24
Figs.................................. 10 3.0 45 54 71 17
- - - --- ---
Negative Control........... .. 2 0.0 48 57 58 1
Gu avas (seeds removed ) . 13 2.0 48 57 68 II
- - - --- - - - --- - - -
Negative Conrro l.........__.. 5 0.0 40 47 52 5
Autoclaved yeast.,........ •... 5 0.1 37 43 67 24
Papaya......................_...._.. 8 2.0 51 58 66 8
.. 16 3.0 44 50 67 17. .... .. ... . ... . . . . .. . . . . . .. ...
---
- - -
- --
Negative Cont rol......_.... .. 8 0.0 37 44 47 3
Auroclaved yeast.............. 6 0.1 37 43 68 25
Pineapple... ..... .... ........ ..... 14 6.0 36 43 64 21
- - - ------
Negative ControL..._..... .. 5 D.O 40 46 49 3
Autoclaved yeast..... ... ...... 6 0.1 40 46 67 2 1
Pohas................_.............._ II 2.0 39 43 57 14
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DISCUSSION OF THE CONDUCT AND RESULTS
OF THE VITAMIN TESTS
The result s of the vitamin tests are summarized in Tables 9, 10, I I ,
] 2, 13 and 14, and by means of Figure s 14, 15 and 16. The explanatory
statements and discussion which follow are given for the benefit of
those interested in the details and technique of vitamin testing.
VITAMIN A.
The average gain of the 36 positive controls fed carotene for 6
weeks was 87 grams.
Figs: The average gain of the 4 positive controls fed carotene is
less than the average given above probably because all 4 rats were
females. The 10 rats fed 5 grams of figs gained uniformly.
Guavas: For the feeding experiments, guavas were prepared twice
a week by scooping out the inne r portion from 3 or more guavas,
separa ting the seeds from the pulp by pressing in an 18-mesh sieve and
adding the sieved pulp to the finely chopped outer rind.
Although there was good division of the sexes, the average gain of
the 7 rats fed carotene was greater than any other group of positive
contro ls. One rat fed carot ene is not included in the summary or curves
because it died 32 days after the supplement was started .
One rat fed 2 grams of guavas and 2 fed ] gram are not included
in the summary or curves because they died ] 6, 20 and 30 days after
the supplements were started.
Th e results of feeding 4 grams of guava jelly ( equivalent to 3 cc.
of guava juice ) to 8 rats arc not included in the summary or curves
because the rats lived no longer than the control.
Papayas: It should be noted that the data for the rats fed papaya
are for a 5-week feeding period whereas all others except one group
fed pohas are for a 6-week feeding period.
One rat fed 0.1 gram papaya and I positi ve control fed carotene are
not included in the summary or curves because they died 33 and Ii(
days after the supplements were started.
Pineapple: Two rats fed 3 grams of pineappl e are not included in
the curves and summary because they died 20 and 38 days afte r the
supplements were started. Three rats fed 2 gram s of pineapp le were
not included because they died 31, 24 and 25 days after the supplements
were starred.
Pohas: One positiv e cont rol that lost weight rapidly toward the
end of the exper iment is not included in the summary and curves as
all the other 8 gained uniformly and well.
Four rats were fed the supplement of 0.] gram of pohas for 5 weeks
instead of 6 weeks because the fruit was not available.
Soursop and tamarinds: Because the flesh of the soursop ap pears
to have no yellow pigment it was not tested for vitamin A. Tam arinds
appea r to be low in vitamin A as 3 rats fed ] gram of tamarind died
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4 to 6 weeks after the supplements were started. It was not possible to
induce them to eat larger supplements.
VITAMIN B.
Results of preliminary tests using varying quant it ies of the Int er-
national Standard and the frui ts are not included in the summary in
order to save space. For the final tests, the aim was to choose weight s
of the supplementary fruits which would result in approximate ly the
same gain is when 0.005 gram of the International Standard was fed.
Th e average gain of 33 rats fed daily except Sunday supplements of
0.005 gram of International Standard was 43 grams. When the 9 posi-
tive control rats of the papaya group which gained much more than the
others are excluded the average gain is 36 grams .
The growth response of the rats used for the vitamin B tests was
very un iform with few exceptions . The records of 1 negative contro l
for the fig group and 1 for the guava group were discarded because
after losing weigh t rapid ly the rats suddenly began to gain, apparently
because of marked coprophagy which could not be contro lled.
No comme nts on specific groups are necessary except for tamarinds.
The records of 21 rats fed tamar inds in the preliminary exper iments
are not included in the sum mary and curves because of conflicting re-
sults. Nine rats fed 1 gram of tamari nd gained an average of 54 grams
in 6 weeks and 4 rats fed 0.5 gram gained an average 49 grams in 6
weeks. Th e tests were made during the months of August, September
and October 1934. Because the tamar ind appeared to have such a high
vitamin B value, 0.5 gram of the same material previously used was
again fed to 8 rats dur ing N ovember and December 1934, and January
1935. The growt h response was about one-third the previous one as
the 8 rats gained an average of 14 gram s in 6 weeks.
It was thought that perhaps there was a loss of vitamin B due to
storage but when 1 gram of fresh mater ial ( 1935 crop ) was fed along
with a like qua ntity of the tamarind pulp that had been stored at from
34° to 38° F. for 1 year, the growth curves were identical so that the
same line is necessary to represent both curves. Obviously then there is
no loss of vitam in B resulting from the storage at a cool tempe rature
and it is highly probable that the acidity of the pulp would prevent loss
of vitami n B even at room tempera ture .
Using tamarind pulp as the sale source of vitamin B, a fourt h set of
feeding experime nts was carried out dur ing the months of N oveml::er
and December 1935. Nineteen rats, including positive and negative
contro ls, were used. The results may be summarized as follows: 5 rats
fed 0.5 gram tamarind gained an average of 41 grams,S rats fed 1.0
gram tamari nd gained an average of 63 grams, 6 rats fed 0.005 gram
International Standard gained an average of 36 grams.
Th e results confirm the first and third sets of experiments and prove
tamarinds to be an excellent source of vitamin B.
V ITAMIN G
Results of preliminary tests are not included in the final tables and
curves.
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N o special comment regarding the vitamin G tests is necessary with
few exceptions. The records of 1 negative control used for the papaya
experiments and 1 for the poha experi ments were omitted from the
summary bcause thcy made very unusual gains in weight apparent ly
due to coprophagy. The records of 2 rats fed 2 grams of figs were
omitted for the same reason.
No experiments were made to test the vitami n G content of soursop.
No final tests were made but preliminary experiments using 3 rats
indicate that tamarinds are a good source of vitamin G. Two rats fed
1 gram daily gained 11 grams per week and 1 rat fed OJ gram daily
gained 5 grams per week over a 5-week test period.
VI TAMIN C
, Coconut water: It was possible to feed 20 cc. of coconut water only
by withholding tap water, so that it was not feasible to give a larger
quantity which might consistently have pro tected the guinea pigs from
gross scurvy.
Figs: Since such a large quant ity of figs as 10 grams failed to pro-
tect guinea pigs from scurvy, additional experiments were not made as
it seemed obvious that figs were a poor ant iscorbut ic. The tests were
made at a good season when the fru it was of fine quality.
Guavas: The vitamin C content of guavas is probably influenced
by the season of the year and the quality of the frui t. For example,
animals numbered 262, 266 and 297, which were fed 0.25 gram of gua-
va without seeds near the middle of the guava season, were completely
protected from gross scurvy, bur anima ls 278 and 280, which showed
moderate and severe scurvy, were fed the same quant ity several months
later at the very end of the season when the quality of the fruit was
poor. About 11 percent of the weight of guavas is seeds so that 1.0
gram of whole guavas is equiva lent to approximately 0.9 gram of guavas
without seeds. Anim als numbered 257 and 261 fed 1 gram of whole .
guavas near the beginn ing of the fruiting season in 1933 showed a per-
fect histological picture, whereas only 2 animals out of a group of 9 fed
1 gram of guavas without seeds in the middle of the 1934 season
showed no histological changes in the teeth.
As the "guava juice" ( page 36) constituted a watery extract of the
guavas, it was not ant icipated that its vitamin C value would be par-
ticularly high. Four and 5 cc. were first fed daily. It was found that
these quant it ies completely protec ted the teeth of guinea pigs from
histological changes. Of the 13 guinea pigs fed 3 cc. of guava juice
all but 3 had the teeth completely protected. Th ese 3 were part of a
group of 7 animals fed from juice prep ared a year following the juice
which was fed to the first 6 animals listed as receiving 3 cc. of guava
juice.
Orange juice: The juice was prepared as for analysis but strained
through 2 thicknesses of cheesecloth instead of throu gh a strainer. The
results in Table 14 indicate that the juice of Hawaiian oranges has an
antiscorbutic value equal to that of good quality Californ ia oranges
tested simultaneously.
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Papayas: Of 12 guinea pigs fed 2 grams of papaya only 1 was not
pro tected from gross scurvy. Not all of the 8 anim als fed 3 grams of
papaya daily had the teeth comp letely protected from hi sto logica l
changes. Th ese variat ions may be due to the quality of the papaya as
well as individual differences in the guinea pigs.
Passion-fruit juice: Th e passion- fru it used for the feeding experi -
ments was grown in the Kona distr ict of the island of Hawaii and a
fresh lot was shipped each week to the nutri tion laboratory. Each week
the passion-fruit juice was prepared as was that for analysis. The juice
was then frozen and the quantity needed for daily feeding was removed
from the freezing chamber and brought to room temperature.
As the product was consisten tly the same, the lack of un iformity in
the results must be due to variations in the guinea pigs.
Pineapp le juice: Pineapp le juice was prepared as for analysis ex-
cept that it was squeezed in 2 thicknesses of cheesecloth . W hen fed at
a level of 3 cc. pineapple juice usually failed to pro tect guinea pigs
from gross scurvy. Even 6 cc. protected only 6 out of 10 guinea pigs
from gross scurvy and in no case protected the teeth completely from
histological changes.
Pohas: Two of the 3 guinea pigs fed 3 grams of pohas near the
end of the fruiting season were not protected from gross scurvy but
those fed 4 grams both at the beginning and end of the season were
protected not only from gross scurvy but from histo logical changes in
tooth structure . Th e teeth of 2 anima ls fed 2 grams of pohas at the
beginning of the fru iting season were not protected but no gross symp-
toms of scurvy were observed at autopsy.
Soursop juice: The juice was pre pared by squeezing pieces of pu lp
freed from seeds in 2 thick nesses of cheesecloth and freezing. The
quantity needed daily was brought to room temperature before feeding.
Th e records of 9 guinea pigs fed 5 cc. of soursop juice, in addition
to those shown in Table 14 are not recorded, for it was first thou ght
that the quality of the fruit may have been responsi ble for lack of pro-
tection from scurvy but the results for 8 animals shown in Table 14
are practically identical. Even 10 cc. of soursop juice did not consist-
ently protect from gross scurvy.
Tamarinds: At the beginning of the experiment the tamarind pulp
was prepared by adding a lit tle sugar and mixi ng with disti lled water
so that it could be fed by means of a hypodermic syringe as the animals
would not take the material voluntarily. As the guinea pigs failed to
survive, the natu ral acidity of the tamar ind was partially neutralized by
thoroughly mixing 2 cc. of 0.5 normal and later 0.75 normal sodium
hydroxide with 1 gram of tamarind pulp just befre feeding.
Anim als numbered 354, 356 and 377 received the tamarind without
addition of alkali and died 7 to 14 days after tamarind feeding began
showing little or no evidence of scurvy. Animals numbered 379 and
360 received the untreated tamari nd pulp mixed with water for 6 days
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and partially neutralized pulp for 4 days and died showing little evi-
dence of gross scurvy.
Guinea pigs 362, 364 and 366 received partially neutralized tama-
rind. Number 362 died and no autopsy was made. Autopsy of num-
bers 364 and 366 after death showed 364 to have hemorrhages of the
stomach and caecum and 366 to have no gross scurvy.
All animals that survived the feeding period of 21 days received
tamarind that had the acidity partially neutralized with either OJ or
0.75 normal sodium hydroxide. At autopsy they showed mild to severe
scurvy but no other abnormalities.
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